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THE SECOND BLESSING.
IPBa^SQ^ HIS innocent expression, "Second
jTj^K^^ Blessing," has been the red flagto quite a number of people who
B|^^^^ are ready to break out in pro-Q^SS^ test and ridicule, exclaiming
that they know nothing of a
second blessing, but they have had a thou
sand blessings.
� ^ �
The saintly John Wesley coined this phrase
when he was emphasizing the doctrine and
experience of entire sanctification, as a sec
ond work of grace; that is, a gracious work
of the Holy Spirit wrought in believers subse
quent to their regeneration.
There are many blessings in the religious
life and experience of all of God's children ;
special providences for which there should be
the most profound gratitude; precious com
munion and heart warmings in secret pray
er; gracious spiritual uplifts in Christian fel
lowship, when the heart is filled with joy,
when the songs of Zion are lifted up with
praise, or the' soul is stirred with a gospel
message, or some passage of scripture seems
to become a person and stands up and speaks
to us with powerful emphasis, and is the
bread of life to our hungry souls, a lamp of
light to our feet. One of the beauties of the
Christian life is the fact that there are palm
trees and wells of grace, of comfort and up
lift all along the way.
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But there are two great works of grace
clearly set forth in the Scriptures; they are
quite different from , the blessings we have
been describing, and are definitely taught in
the Word of God. One is a birth ; the other
involves a baptism. One is the giving of a
new life ; the other is the expurgation of an
old life. One is the putting on of the new
man; the other is the putting off of the old
man. One is a recreation which brings into
us a new and blessed life we never had be
fore; the other is a crucifixion of our old
man, the carnal nature that we have always
had, and always will have until "the body of
sin has been destroyed."
* * * *
It is no indication of intelligence or piety,
or of comprehension of biblical teaching for a
man to try to get rid of these two great
works of grace. The one involving what our
Lord Jesus calls being "born again," and the
other involving a gracious baptism with the
Holy Spirit purifying the heart by faith. One
of the most fatal teachings that we have
among religious teachers today is the effort
to try to discard the definite baptism with
the Holy Spirit, which is vouchsafed to every
child of God. One reason why there is such
drouth and deadness in the churches arises
out of the fact that the Holy Spirit is largely
ignored, as a person, in the performance of
the various offices assigned to him in the
promotion of the kingdom of God among men.
It is singular that thousands and tens of
thousands should give a definite testimony to
By The Editor.
the fact that, since they were regenerated,
they sought and obtained a baptism with the
Holy Spirit, and were conscious of the deliv-
ance from doubt, fear, carnal desires and up
risings which greatly annoyed them, who are
trustworthy people and would readily be be
lieved in and regarded as trustworthy by
their friends and neighbors on any other sub
ject, but who refuse to believe that they have
received any such blessing as they claim.
* Hf m *
We have come to a time when all of those
who have received the gracious "second
blessing" should bestir themselves, working
always in the spirit of patience and love to
testify, sow down holiness literature, to hold
special meetings for preaching full salvation,
a blessing to be obtained by consecration
and faith by those who have been regenera
ted and are in a state of justification. If there
ever was a time when we needed a revival,
where the Holy Spirit is recognized, receiv
ed and mightily moves among men, that time
is now. This..experience of a second work of
grace was believed in, taught and experienc
ed by many of the founders of Methodism. It
is working wonders in many of the great
mission fields. We humbly appeal to all of
those who have been the recipients of this
grace to take a running shoot to enter with a
joyful bound into the New Year, and by the
grace of God, let's do all within our power to
make it a year of great revivals for the con
version of sinners, the reclamation of back
sliders and the sanctification of believers.
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Preaching in Baltimore Md.
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went to Baltimore for an eleven
days' meeting with Rev. Harry
G. Spencer, pastor of the fa
mous old Caroline Street M. E.
Church, where Methodists have
been meeting, preaching,, sing
ing and praying for 114 years, and a great
company of them have gone up from this sa
cred spot to worship at the feet of their Re
deemer and Lord. I think I met some of as
fine specimens of the old-time type of Meth
odists as I have met anywhere in a half cen
tury. It was a real treat to be in their Sun
day afternoon class-meeting where they meet
for testimony and praise at 3 o'clock every
Sunday. I preached a short sermon to them
both Sabbaths I was with them.
We had rain, and storm and wind which
greatly militated against the good work. The
members of this church have moved to other
parts of the city and it was diilicult for them
to be with us in the very stormy weather
which prevailed for a major part of the meet
ing. The atmosphere was so charged with
political excitement that it was difficult to
get the people's minds off the present and fix
them on the future. .
We had some gracious services, a number
at the altar and many claimed to have re
ceived definite spiritual help. The pastor,
Rev. Harry G. Spencer, was loyal in the best
and highest sense to the work and to my ef
forts. He greatly loves his people and is be
loved by them. He is a well equipped man,
has one of the best libraries I ever saw, is a
graduate of Drew Seminary, a powerful
preacher, earnest in prayer and given to the
service, not only of his own people, but many
who may not be members of his flock.
While engaged in these services Dr. Spen
cer took me out to preach in the Methodist
Home for old people. It was a splendid
building, large, beautiful, perfectly adapted
and elegantly furnished. It has a wonderful
group of old Methodist saints, one or two
ninety years of age. I was delighted to see
the comfort with which the Methodists of
Baltimore care for the old saints of their
church. Evangelist Byron Crouse who was
in the city assisting in revival meetings,
went out and sang for us. I preached from
1 Cor. 13:13�Faith, hope and love�and we
J]iad a good time. Many pf these^.dear people
came to our revival and one Suiiday Di".
Spencer had ten or twelve of them to dinner
at the parsonage. They were very happy.
Before going to Baltimore I received a re
quest to prepare a sermon for the Monday
morning preachers' meeting of the M. E.
Church. They have about ninety pastors in
and about the city. I think we had one hun
dred preachers present at the Monday morn
ing service, as fine a looking body of clergy
men as one would find in many years travel.
I gave them an earnest message and I believe
nearly every one gave me a hearty shake of
the hand and words of approval.
During these meetings I was asked to
speak to a business men's New Testament
Club, an^ to take luncheon with them in a
down-town restaurant. I found a fine body
of men, preachers and laymen. They are
united to distribute New Testaments, free of
charge, among people who do not have them.
They keep a man employed in this good work.
He reported that during the past week he had
given away over 400 New Testaments, often
having an opportunity for earnest personal
work with those who received the books.
I spoke to this group of brethren on the
need of a religious awakening and spiritual
revival, with some remarks on what it would
take to bring about such a revival. They
seemed to receive the word with apprecia
tion, and gave me many expressions of en
dorsement and sympathy with my views and
feelings on this important subject. I laid
special emphasis on the earnest preaching of
the gospel.
While engaged in the meetings at Caroline
Street I was entertained at the parsonage
and shall never forget the earnest efforts of
Mrs. Spencer to make me comfortable, and
the courtesies and kindness of the pastor and
his entire family.
I met some wonderfully Spirit-filled people
in this church and believe if we could have
(Continued on Page 8.)
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I.
The Methodist pulpit
has had some mighty men
in it. The old-time theolo
gy of Methodism got into
their system ; the fire of
the Holy Spirit burned in
their souls; the Bible was
their counsellor and in-
spirer and guide and they
preached with the power
of the Holy Spirit. It was
said of one old-time Meth
odist preacher that, "he came to interrupt
the repose of the pulpit and shake one world
with the thunders of another world." And
of another old-time preacher it was said that
when he came aro.und "he threw all hell into
a state of astonishment and put the Devil on
the lookout wondering what to expect next."
These preachers of the gospel could truly
sing:
"Shall I, to soothe the unholy throng,
Soften God's truths and smooth my tongue
To gain earth's gilded toys, or flee
The Cross, endured my Lord by Thee ?
"The love of Christ doth me constrain
To seek the wandering souls of men ;
With cries, entreaties, tears, to save,
To snatch them from the gaping grave."
II.
A preacher of the gospel is a man "God
sent." A preacher, speaking on John 17:6-9,
gave the following suggestive outline of the
work, the men and the Word as follows :
1. The God-given work.
2. The God-given men.
3. The God-g'ven message.
Another giving the Seven Pillars of Gospel
Truth puts it this way :
1. Man's fall and depravity produce the
Need of salvation.
2. The love of God shows the procuring
Caitse of salvation.
3. The Word of God is the Instrument of sal
vation.
4. The Holy Spirit is the Executive Agent of
salvation.
5. Blessings and Judgments are the Motives
of salvation.
6. Repentance and Faith are the Cond'tions
of salvation.
7. Holiness and Witness Bearing are the
Fruits of salvation.
Experimental salvation is well illustrated
in this story :
"On village greens, in public squares, or
within humble meeting-houses. Dr. Adam
Clarke preached a great salvation. In 1785,
when on his way from Liskeard to Launces-
ton, he halted at a farm called Botternell.
Here he met a farmer, John Nile by name,
and obtained consent to preach in his house.
The neighbors were invited, and as a result
of the service souls were saved and a society
formed. The farmer himself was not con
verted, but he was so deeply wrought on that
when he went to bed he could not sleep. He
arose and walked over his farm, calling on
the Lord to forgive his sins. Presently he ap
proached a turnip field and saw a stooping
figure. He watched, and discovered that a
man was stealing his turnips, transferring
them to a sack. 'Hullo, there!' he cried.
'What are you doing?' The man, perceiving
that he was caught, cried out: 'Oh, maister,
do 'ee forgive me; forgive me this once,
maister !'
" 'Forgive 'ee ?' said Nile, drawing near to
the man. 'Why, that's what I want the Lord
to do for me. I want him to forgive me, and
I must forgive thee.' He lifted the sack of
turnips on to the man's back, saying : 'Take
the turnips, and go home with 'em, but don't
'ee steal any more. If 'ee want any again.
READING THE APPOINTMENTS.
I was sitting in a wing slip, close beside the
altar rail,
When the bishop came in softly, with face
serene but pale,
And a silence indescribably pathetic in its pow'r
Such as might have reigned in heaven
through that "space of half an hour"�
Rested on the whole assembly as the bishop
rose and said:
All the business being finished, the appoint
ments will be read-
Not as one who handles lightly merchandise of
little worth,
But as dealing with the richest, most im
portant things on earth,
In the fellowship of Jesus, with the failings
of a man.
The good bishop asked forbearance�he had
aone his best to plan
For the glory of his Master, trusting him to
guide his pen
Without prejudice or favor, and the preach
ers cried "Amen."
"Beulah Mountain, Henry Singer." Happy peo
ple, happy priest,
On the dainties of the gospel through the
changing years to feast.
Not a church trial ever vexed them, all their
preachers stay four years,
And depart amidsc a tempest of the purest
kind of tears.
"Troubled Waters, Nathan Peaceful." How
that saintly face grew red,
How the tears streamed through his fingers
as he held his swimming head.
But his wife stooped down and whispered�
what sweet message did she bear'/
Vor he turned with face transfigured, as up
on some mount of prayer.
Swift as thought in highest action, sorrow
passed and gladness came
At some v/ondrous strain of music breaking
forth from Jesus' name.
"Holy Rapture," said the b.shop, "I have left
to be supplied,"
And I thought�You could not fill it, Mr.
Bishop, if you tried.
For an angei duly translerred to this confer
ence below,
Wouldn't know one-half the wonders that these
blessed people know.
They would note some strain of discord though
he sang as heaven sings.
And discover some shortcomings in the
feathers of his wings.
"Grand Endeavor�^Jonas Laggard." Blessed
by the Lord, thought I;
They have put that brother Laggard where
he has to work or die.
For the Church at Grand Endeavor, with its
energy and prayer,
Will transform him to a hero, or just drive
him to despair;
If his trumpet lacks the vigor of the gospel's
charming sound,
They will start a big revival and forget that
he's around.
In the front pew sat the fathers, hair as white
as driven snow�
As the bishop read appointments they had
filled long years ago.
Tender memories rushed upon them, life reviv
ed in heart and brain.
Till it seemed that they could travel their
old circuits o'er again.
Then a mist came over my vision, as the bishop
still read on.
And the veil that hides the future for a mo
ment was withdrawn;
For I saw the world's Redeemer far above the
bishop stand,
On his head a crown of glory and a long roH
in his hand;
Round his throne a countless number of the
ransomed, listening pressed�
He was stationing his preachers in the
"City of the Blest."
Some whose names were most familiar, known
and reverenced by all.
Went down to the smaller mansion back
against the city wall.
One who took the poorest churches miles away
from crowds and cars
Went up to a throne of splendor, with a
crown ablaze with stars.
How the angel sang to greet him, how the
Master cried, "Well done."
Here the preacher blushed and wondered
where he had such glory won.
Some whose speech on earth was simple with
no arguments but tears,
Nothing novel in their sermons for fastid
ious, itching tears.
Coldly welcomed by the churches, counted bur
densome by all.
Went up to the royal mansions, and were
neighbors to St. Paul.
come to me, and I'll give 'em to 'ee.' John
Nile's conversion was so sincere that he
forthwith opened his house to the Methodist
preachers, and thenceforth Botternell ap
peared on the circuit plan as a preaching-
place. Here Adam Clarke often spoke to the
miners of the district, and it is recorded that
many were added to the Methodist Church."
in.
I was told by a county official that, in Bible
class in the Sunday school some time ago
(and this happened in New Jersey) he talked
about conversion, the new birth, etc. When
the class was over the Methodist pastor re
quested him not to talk that way again, as
people did not know what he meant by such
terms. Of course, this preacher was the
product of our Modernistic schools more than
of the mourner's bench and the revival meet
ing. That preacher ought to get back to his
Methodist books, Wesley's Sermons, Miley's
or Pope's Theology and to his Bible and read
John three, where the doctrine of regenera
tion is set forth by Jesus.
Listen to this, 0 ye Methodists ! Here is
a Baptist definition of Regeneration :
"Regeneration is a work of the Holy Spirit,
By which the heart is renewed ;
So that it turns from the love of sin
To the love of holiness.
And from enmity and disobedience
To the love and service of God."
IV.
Dr. H. J. Zelley, in one of his articles, has
the following which we transcribe in this ar
ticle as it is not only an amusing setting
forth of Negro preaching, but it states the
fact about a lot of preaching (so-called) of
today :
In "Famous Negro Sermons," published by
Dr. French E. Oliver, one of the great lead
ers of his race, there is a remarkable sermon
on Jer. 46 :17 : "Pharow, King of Egypt, Am
But a Noise." There is such a striking re
semblance between the picture of '"Pharow"
and the Modernists of today that we have
quoted one paragraph from the sermon.
"Dis triflin' Pharow sho' lif his pizen han'
agin de Lawd's 'ninted peepuls ; but de Lawd
dun certify dat he am but a noise. Not mu-
sick; not singin', not de banjo�wid its fa-
muss melodashuns; not de gittah�wid its
sweet ha'monashuns ; not de o'gan�wid its
glor-uss celebrashuns of de songs of Zion ; not
de dulcimah�wid its glowin' ramikashuns of
de wo'ship of de Lawd in de ch'ch of God;
not de fiddle wid its 'lectrick spa'k of tuneful
segementashuns dat makes de feets jump all
direckshuns�ef o' Beellbybug still owns dem
feets! Pharow am but a noise. Dat am de
solum langwidge ob dis tex! He was mo'
like de big drum dat de man beats wid his big
mallick in de brass ban'. Pharow was jes'
plain ag'avatin' noise. Yo' all kno's dat de
chillums kin romp an' holler an' stir up de
rousements ob childish joy in der play�but
dar am pu'puss in de rompin's ob de swe:t lil'
chilluns.
'
Pharow am not de noise ob de in-
nosent playin' chile! but jes' de noisy noise,
dat stu's up a rukuss fur de lub of de rukuss!
Dem noises am de tantalizin' produck ob de
simlin-haided, er de triflin' dat want to ma'
de peace of de sole; er po'tri ken time on
wounds in de hea't. Dat am de kin' ob a
noise-makah ol' Pharow wuz. It seems dat
de debil had him rize up outen dat Ian' of
blackness an' sin; an' jest bray lak de mewl
to make hisse'f a pow'ful vexment to de
Lawd ob glory an' to de chilluns ob Zion. 01'
Bellzbug dun speshulate in makin' noises in
all de ages ; an' he uses sum ob his chilluns in
dis naybohood to vex de Lawd an' all de pius
peepul ob dis congregashun."
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DIAGRAMS AND DYNAMICS.
�AZZINI said to the Young Italy
of his times that "it had made
the mistake of trusting to a so
cial diagram without a spiritual
dynamic."
These words of wise counsel
by the great Italian statesman are quite ap
plicable to the mistaken methods of many of
the churches in America at this time.
They adore "programs," "drives" and the
like; but they are distressingly destitute of
power. Their diagrams for progress are
beautiful, but they lack spiritual dynamics
to do more than draw diagrams. In the lan
guage of the prophet Habakkuk they "sacri
fice unto their nets and burn incense unto
their drags" (Hab. 1:6),' although the fish
they catch are not excessively abundant.
Our churches do not need more tackle ; but
they require better fishers of men. They de
sign all sorts of nets, but they fish too little.
It is time for them to abandon so many in
genious devices and rely upon spiritual pow
er.
It is to be feared that very many of us have
lost faith in spiritual forces for achieving re
ligious results, and are putting confidence in
plans and programs. But that conflicts with
the teachings of Christ and his apostles.
The work to which our L#ord sent forth his
apostles was the greatest and most difficult
that was ever assigned to men. All the most
eloquent orators of all the ages could not have
accomplished it by. their most persuasive
methods. The philosophers of mankind could
not have achieved it by their profoundest sys
tems. It was a work utterly beyond the wis
dom of statesmen and the arms of soldiers.
What instruction did the Master give to
his peasant preachers for the doing of the
vast work of making a new world? His
words, as recorded by Saint Luke, are, "Thus
it is written, and thus it behooved Christ to
suffer, and to rise from the dead the third
day; and, that repentance and remission of
sins should be preached in his name among
all nations beginning at Jerusalem. And ye
are witnesses of these things. And behold I
send the promise of my Father upon you : but
tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem, until ye be
endued with power from on high." (Luke 46 :
49).
It was not any earth-born power upon
which they were to depend, but "power from
on high." But these men began to dream of
some political power to be generated by the
reorganization of the Hebrew commonwealth.
Hence, we read of their state of mind just be
fore the ascension, when they therefore were
come together they asked of him saying,
"Lord, wilt thou at this time restore again
the Kingdom to Israel?" (Acts 1:6). And
he rebuked their carnal delusion of redeem
ing the human race through a political or
ganization with its capital at Jerusalem, say
ing, "It is not for you to know the times and
the seasons which the Father hath put in his
own power. But ye shall receive power after
that the Holy Ghost is come upon you : and ye
shall be witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem,
and in all Judea, and in Samaria, and unto
the uttermost part of the earth." (Acts
1:7 and 8.) ^ ^
Strange to say their minds were not yet
clear of the folly of seeking power by mere
organization. Under the impulsive leader
ship of Peter they proceeded to choose a suc
cessor to Judas; but their new diagram of
apostleship brought to them no heavenly dy
namic. The good man, Matthias, whom they
chose and thenceforth "numbered with the
eleven apostles," added nothing to their pow
er
But shortly thereafter "they were all filled
with the Holy Ghost," and the marvelous vic
tory of Pentecost was wrought; "and the
Bishop W. A. Candler.
same day there were added unto them about
3,000 souls.' (Acts 2:41.) Thenceforward
they discovered the source of the power upon
which they were to depend, "and with great
power gave the apostles witness of the resur
rection of the Lord Jesus; and great grace
was upon them all." (Acts 4 :33) .
Henceforth, they looked no more to politi
cal machinations, nor ecclesiastical mechan
ics, but to the power of God to work the won
ders of grace until their triumphs became so
great that men as far off as Thessalonica were
constrained to say of them, "These that have
turned the world upside down are come hith
er also." (Acts 17:6.)
Paul especially magnified the power from
on high as contrasted with any earthly force.
He established at Corinth, the foulest city of
its day, a great church; and in accounting
for his success there, he wrote the Corinthian
Christians, "My speech and my preaching
was not with enticing words of man's wis
dom, but in demonstration of the Spirit and
of power ; that your faith should not stand in
the wisdom of men, but in the power of God."
(1 Corinthians 2:4 and 5.) To Timothy, his
beloved son in the Gospel, he gave the re
mainder of this power when he wrote to him,
saying, "God hath not given us the spirit of
fear; but of power, and of love, and of a
sound mind." (2 Timothy 1:7.)
From the days of St. Paul until the present
day there has never been accomplished a gen
uine and abiding spiritual result except by
this same divine power. The salvation of a
soul cannot be accomplished by any other
than life-giving power from above.
The beginning of the "Great Awakening,"
under the ministry of Jonathan Edwards, at
Northampton, was on this wise: The great
preacher did not appear in his pulpit on one
Sunday, until long after the hour which had
been announced for the service to begin, and
a group of the officials of the church went to
seek him. When they came to the' closed door
of his study, they heard him saying to the
Lord, "Unless thou wilt go with me, I will
not go." At last the power of the Spirit came
upon him, and to his pulpit he went and
preached the extraordinary sermon under
which men fell prostrate in penitence ; and
the great visitation of grace began, which
eventually spread throughout the British
colonies in America from New England to
Georgia.
It was in the spring of the year 1735 when
the revival began by Edwards at Northamp
ton, and rapidly spread to such places as
South Hadley, Suffield, Sunderland, Deerfield,
Hatfield, Northfield, and many other points
throughout New England. It was not pro
moted by any of the claptrap sensationalism
common among a certain class of 'evangel
ists" in our day. It burned its way by the
fervent heat of a heavenly flame.
In 1740 that remarkable man, George
Whitefield, came from England to America,
and became a powerful agent in promoting
"the Great Awakening," spreading the holy
fire wherever he went. Of the effect of this
mighty movement, which began in the study
of Jonathan Edwards, and spread through
out all the colonies under Whitefield's min
istry. Dr. Leonard Woolsey Bacon in his
"History of American Christianity," says,
"In the glow of the revival the continent
awoke to the consciousness of a common
spiritual life. Ranging the continent literal
ly from Georgia to Maine, with all his weak-
neses and indiscretions, and with his incom
parable eloquence, welcomed by every sect,
yet refusing an exclusive allegiance to any,
Whitefield exercised a true apostolate, bear
ing daily the care of all the churches, and be
coming a messenger of mutual fellowship,
not only between the ends of the continent,
but between the Christians of two hemis
pheres. Remote churches exchanged offices
of service. Tennent came from New Jersey,
to labor in New England; Dickinson and
Burr and Edwards were the gift of the north
ern colonies to the college at Princeton. The
quickened sense of a common religious life
and duty and destiny was no small part of
the preparation for the birth of the future
nation."
There never could have been a union of the
colonies, if there had not gone before it a
union of the hearts of the colonists through
the fusing force of "the Great Awakening."
It came through power from on high, and not
through the plans of ecclesiastical mechanics.
And today our churches need again to know
this power of God unto salvation. It is not
the precisely drawn diagrams of ecclesiasti
cal propaganda that they need; but the tre
mendous dynamic of the heavenly power of
the Holy Spirit.�Atlanta Journal.
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most attractive thing about the story is the con
victing side of it. The leading character in
the story, a young woman from a home of
wealth, is a leading singer in a fashionable
choir. She sings for the praise of men rather
than for the glory of God. Upon hearing a very
earnest sermon on the sin of the insincerity of wor
ship this young woman is convicted, and diligently
seeks until she finds God. Her sincerity and beauti
ful Christian life have their effect in her home, her
infidel brother is saved and gives his young life to
the mission field, her parents find God. It is a
touching story�one calculated to do real good. The
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for $1.00. At this time we offer two copies for
$1.00. Don't miss this opportunity to place in the
hands of two persons a book that cannot do other
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Asbury Theological Seminary.
The Reverend Frank Paul Morris, D. D.,
professor of Systematic Theology at Asbury
Theological Seminary, lectures with great
unction to his students. In his class in Senior
Lectures, Robert G. Witty wrote this bit of
verse :
UNDER GRACE
Man has no power within himself.
Unaided by God's grace.
To rise and spurn the world's vain pelf.
But he is under grace!
Refrain :
Thank God, he's under grace,�God's grace !
Thank God, he's under grace,�God's grace!
And he can leave his sin and shame
And holy be, through Jesus' name.
Our Lord he killed, the prophets stone.
He cursed God to his face.
No deed of his could e'er atone.
But he is under grace!
The carnal mind at God rebels.
Hell is his natural place.
How wondrous is the voice that tells:
"That he is under grace."
It truly pays to attend a school such as As
bury Theological Seminary in which one re
ceives not only scholastic training but spirit
ual inspiration. We who love Script iral
Christianity should be thankful for this sem
inary which is true to the whole Bible.
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THE HHRAbD PUbPir
THE DIFFERENCES OF THE SANCTIFIED.
Rev. L. Lincicome, at Camp SycKar, August 6, 1932.
Scripture lesson. Eph. 4:1-16.
have found in my study of the Bi
ble that every book has a key
vi'ord and a key text. The Bible
should always be read by books,
rather than by chapters. The
chapter divisions are man-made,
and we claim no inspiration for them. They
are often more mechanical than logical. The
key word to the book of Mark, for example, is
"Go." The key word to John is "Life." The
key word to Hebrews is "Better." The key
word to Ephesians is "Unity," and, believ
ing that unity is one great factor in the de
velopment of the kingdom of God and taking
certain aspects of unity as my subject, I am
choosing for my text the third verse of this
fourth chapter of Ephesians, "Endeavoring
to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of
peace."
You'll note the three-fold character of uni
ty�unity created, unity continued, and unity
consummated. If there is anything we need
more than another, it is some blessing that
will bring us into unity ! There must be
unity with yourself. An unsanctified heart
is a divided heart. There must be unity with
others. There must be unity with God.
Endeavor "to- keep the unity." One reason
you must endeavor to keep it is because it
can't be kept without an endeavor. But you
say, "Sanctification means unification, doesn't
it?" Yes, it does, conditionally. The condi-'
tion is that we endeavor to keep the unity.
Sanctified people differ. We have to put
forth the endeavor because of our fundamen
tal differences. We differ in at least five
ways.
I. WE DIFFER IN PERSONALITY.
Human nature is many-sided. Of the bill
ion and a third people in the world, no two
faces are exactly alike; there are no two
voices alike and no two walking gaits alike.
What a world of confusion this saves us in
mistaking the identity of one another! No
two personalities are alike. Personality
knows nothing of uniformity. We must
make a deep distinction between unity and
uniformity. Unity is essential and neces
sary, while uniformity is impossible and un
desirable. It would be perfectly irrational to
expect that the baptism of the Holy Gho&t
would merge our personalities into one com
mon monotony and by so doing make a bunch
of apes out of us. One of the greatest hin
drances to the progress of some churches is
that they have not left enough place for the
development of a man's own personality.
There is a tendency to run us into molds and
make us much alike. There are young
preachers everywhere who have the possibili
ties of making great leaders, but who have
been crowded into some standard mold until
they have lost their personality. One of man's
greatest assets is a sanctified personality.
I'm sure I could never be like other preach
ers
� I have to be myself. Not that I am ev-
ceptionally original : there's nothing original
in me except original sin, and when I was
sanctified the Lord took that away from me.
We do not claim everything for the bap
tism of the Holy Ghost. We do not claim
sanctification will keep us from becoming
righteously indignant, but we do claim it will
keep us from becoming carnally angry. We
do not claim the baptism will make us all
speak with other tongues, but we do claim it
will enable us to use the one we have to the
glory of God. We do not claim the baptism
will keep you from snoring in your sleep, but
we do claim it will cause you to wake up
every morning in a good humor. We do not
claim it will make an M. A. graduate out of
you, but we do claim it will enable you to use
what sense you have to the best possible ad
vantage. We don't claim it will change your
features, that is, make your nose any shorter
or longer, but we do claim it will take the
blossom off the end of it and keep it out of
other folks' business. We don't claim it will
make us agree in everything, but it will en
able us to agree to disagree in an agreeable
manner. We don't claim the baptism of the
Holy Ghost will uniform us, make us see
alike, think alike, dress alike, but we do claim
it will unify us.
II. SANCTIFIED PERSONS DIFFER IN THEIR
CAPACITIES.
It is neither philosophical, scriptural nor
sensible to say that every sanctified person
can enjoy the same measure of God as every
one else can, for he can't. As to the measure
and degree, it will depend upon the capacity
of the individual. The difference in our ca
pacities is what will make a greater heaven
for some than for others. When you get to
heaven and I get there, your cup of enjoy
ment will be full, and so will mine, but your
cup may be four times bigger than mine.
But your larger cup won't diminish my hap
piness any, because my cup will be full and
running over. Some of us could have a larg
er capacity, if we didn't have such a tiny
receptivity. There are some things we can
do to enlarge our capacity. The baptism of
the Holy Ghost will do more to enlarge our
capacity than any one other thing. You'll
never fully enjoy God until you get this bap
tism of the Holy Ghost that makes Calvary
real to you. God has much to give us now,
more than he has given us, but he can't for
the simple reason that we do not have the
capacity to take it in. The greatest thinker
can only give his greatest thoughts to those
who have the mental caliber to grasp them.
However kindly the ocean may feel, it cannot
bestow much of itself to a teacup. Not be
cause of the ocean's quantity, but because of
the teacup's capacity; the cup limits the
ocean. So it is with God. However ready
he is to give to us out of his immense fulness,
he can't, for the simple reason that we do not
have anything to carry it in.
III. WE DIFFER IN OUR THINKING.
All sanctified people cannot think alike.
Their minds differ. They differ in their
training and in their temperament. We can
not all be of the same opinion. Opinions are
as numerous as the sands of the sea, and
many of them about as worthless. Someone
says, "I have as much right to my opinion as
you have to yours." But that is not always
true. You may be speaking from the stand
point of presumption and emotion without
knowledge and with little judgment. I may
be speaking from the basis of painstaking
and laborious study. You really have no
right to an opinion on the subject because
you have not given yourself to the study and
thought which alone can justify an opinion.
There can be no right to a wrong opinion.
Opinions operate in a very limited sphere.
They are made to change. They never were
intended to be stereotyped. Who among us
wants that his opinion should rule the world ?
That would be stark popery. We can't all
think alike. We differ in our doctrines. We
can't all think alike regarding the second
coming. Some are post-millennialists ; some
are pre-millennialists. I am satisfied I have
met men of both sides who have had the
blessing. They carry the fruits right around
with them and have them on daily display.
We can't agree on divine healing or on bap
tism. We can't agree on divorce. Some be
lieve there is no ground for divorce; others
believe there is a scriptural ground under
certain circumstances. Some believe it
wrong to use a telephone on Sunday; others
use a telephone on the Sabbath for certain
purposes and do not feel any condemnation.
Some think it wrong to eat pork or to drink
coffee; others who, I am satisfied, are sanc
tified, use them. Some think it wrong to ride
street cars on Sunday, even to go to church.
I have known others who would take a street
car to come and hear me preach, and were
not condemned for it but seemed to get good
from my message. Some do not think it
right to carry insurance upon their lives and
upon their property; others think it is al
right. I cannot enlarge upon these common
differences in our thinking, except that I
pause long enough to tell you what I think
about insurance. I can hardly conceive of a
greater wrong than for a man to marry a
woman, give her a Ijalf dozen little children,
then one day get sick and die and be carried
by angels into heaven and given a mansion
to live in on the main street and a golden
harp to play, while his wife and children are
down here in a poorhouse, especially when an
insurance policy might have prevented it.
John Wesley and George Whitefield were
great men and lived at the same time. White-
field was a Calvinist. There are five points
of difference between the theology of John
Wesley and the theology of John Calvin.
When Whitefield died, someone asked Wesley
if he expected to see Whitefield in heaven?
Wesley replied that he did not. Then he was
asked if he did not think that Whitefield got
to heaven. Wesley replied, "Oh, yes, he sure
ly went to heaven. He was such a holy man,
such a successful soul-winner; but Whitefield
will be so far up into heaven, so near the
throne of God, that when I get up there I
won't be within gunshot of him."
We can't all think alike. Holiness was
never intended to produce uniformity of
thinking. I wonder how long we are going to
set our brother aside because he cannot see
as we see regarding those things that are in
cidental to religion. The longer I live in the
heart o'f Jesus and the longer he lives in my
heart, the more tolerant I become of my
brother's opinion. I am not pleading for a
tolerance that is so broad that it approves of
everything, that leads to compromise; but I
am asking for a greater measure of tolerance
for our holiness brethren's opinions. Ignor
ing the other person's opinions is the meas
ure of a little mind, and he whose mental
horizon is most limited is generally the most
intolerant.
IV. WE DIFFER IN OUR MORAL AND SPIRITUAL
PERCEPTIONS.
This is due to two things, namely, inheri
tance and enlightenment. Some of us didn't
have a good start in life. We were bom
rather stupid, but if you only give us time,
we will arrive. Some of us have more light
than others. Light comes by degrees. God
doesn't hand down the blue-prints of his plan
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entire life the day I'm converted.
Jjight comes as we need it and as we are able
to see it. J am in a dark room. As the light
comes in, the darkness goes out. Incidentally,
the way to drive darkness out is with light.
You can't drive darkness out with a club. I
haye seen that tried, and it always results in
driving the people away rather than driving
the darkness out. The sun comes up, pours
in a little light, chases out a little darkness.
Now I see dimly what seems to be a dresser
in the corner. The sun comes higher ; now I
can see the dresser clearly. The light be
comes brighter ; I can see little particles even,
can see a small pinhead, for example. I don't
set my conscience as a standard for you. I
ask you to let the Holy Spirit set the stand
ard for you.
We need to be more charitable with those
who are less enlightened than we are. This
is true in dealing with seekers. I have al
ways wanted people to keep hands off when
it comes to my converts. I knew of a woman
once who came to a seeker at the altar and
said, "If you get converted, you'll have to
vote the Prohibition ticket." Someone else
tells a seeker that if he expects God to sanc
tify him, he will have to take off the gold-
bowed spectacles that he has been wearing.
Another unwise worker asks a seeking heart,
"Are you vdlling to go to Africa?" Another
worker is asking a seeking soul, "What if
your boss would tell you tomorrow that you
have to work next Sunday?" Both of these
workers had been sanctified without having
to face such questions as they put to these
seeking souls. It's wicked to put greater bur
dens on seekers than the Holy Ghost would
put upon them. It's enough for you to tell
enquirers that they must surrender every
known sin.
v. WE DIFFER IN OUR CHRISTIAN E^XPERIENCES.
No two are saved exactly alike. No two
are sanctified exactly alike. No two have ex
actly the same manifestations. Some will be
noisy in manifestating what they feel, while
others will be quiet. "One man in trying to
express what he feels will laugh like a boy at
a circus, another will cry like a man at a
funeral, another will leap and bound as if
jumping a fence, another will wave his arms
and yell as if on a fox chase, while another
vill sit perfectly still and won't say a thing."
The New Testament tells of four degrees of
joy: joy, great joy, exceeding joy, and joy
unspeakable. Any of the first three degrees
will whoop it up and make a fuss about it,
but the fourth won't make any fuss, because
it is joy "unspea,kable"
As to how much joy you will manifest, that
will depend to some extent upon your tem
perament. To illustrate: here is a row of
combustibles, some powder, some gas, some
salt, and some shavings. Strike a match to
the powder and it goes sh-h-h-h-h. Apply the
match to the gas, and there's an explosion.
The salt makes no flame or noise. The shav
ings burn quietly, but they make a beautiful
flame. What we are saying is that the mani
festations will not be uniform, that we won t
all manifest what we feel in the same way.
Of course, if you ladies scolded your hus
bands before you were saved until they could
hear you two blocks away, then you no douDt
will shout until they can hear you two blocks
away.
Some of the holiest people I have ever
known, I have never seen make any demon
stration. I live with one of them. I am not
in her presence more than ten days at a time
till I feel that I ought to go to the mourner's
bench and get more religion. Yet she does
not make half as much fuss and noise about
her religion as I do about mine. I am sure
she is more even and constant in her mani
festations of the spirit of Christ.
Let us endeavor to keep the unity of the
Soirit for the unity of the Spirit cannot be
kept without an endeavor, due to the differ
ences among sanctified people. Sanctified
people do differ. They differ in their person
alities, in their capacities, in their thinking,
in their moral and spiritual perceptions, and
also in their Christian experiences. I intend
ed to speak of two other reasons why we
should endeavor to keep the unity, but my
time is gone. We'll sing, "Blest be the tie
that binds our hearts in Christian love."
L. CHESTER Lewis, Reporter.
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
Tiding,s of a Great Revival.
Alexander J. Reid.
0O0OOOOCX30OOOOO0OOOOO000O0O0O0OO00OO
INCE coming to the Congo and
learning by personal contact
with the natives, the deep
depths of sin and depravity
which centuries of darkness
have brought to them, we have
wondered whether it was possible for God to
reveal himself in the same way here as in the
homeland. Would it really be possible for us
to see the Glory of God fall upon the people
here as we had ofttimes seen it at home?
How long would it be necessary to train and
educate and preach the gospel before we
could see the people really pray through and
receive instantaneously the witness of the
Spirit to their justification or their Pente
cost? Having been reared "vyhere the mourn
er's bench was used as the place of prayer for
penitent sinners, we began constructing al
tars in most all our outvillage churches. We
began inviting those who wanted to seek God
in a personal experience to come forward for
prayer. During the past two years multi
plied hundreds of them have come forward.
In every true sense of the term they have
been seekers, and some have become finders,
but many have not known the joy of salva
tion.
Praise God, a new day has dawned and the
multitudes of hungry seekers have become
happy finders. I shall never again wonder
whether God is able to manifest himself in a
conscious, unmistakable form to the darkest
heathen minds of the worst cannibal tribes of
Africa. With my own eyes I have seen the
mighty power of God manifest in our midst
in answer to prayer and with my own ears
I have heard the shouts of new-born souls as
they prayed through to their God-given heri
tage.
All of my spiritual life I have been a great
believer in camp meetings. The freedom of
the great-out-of-doors seems to bring a long
ing in the human soul for freedom from the
burden of sin. I have seen 'Gbd's Spirit
poured out so often at old Hollow Rock camp
meeting in Ohio, and Bonnie in Illinois, and
in the halls, classrooms and chapel services
of Asbury College until I have become a great
believer in God's power to answer prayer.
With this background in mind, and in addi
tion to setting up altars of prayer in our
churches, in the opening days of our work in
this land we began telling our evangehsts of
these glorious scenes of salvation in our camp
meetings. This led us fo think of and plan
for a camp meeting for our work here. The
coming of Dr. Ridout and the precious vic
tories of those days created new visions and
hungerings and really started fires which
culminated in the greatest conflagration I
have ever seen in all my life. During ttie
opening days of June we began clearing a site
out in the forest not far from the Wembo
Nyama station to be used as our camp
grounds. A great deal of free labor was con
tributed and with other assistance, a large
space, nearly surrounded by forest was clear
ed and a huge tabernacle of poles and palm
branches was erected. The date of the camp
was set for June l^th 1o 26th. i^^fore th^
opening day arrived, however, a number had
already partly constructed their stick and
palm branch houses, and when the set day
ar
rived for opening, the crowd began coming m
from far and near. They were dressed m
most every kind of native and white man's
garb, and carried their sleeping mats, or pots
or pans and some food consisting of rice or
millet or plantains. Almost as soon as they
arrived they began building their little homes
and before nightfall the more industrious
had completed their homes sufficiently to stay
in them over night. Almost as if by magic
over a hundred houses appeared in the clear
ing. Folks came in from almost a five-day
walk from the far Lodja territory.
Wife and I camped the entire time on the
grounds. Mr. De Ruiter, our Bible school
man, as co-laborer in the camp stayed part
of the time. A few hundred natives stayed
on the ground, while a large crowd came to
all the daylight services and returned to
nearby villages before nightfall. The daily
services began with our daylight drum call
to individual prayer in their homes. Preach
ing services began at about 6:15 A. M. Then
again near 9 :30, at near 3 :30 and again about
7:30, we had other preaching services. We
gave one service over to a native preacher
each day, and the most of the other services
we conducted, with the assistance of Brother
De Ruiter, and Rev. J. J. Davis, who preach
ed once on the closing day.
I have seen folks, hundreds of them, scik
and find the pardoning grace of the Lord Je
sus Christ in Asbury, and in various camp
meetings and revival services scattered about
our homeland. In those scenes, Pentecostal
power has fallen upon the multitudes, and
they have prayed through and shouted the
pralises of God. But in all the days bf my
contacts with the Holiness Movement, I have
never seen anj^thing like this, our first Congo
camp meeting. It was characterized with
deep conviction for sin and great joy in find'.
ing pardon or the cleansing baptism of the
Holy Spirit. The young men received the
forgiveness of their sins and the witnessing
Spirit to their justification or their cleansing.
The children prayed through just the same.
The old men prayed through ahd arose shout
ing the praises of God. The evangelists
caught on fire and prayed through to their
personal Pentecost, jumped to their feet
shouting the praises of God. Their wives
prayed through in the same manner. Many
of our village workmen got under conviction,
left their work, came to the camp ground and
found the peace of God that passeth all un
derstanding. Their wives came out and got
warmed up at the same spiritual fire. Our
printers got victory over sin and went to get
their apprentices prayed through to the joy
of the Lord. Many of our school groups were
touched by embers from the same spiritual
fire. Most all of our Bible school graduates,
graduated too at the school of the Lord. How
the glory of God flooded the place. How the
presence of God convicted men of sin, and
showed them the way to relief from their
burdens. How the joy of the Lord flooded
the souls of the people like John's description
of the Spirit-filled life when from your in
most parts shall flow rivers of living water.
They prayed through by scores and hundreds
about the altars. And better still, to show
that the power of God was not limited to one
little spot, when after hours of seeking they
couldn't get prayed through to relief from
their burdens, some one who knew the way
to God, took the seeking heart to a nearby
forest, and soon they returned to the taber
nacle shouting the praises of God and clap
ping their hands for joy. Yes, they had ac
tually "arrived" and all the devils in hell
couldn't make them believe they hadn't been
born again, for they themselves had the wit
ness in their hearts. Many of our evangel
ists who prayed through hastened to nearby
villages to scatter the glad tidings of the new
joy. Numbers prayed through in these vil
lages, others followed the evangelists back to
the camp grounds, and immediately went to
the altar of prayer, whether service was go-
(Continued on page 9)
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COMMUNISTIC METHODISTS.
Robert G. Witty.
IRS. Albert W. Dilling, Kenil-
worth, 111., has written a start
ling pamphlet under the cap
tion, "Red Revolution, Do We
Want It?" To anyone who is a
lover of our government, a be
liever in private property, and a Christian
the vivid picture, which she draws of the
work of communistic forces in the United
States, is acutely alarming.
She declares, "It is time sleeping Ameri
cans became aware that we have in our midst
the 'International Communist Party,' of
which the Soviet government is but a part,
although Moscow is its headquarters. This
organization, stretching its tentacles through
hundreds of subsidiary organizations inio
every part of our life and country, acknowl
edges no flag except the red flag of Commun
ism. It seeks to overthrow our government
and establish a Soviet government here as a
part of a plan for world revolution. . . Com
munist party leaders must be atheists. This
rids them of moral inhibitions and enables
them to carry forward efficiently their vio
lent programs�such as 'liquidating' or
shooting off whole classes of the population.
, . . Communists are not only against God,
but also militantly against all that religion
teaches of morality, family liie, and parental
respect. These they deride as 'bourgeois'
(middle-class) sentimentality. The advocacy
of free sex relations is cnaracteristic of their
literature and novelist followers who call
themselves 'free thinkers.' .... The Com
munists propose to abolish private property
and take over your home, your investments,
and your business."
Among the chief organizations working
for this communistic goal, she discusses the
American Civil Liberties Union (A. C. L. U.)
She substantiates her accusations against
this organization by quoting from the United
States Government Report 2290 as follows:
"The A. C. L. U. is closely affiliated with the
Communist movement in the United States,
and fully 90 per cent of its efforts are in be
half of Communists who have come into con
flict with the law. It claims to stand for free
speech, free press, and free assembly ; but it
is qufte apparent that the main function of
the A. C. L. U. is to attempt to protect Com
munists in their advocacy of force and vio
lence to overthrow the government, replacing
the American flag by a red flag, and erecting
a Soviet government." And, again :"....
it attempts not. only to protect crime but to
encourage attacks upon our institutions of
every kind."
Now here is the tragedy and the reason for
the subject. Communistic Methodists; Mrs.
Dilling states that some of the leading per
sonalities- in Methodism are members of, offi
cers in, and a help to this organization, the
A. C. L. U.
. A
Among the prominent members of the A.
C. L. U., an organization which a United
States Government Report condemns as
furthering atheistic communism and as pro
tecting crime, are, to quote Mrs. Dilling,
"three Northwestern University Professors:
'�Prof Ernest F. Tittle, Minister and North
western University Trustee; Professor Ar
thur J. Todd, and Professor James M. Yard."
Can it be true that these prominent men are
Communistic Methodists !
Roger Baldwin, "former I. W. W. and ex-
convict draft dodger" and leader in the A. C.
L. U. wrote, according to Mrs. Dilling, in a
letter soliciting a member, to whom he de
scribed the work of that organization m this
fashion : "We are finding it necessary to ex
pand our activities. We are now activ-ely
engaged in a nation wide fight against labor
injunctions, a campaign against censorship
of the movies, the radio, the stage, and books.
and in defending freedom in schools and col
leges." If this program, which is obviously
contrary to that of our church, is the pro
gram of the A. C. L. U., then what business
do Methodists have in aiding them?
"Professor Harry Elmer Barnes, who
formed the Wisconsin A. C. L. U. chapter,
said, 'There is no such thing as sin, scien
tifically speaking, and hence it disappears in
to the limbo of ancient superstitions.' And :
'The Bible deserves no reverential awe, the
ten commandments no obedience except in so
far as they conform to modern science.'
"
What fellowship can a Methodist have with
a man who forms an organization for the
furtherance of this sort of liberty?
The challenge to Methodism is clear. Is
Mrs. Dilling correct in accusing these Meth
odist leaders of belonging to an organization
with such a nefarious purpose? If she is in
error, Methodism deserves an apology from
her. If she is correct, Methodism deserves
an apology from these men. In fact, to what
pass has the church come that its leaders
would seek fellowship with an organization
which is opposed not only to Methodism but
to Christianity itself.
She further declares that Glenn Frank,
who is a committeeman of the Wisconsin A.
C. L. U., as he conferred an honorary degree
upon Harry Ward, said : "As chairman of the
A. C. L. U. you have valia'ntly defended those
basic rights of free speech, free press, and
free association without which neither scien
tific advance nor social progress is possible."
This same Harry Ward who was chairman of
the A. C. L. U. is also Secretary of the Meth
odist Federation for Social Service and co-
editor of its Bulletin. Think of it, the same
man is chairman of the A. C. L. U., which
U. S. Government Report 2290 declares "at
tempts not only to protect crime but to en
courage attacks upon our institutions of ev
ery kind," and Secretary of the Federation
for Social Service of the Methodist Church,
which seeks to hold up law, order, and right
eousness. Some explanation is necessary!
For Mrs. Dilling further states that the Bul
letin of which Mr. Ward is co-editor "asked
for donations to the Communist Moscow-
controlled International Labor Defense in its
October 15, 1930 issue and admits coopera
tion with it in many others."
Is our Bulletin being prostituted to the
propagation of communism? Methodism
must meet this accusation. If she fails, confi
dence in her will be lost. If it is true, steps
should be taken to prevent its repetition.
Methodism stands for Christian civihzation,
not godless communism. Mrs. Dilling has
certainly brought the challenge. Ours must
be the answer.
Note : It is an interesting fact that these
ministers, concerning whom this question
has been raised, are liberals in their theology.
We regret that Brother Witty's matter for
his Young People's Page did not come in time
for this issue ; but his article on "Communis
tic Methodists" will be read with interest.�
(Editor.)
Scholar's Index Bible.
Neat in size, bound in Morocco, stamped in gold, patent
thumb index, red under gold edges. The type is clear.
Chapter numbers in figures, beautifully illustrated in col
ors, family record, questions and answers, concordance and
maps.
This is a Bible that will please any young person, and
Christmas is a most opportune time to give it. Regular
price $4.00. Our special price ^Z.-iO. Name in gold 30c
extra.
PENTECOSTAL PL'BLISHIXG CO., Louisville, K^-.
Helpful Thoughts Birthday Book
has a beautiful Scripture verse for each day in the year,
with a ruled page opposite each printed page, for birth
dates and names of your friends. Bound in dark red
cloth, stamped in gold. Fine to present to a Sunday School
class. 35c a copy, or I'J copies for $'..50.
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Behold! A Bishop a Mighty Evangelist.
Dr. Charles Roads.
The triennial Olympic games of the world
were played in Los Angeles, Cal. More than
thirty nations of the world were competing
with their greatest athletes of all kinds. Hun
dreds of thousands of visitors from all over
the world thronged the city, and, as at Chi
cago World's Fair, when the churches united
for the time in a union evangelistic service
under Dwight L. MoOdy, probably Moody's
greatest harvest of souls saved, so in Los
Angeles the Protestant churches have united
in great meetings in a tent seating five thou
sand people and crowded nightly.
It was first decided to engage Gypsy Smith
to be the evangelist, but for some reason this
was changed and a Methodist Bishop was
selected for the tremendous undertaking. I
have heard him several times, and he is in
deed a mighty man of God, an evangelist
tried and true to deepest spiritual ideals and
with unusual skill in securing decisions and
converts. Billy Sunday is not more passion
ate in appeal nor more fiery in earnestness.
He preaches every time for an immediate
"verdict" from the audience, yet with highest
culture, overwhelming eloquence and power
in exposition and application.
I wish indeed he were one of our own
Bishops. I hope we have one his equal in
evangelistic force and passion, but I can
not now name him. This great evangelist is
Bishop Arthur J. Moore, of the Church
South. I heard him in the largest Baptist
Church, Dr. Robert Burdette's old church, on
Sunday morning, and he dared to give a call
for seekers there with some response. His
morning sermon was on "I Am Proud of the
Gospel of Christ, for It Is the Power of God
Unto Salvation," using Moffat's translation
of the verse as more positive. At night in
the great tent Bishop Moore preached on
"How Shall We Escape if We Neglect so
Great Salvation?" emphasizing the greatness
of the salvation because of its source as from
God and Christ, of its cost the atoning blood
of Christ, his humiliation and death and res
urrection, of its adaptation to all men of ev
ery race and guilt and degradation, and of its
results in human lives and in civilization. "If
all the sinners of all the world should at this
moment fall down and cry to Christ for sal
vation he could immediately save all of them
to the uttermost." These were very notable
sermons from any standpoint, but most of all
in effective evangelistic appeal. I heard him
again on Monday noon when he had a large
number of preachers before him, but he was
true and powerful to the full Gospel what
ever the hedging of some of these preachers
probably on "Where there is no vision the
people perish."
What is very heartening indeed is the fact
that the Bishop is so attractive a personality,
so unassuming and brotherly in manner that
he has apparently disarmed all criticism and
is being supported heartily by all the
churches of the Federation of Churches here.
There is universal praise for his sermons and
leadership.�The Methodist.
The Golden Rule New Testament
is one of the prettiest little Testaments you ever saw.
The cover is durable, of a brown and gold color; over this
is a cellophane wrapper to which is attached the Lord's
Prayer; this folds into the inside of front cover; and on
the back cover, fold to the Inside, is the Golden Rule
scripture. The type is large enough for anyone to read
and the illustrations are in many colors. The pictures
showing the Garden of Gethseniane and the River Jordan
are impressive and beautiful ; and there are others. The
Testament has silk marker and gold edges, and is put up
in a little case, which is richly colored in tan and gold.
It is unlike any Testament we have offered, and the un-
usualness of it appeals to every one. It will delight any
one as a gift, and the price is only 60c. Especially would
a young person apprciate it.
PENTECOSTAL PUBLISHING CO.,
Louisville, Ky.
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Raymond Browning's Letter.
It Was not in my power to tell you who
v/ould be elected President of the U. S., but
I am happy to state that in reading 1 Pet. 2 :1,
I find that there is an "elect according to the
foreknowledge of God the Father, through
sanctification of the Spirit unto obedience
and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ."
Again I read in 2 Peter 1:10, "Wherefore
the rather brethren, give diligence to make
your calling and election sure." It will not
matter to me a great deal a thousand years
from now which political party won the elec
tion but it will matter whether I got saved
or not.
It is a great privilege to have Dr.
J. W. Goodwin, one of our great District Sup
erintendents, to preach for us in our revival,
and I think that every one of our members
will want all our neighbors and friends to
come to hear him and be blessed by his mes
sages. Also we have with us one of the
greatest singers in the Nazarene movement,
Prof. N. B. Vandall, of Akron, O. He is the
author of many beautiful religious songs. One
that I love particularly is entitled "My Home,
Sweet Home." Many of you have heard
Bro. Vandall sing over WIB Detroit, Mich.,
during the time that Brother Vandall was as
sociated with Rev. Paul Rees in the Gospel
Tabernacle of that city. While I am sure
that we will love our helpers and appreciate
them we must pray and look to the Lord for
assistance just as though we had the poorest
help in the entire country and if we had vic
tory at all the Lord must come to our rescue.
We certainly were made happy by the visit
of Dr. William Heslop and Sister Nora Hes-
lop in the Sunday evening service. Their
brief messages encouraged us and their gen
erous contributions helped us to raise the
budget. They practice what they preach. We
pray for them in their work of stimulating
interest in missions.
In the last number of the "Other Sheep"
there was a letter written by Sister Fairy
Chism, one of our missionaries in Africa, tell
ing about the Christmas Service they had for
the little black children and how happy those
children were over .that wonderful Christmas
tree and the gifts. It seems that this letter
was written months ago but for some reason
had been over-looked and just got into the
last issue of the Other Sheep. May be it was
just God's plan for that letter to come along
at this particular time. I wrote the follow
ing poem siiggested by that letter :
THE MISSIONARY OVER THE SEA.
Dear, faithful missionary over the sea,
I have been thinking about you today
And I've been wondering how it would be
If I were out in that land far away.
Would I be lovable, gentle, and strong,
Working so patiently all the day long?
Would I at eventide sing a glad song?
Would I be wondering if friends pray for me.
Dear, tired missionary over the sea?
Dear, faithful missionary over the sea.
You are now living where I longed to go.
Voices in vision once called out to me
Back in the years of the long, long ago.
Loyal and true to the faith have I stood,
Life has been sweet to me ; God has been
good,
Yet I've not done just the things that I would,
And I keep dreaming of how it would be
Were I the missionary over the sea.
Dear, faithful missionary over the sea.
You'll have a crown that can never be mine.
'Midst the first magnitude stars you will be.
In the bright firmament forever shine.
In the clear height that the cherubim wing,
Where the sweet songs of the seraphim ring,
We shall behold you above us and sing,
Glad for the trophies that Christ gave to thee,
God's precious missionary over the sea.
Dear, faithful missionary over the sea,
pity me. Pray for me. Great is my cross.
A light in dark heathendom I cannot be,�
This is thy glory and this is my loss;
Yet give ms anything than my Lord's frown.
I'll hold the rope while the diver goes down
Seeking for jewels to shine in his crown.
May be you'll share some rich treasure with
me.
Unselfish missionary over the sea.
^-m-m^
For the Sunday School Class
of youngsters, you could not select h more appropriate gift
than a little Testament we are offering at l.jc each, or Sl-OH
a dozen. It is bound in a black imitation leather, is verv
flexible, has good print and the youngsters like it. This is
just the Testament to place in the hands of children, and
it is surprising how happy they are to receive them.
PENTECOSTAL PUBLISHING CO.,
Louisville, Ky.
-mm'�'^
Mrs. Georgianna Judson Bridgers.
By C. F. Wimberly, D. D.
In writing this brief sketch, I am under
taking a labor of love. In these days of ma-,
terialism and spiritual declension, it is like a
breeze from Paradise'to know one who in her
humble life and ministry, is truly in Apos
tolic succession. In the cross currents of life,
there are those with whom we meet�too
often, far apart ; but we meet them, and they
tower above the fog and grime of earthly
things, like snow-crowned mountainpeaks,
projecting into the eternal blue, bathed in
glorious sunshine.
It is of such an one we speak, and find the
pen as incapable of expressing the soul
depths, as we can fathom the unction of
God's Spirit on the tongues of men. It is the
sheen on the bosom of the lake, the perfume
of the rose, or the sparkle from the dew-
drops. The explanation does not lie within
the compass of human wisdom; it pulsates
from higher altitudes than this world's phi
losophy.
Here is the brief survey of the visible life
and labors of Mrs. Georgianna Judson Bridg
ers, who fell on sleep at sunset, September
28, 1932, at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
J. H. Gasque, Marion, S. C. She was the
mother of eight children, besides rearing
from infancy to manhood, three grandsons.
Her living children are: Mrs. R. D.
Stephenson, wife of the pastor of the First
Baptist Church, Franklin, Va.; Mrs. J. H.
Gasque, Marion, S. C. ; Dr. Luther B. Bridg
ers, one of the General Evangelists of the M.
E. Church, South, and a member of the North
Georgia Conference, living at Gainsville, Ga. ;
Mrs. J. T. Pollard, Galax, Va. The three
grandsons are, Fred B. Lewis, Portsmouth,
Va., William Warner Lewis, and James Rob
ert Lewis, both of High Point, N. C.
Our sister married James B. Bridgers,
Jan. 6, 1876, an unconverted man, but was
soon led to Christ through her influence and
Christian tact, and at once felt a call to the
ministry, joining the North Carolina Con
ference. Therefore, Sister Bridgers was dur
ing her married life, the queen of a parson
age home. She led her son. Dr. Luther B.
Bridgers, to Christ at the age of six, and un
der the nurture and admonition of this saint
ly mother, he was called to the ministry, and
licensed to preach at the age of seventeen.
For many years. Rev. and Mrs. Bridgers,
with this young son, did the work of evan
gelism. When Rev. J. B. Bridgers died, his
wife, at the request of their presiding elder,
filled out the year as pastor.
Sister Bridgers led to Christ, literally thou
sands, and there are no less than twenty-five
men preaching the gospel today through the
influence of this mother in Israel. We should
not be true to the memory of our sainted sis
ter, if we did not record the fact, that she
was a devoted exponent, by experience and
exemplification, of the Wesleyan doctrine of
Perfect Love, or Entire Sanctification. The
Shekinah of the Holy Ghost radiated from
her face and moved upon those with whom
she met, or sat at her feet, as she brought out
rich treasures from God's Word, or when she
lifted her voice in prayer.
"Heaven came down our souls to greet,
And Glory crowned the mercy seat."
The writer counts it one of the fortunate
experiences of his life, to have known this
precious, chosen vessel of our Lord. Just as
the sun was sinking to rest amid storms and
clouds, his lingering glcry splashes the skies
with all the colors of the rainbow. Thus, it is
in the going away of dear Sister Bridgers�
the glory lingers.
"Servant of God, well done,
Thy glorious warfare's past;
The battle's fought, the race is won.
And thou art crowned at last."
^��S).^
A Great Privilege.
It is not only an opportunity, but it is a great
privilege to be able to place in the hands of young
sters a Bible story book. These stories impressed
upon the young mind are interesting in childhood.
and remain with one all through life. Every child
enjoys heariiig the story of Moses and the journey-
ings of the Israelites, the story of Naomi and Ruth,
and others all the way through the B ble. These are
beautifully and impressively told and wonderfully
ilustrated in "Beautiful Story of the Bible," a book
of 500 pages, including the questions on the different
lessons through the book.
Help to start some child right and give one ol
these books for Christmas. If there are several
childiren in the home, and parents do not see the need
of this kind of literature, use some Christian tact
and present one of these marvelous books at Christ
mas time. One book will serve the whole family.
Publisher's price $2.95. Our special price .$1.00.
Pentecostal Publishing Company, Louisville, Ky.
�
Man's First Disobedience.
Here is a most interesting and instructive
volume from that learned and devout scholar,
Leander S. Keyser, A. M., D. D., for long
time Professor of Systematic Theology in
Wittenberg College, Springfield, Ohio. I
have recently read this book of 81 pages
printed on good paper, clear type and a very
lucid, convincing statement of divine truth.
I can commend this book most heartily to
young ministers, Sunday school teachers, and
any Christian leader . It is scriptural
throughout and very suggestive. It can be
had from The Pentecostal Publishing Co.,
Louisville, Ky. Price $1.00. H. C. Morrison.
Deserves Wide Circulation.
It has been my privilege and pleasure to
read Dr. Morrison's book "Is the World
Growing Better or Growing Worse." In my
judgment this is the best book Dr. Morrison
has written. While it deals with a profound
subject in a masterful manner, there is a
charm that holds one spellbound until the
last line is finished. He covers an immense
amount of territory in an attractive, conden
sed form that grips the mind and stirs the
soul.
It deserves a wide circulation among both
young and old. I am making mention of it in
our monthly magazine which I trust will re
sult in many copies being ordered. I know
that God's blessings will .-vttend the reading
of the book. Price $1.00, Pentecostal Pub
lishing Co., Louisville, Ky.
Sincerely Yours,
J. T. Upchurch.
A THING OF RARE BEAUTY
is the Testament and Psalms
we are going to tell you about.
Coat pocket size, about five-
sixteenths of an inch thick, so
light you are hardly conscious
of the weight of it. The bind
ing is a beautiful fine grained
Morocco, stamped in gold,
overlapping edges, the paper
is the famous Oxford India,
the type is black, large, ex
tremely clear and readable, also self-pronouncing.
The chapter numbers are in figures. The edges are
red under gold. To pick up the Testament and mere
ly glance at it, you would never think a book so
thin and light could contain the books of the New
Testament and the Psalms. It is quite the most
attractive one we have ever had to offer. Just the
thing to give to n voung man for Christmas; how
ever it would delight the eye and heart of anyone.
Price only $2.20.
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had favorable weather and at a time free
from the excitement of an election, and could
have continued longer, we could have had a
gracious revival. Many attended from other
churches and a number from other cities.
Dr. Spencer planted The Herald in a
number of the families of his church and I
trust it may prove a blessing. I shall ever
remember this pastor, his family,, and his
people with gratitude, and if I should not
meet them here I hope to meet them in Para
dise.
Notice !
In view of the recent enlargement of my
field of labor, which added the Cuba and Hols-
ton conferences to the area of my adminis
tration, thus taking me into Cuba and parts
of Tennessee, Virginia and West Virginia, as
well as Alabama and West Florida, I am re
turning to my old home in Georgia, it being
as convenient to this extended territory as
any place. Correspondents will please ad
dress me at 379 College Street, Macon, Ga.
William N. Ainsworth.
The above notice reminds me of the fact
that, at a recent General Conference there
was quite a noise made about where our
bishops should reside. The General Confer
ence gives a certain class of men fine oppor
tunity to peck on the bishops. The confer
ence to which I refer had some very sarcastic
remarks about the importance of bishops re
siding within the boundary of their episcopal
services. The matter seemed to be, not only
unreasonable, but trivial. Many of our bish
ops are compelled to live on the train much
of the time.
Take Bishop McMurry, for instance; he
presides over a conference in Illinois, two
conferences in Kentucky, a conference in
West Virgina, a conference in Maryland. It
is impossible for him to live in all of these
states at the same time. Why not let a man
live, what little time he is in his home, where
it is most convenient' and comfortable.
The above notice reveals the fact that it
would be most inconvenient for Bishop Ains
worth to live within the boundary of his
work. Bishop Ainsworth, by the way, is a
great preacher, a busy man, a true brother
and a bishop much beloved. May the Lord
graciously bless him in his abundant labors.
A Victor in Defeat.
Rev. Bob Shuler, of Los Angeles, Calif.,
who was a candidate for United States Sen
ate, polled something over 500,000 votes.
This is a remarkable record for a man who
has never been in politics, but was running
for office on a platform built upon fundamen
tal principles, who was contending against
the liquor forces of the nation, corrupt
wealth and advocating the interests of the
oppressed poor.
Bob Shuler was robbed of his Radio in the
interest of corruption and graft. The charges
that he ever used his Radio for intimidation
and blackmail are utterly contemptible and
false. He always stood for righteousness,
clean living, square dealing and the protec
tion of the people from corruption and op
pression. He was and is a fearless man, and
because of this fact he was dangerous to the
interests of unjust and grafting oppressors.
He has made a great candidacy. He has
poured out his heart ta the people, and has
vindicated the fact that there is an ear to
hear an honest man who contends for right
eousness in our political and governmental
life. One of the greatest needs of the nation
is a few score of just such men as Bob Shuler
in the Houses of Representatives at Wash
ington City. Men unafraid, who could not
be bought or browbeaten, but would fight cor
ruption to the last ditch.
Bob Shuler is yet to be reckoned with. He
is a mighty preacher of the gospel ; he has the
ear of millions of people in California ; more
than 500,000 of them respect and love him,
and a million making up the most godless
and dangerous element, fear and hate him.
He will continue to have a ringing message
and great and glad hearing. May the Lord
strengthen him for the tasks that await him,
and now that he has fought out this battle
for righteousness on the rostrum, be able to
come back to his pulpit in a great saving
message of the gospel. He will have a tre
mendous hearing. May God bless and sus
tain him. H. C. Morrison.
My Good Physician.
1 have just been over and received a treat
ment for my bad cold from Dr. J. Kenneth
Hutcherson, who is located on the eighth floor
of the Francis Building, Fourth and Chest
nut Streets, this city. Dr. Hutcherson was
engaged in the general practice of medicine
in this city for a number of years. He is
highly respected by the brethren of his pro
fession and much beloved by his patients.
During my long illness in Louisville he was
at my bedside S3 times. If I had been his
father he could not have attended and minis
tered unto me with greater concern. He
made no charge, whatever.
Sometime ago, he went to Chicago to one
of the great specialists' schools, and took a
thorough course as specialist of ear, eye, nose
and throat. He has been in this city for
some time and is having considerable prac
tice and is proving his efficiency as a special
ist. I was over today and was pleased to find
him thoroughly equipped for the most careful
diagnosis and treatment of all of those ail
ments involved in his special line. I com
mend him most highly. I have never known
a finer Christian gentleman than Dr. Hutch
erson. He has not the slightest idea that I
am writing this notice, or that it will appear
in The Herald.
Faithfully yours,
H. C. Morrison.
^0.�.^
Is the World Growing Better; or, Is the
World Growing Worse 'f Ttie Drift. By
H. C. Morrison, D. D. (Pentecostal Pub.
Co., Inc., Louisville, Ky., $1.)
The author rather anticipates the answer
to his pertinent and much mooted question
when he dedicates his book to those children
of God who see in the present darkness which
precedes the dawn "untoward conditions"
that point to the coming of the Lord in glory,
and again in his preface when he states clear
ly his belief that the present "tremendous
drift toward evil" points unmistakably to the
end of the age. In doing so, however, he by
no means detracts from the interest in his
discussion, but rather stimulates the reader's
curiosity as to how he will prove his position.
His opening chapter, "The Ebb and Flow of
History" in a rapid summary demonstrates
how the human hope for an era of world-wide
peace has mounted again and again only to
meet tragic disappointment. He cheerfully
acknowledges the great advancement of civi
lization along material lines and then pro-
ceds to point out how that advancement, un
accompanied by a similar trend in the things
of the spirit has tended to produce the pres
ent crisis. The book happily is not merely a
discussion of the question which gives it its
name, from the author's own bias and con
viction. There are some very revealing sta
tistics and quotations from the press and
from current literature which point with
startling clearness to the terrible breakers
ahead for our present-day civilization even
in America. Most alarming of all is the ac
count of the destructive propaganda, both
Atheistic and Communistic, prevalent in the
classroom. The author closes with that note
of hope and assurance which is being sound
ed everywhere today among those who "love
his appearing."�Sunday School Times.
OOOOOOOOOCX}OOOOOOOOOOCXX}000000000000
MAKING MUCH OF JESUS.
Mrs. H. C. Morrison.
ooocxxxxxxxaooooooooooooooooooooocxxso
SSmffSQ HERE is a vast difference be-
tween "religion" and "devo-
f^^^frJP tion." Religion is a form of^^M$S^ worship, which many of the
heathen have and practice, to
our shame. The Hindu mother
will take her babe and throw it into the
Ganges to appease the wrath of what, she
considers, an angry god. The deluded, sin-
stricken sinner will sit upon a bed of spikes
hoping thereby, to win the favor of his god,
and to get rid of his sins. Another measures
his length in the burning sand, as he travels
the weary miles to his supposed shrine of
deliverance from sin. But how futile, we say,
are such attempts to secure the peace and
joy that the human heart, everywhere, is
seeking.
Jesus is the world's satisfying portion; the
Light in the darkness of sin's night that has
settled upon a prodigal world, because of
having left the true Light who came to ban
ish sin with its direful consequences. To
know Jesus, is to know the source of all satis
faction and happiness in this life, and that
which is to come. He it was who said to the
sinner at Jacob's well that hot day at noon
time, "The water that I shall give thee shall
be in thee a well of water springing up into
everlasting life."
It is our privilege to know Jesus as the
panacea for all of life's needs and. the healer
of earth's ills. He was the friend of the poor,
the healer of the sick, the comforter of the
discouraged and broken-hearted, the one into
whose hands all power in heaven and earth
was lodged, and thus he is able to do for usi
"exceeding, abundantly above all we ask or
think."
To give you a practical illustration of what
it means to "make much of Jesus," I am in
corporating the following story that may
prove helpful to some one who is being
"sifted as wheat" by Satan, and for whom
Jesus prays, as he did for Peter, that their
"faith fail not."
"In a corner near the door, in the Palmer
Tuesday Meeting, sits very constantly an old
lady. She is both poor and obscure in the
worldly sense. She is not in robust health,
and therefore, having to depend upon the
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street cars, is sometimes absent. But it is
ber delight to attend the meeting, and when
ever present she is quite sure to speak. The
freshness of her ever-increasing and ever-
brightening experience makes her testimony
always acceptable, and generally a treat, to
which the congregation listens with eager
ness and delight. She is evidently God-taught.
Gems of thought often drop unconsciously
from her lips. Usually they come in the form
of an unstudied climax in a concluding sen
tence.
"Once she referred to a cloud with which
her mind had been somewhat overcast during
the week, but said, as she quietly sat down,
'Jesus came and shined it all away.' At an
other time, being full of praise, she reviewed
the dealings of God with her and with the
Church in her day. At the close of her re
marks she seemed to catch a glimpse of the
future progress of Christ's Kingdom, and
rounded off her strain of thanksgiving by
saying: 'I thank the Lord for what he has
done, for what he is doing, and for what he
is going to do.'
"On another occasion she gave a somewhat
detailed account of her severe trials, which
had extended through a long life of various
vicissitudes, but declared that in the midst
of all, and finally over ail, she had achieved
victory. Just as she was taking her seat she
dropped one of her sententious remarks. Ad
dressing herself to all present, but especially
to those younger than herself, she said: 'All
this I have obtained by making much of Je
sus.' What a magazine of power this old
saint wrapped up and expressed in these few
words! The words of Caesar may be more
laconic: 'Veni, vidi, vici' (I came, I saw, I
conquered') ; but they are not half so preg
nant with meaning. Through threescore
years and nameless adversities she could say :
'I have achieved a constant and complete vic
tory; and all this by making much of Jesus.'
"What permanent harm can come to one
who goes into and comes out of every conflict
'making much of Jesus'? A man who thus
exalts the Saviour is proof against final dis
aster, and carries the key to unsearchable
riches in every condition of life. How elo
quent is this utterance from the lips of this
artless child of God ! 'All hail the power of
Jesus' Name' is poetic and more beautiful,
but not more rich in significance or sweet in
elocution. Let us learn from such divinely-
illuminated souls that no one, however old or
unlettered, need to have a rusty experience,
or be tied to a perfunctory form of words.
Pure religion is like gold : it grows brighter
by use, and richer by being tried in the fire."
�
TIDINGS O'F A GREAT REVIVAL.
(Continued from page 5)
ing on or not and went to praying. Some
days during the closing week the altars stay
ed quite crowded with seeking hearts from
early morning till late afternoon. As soon
as one got through he jumped to his feet or
was helped to his feet shouting the praises of
God, others filled the place, and so it went
on hour after hour. .
Wife tried to have children's services tor a
few days, but even that had to be turned over
to the general gathering. Some mornings
long before daylight, seekers began Pjaymg
through and :shouting the praises of God.
Sometimes before we arose in the morning
from bed, the altar was already quite full ot
seeking hearts, while others stood about
singing and shouting the praises of God, out
of a full and happy heart. And this contin
ued during the closing week, without any
chance to preach some days for eight or nine
hours. What was tl^e use of trying to preach
when the altars were already quite crowded
with seeking hearts ? And so it went on day
after day with increasing interest and in
tensity and with great outbursts of joyful
song. The crowds sang and shouted for joy
until it seemed they would become exhausted.
but still they continued on. Knowing that
thousands would come on the closing Sabbath
day, we were glad for a little rest up in its
intensity on Friday and Saturday, precedingthe closing day.
What a glorious climax, the closing Sun
day! In the early hours of the morning
they started filing in one by one, and in large
village groups, until before nine o'clock, there
were around 3,000 people on the camp
grounds. As they filed in, many of the most
hungry among them went immediately to the
altar, until scores were praying and seekingand finding before the set hour for the 9 :30
service. Since such multitudes were on the
ground that day for the first time, some com
ing from as far as our other station, Minga,
145 kilometres away, we felt we should tryand have preaching service. To do so we had
to quiet nearly a hundred seeking hearts
about the altars in order to get to preach to
that large multitude, on the glorious theme
of "Pentecost." How the Spirit of God helped
us to preach to that multitude of needy and
hungry people. Since the altars were 'prac
tically all filled with seeking hearts before
we began preaching, we told the other hun
gry hearts to pray just where they were and
believe God. They began praying, and soon
the place was full of the ineffable glory of the
living God. They began jumping to their
feet, and praising God, and clapping their
hands for joy literally all over the place. I
can now understand a little better what must
have really occurred on the day of Pentecost.
On such occasions it was impossible to tell
how many sought or found peace of soul and
victory over sin. Conservative estimates
show that there were over 1200 seekers who
came forward for prayer during the camp.
The most of these became happy finders, and
went away shouting the praises of God.
To God be all the glory for answered
prayer. While life shall last, I shall never
cease to give praise to God for the marvels of
his grace on the Mission field. We are ex
pecting this holy conflagration of Divine fire
to spread all over this tribe, until countless
thousands of these poor and needy black peo
ple shall pray their way out of heathen dark
ness to the glorious light and liberty of the
sons of God. Reports "have already come in
from many villages, that the same divine fire
is falling there and that others are praying
through. Some are smitten most like dead
men, fall to the ground but soon they get
them to their feet shouting the praises of God.
The happy finders then become vitaly inter
ested in their fallen brethren, and help to
sing and pray them through. Personal
workers and sermon preparation have been
no problem in this hour of the outpouring of
the grace of God. The Holy Ghost has con
victed, and then instructed them in the way
to light and liberty. Praise 'God, the days of
miracles are not past. God is able to send
convicting, converting, witnessing, sanctify
ing power just the same to the heathen of
Africa as to the sinsick multitudes in Ameri
ca.
The Belgian Congo.
Large Type Testament and Psalms
Inexpensive, easy to read, convenient in size,
bound in moroccotal, stamped in gold, red edges,
just the kind of Testament to have on your table
for every-day use, or just the kind that would make
happy some old person whose eyes are growing dim.
And they just love to be remembered. The number
is 2900PK and the price is only $1.00.
Big Type and Red Letters.
One of the most flexible Bibles it has been our
privilege to handle is the Big Type Red Letter Bible.
It is extremely neat in size (handy to carry to
church), bound in genuine leather, stamped in gold
on backbone, red edges, opens perfectly flat, has
chapter numbers in figures and a synopsis of each
chapter. , , ,
This Bible has the refernces, some blank pages for
notes. Family Record, some helps to the study of the
Bible, Harmony of the Gospels, our Lord's Miracles,
Parahles, etc.
'
It is a delight to handle it. We offer
it at a special price of $2.50.
THE MOST FOR YOUR MONEY
is to be had in "Beautiful Story of the Bible." This
book sold through agents at $2.95 and we offer it
to you for $1.00 simply because we were enabled
to buy a number of copies at a special price. A
gentleman came into our ofl'ice for a prize for some
members of his Sunday school class, and as soon as
he saw this book he realized its value and bought
three copies. It is so well made it will last a life
time. The stories are well written and it is beauti
fully illustrated. 500 double-column pages. There
are fifty-two groups of questions on the Bible�A
lesson for every Sunday in the year. This is the
biggest value we have to offer for $1.00.
�^m-m'mt_
Have You Ever Noticed
Your Minister's Bible? Is it broken and
worn? Wouldn't you like to replace it with
a handsome new one this Christmas ? If your
minister is not in need of a Bible what about
your Sunday School Superintendent? His job
is a difficult one, and a remembrance of this
kind would lighten his burden and make him
happy.
We offer you just the Bible to meet the
need of either of the above, or it would be
fine to treat yourself to a copy.
It is simply a handsome book, the bind
ing is of soft, flexible leather, the type is
Long Primer, references, concordance, maps,
India paper, red under gold edges, unbreak
able backs�^the workmanship is superb and
with reasonable care the Bible will last a life
time. A limited number of copies. Publish
er's net price $10.00. To close these out we
offer them at $7.00 each. A sensible invest
ment.
�^.�.�
Black Beauty
was the name of a horse about which one of
the most beautiful, most touching stories was
ever written. Every boy and girl should
read his book. They will have a deeper feel
ing of sympathy and kindness toward all
dumb brutes, and really get more pleasure
out of living. This story makes it plain that
if we only show the kindness, the dumb
brute responds in his own language and way.
An ideal, inexpensive Christmas gift, 50c.
m^.m'�
The Burrows Money Bag
is the title of a most interesting story for
children from eight to twelve years old. Ev
ery child should be taught that the way to
obtain a desired object is by perseverance
and constantly working to that end. Then,
too, every child should be taught the value
of thrift and depending on one's self. These
are two valuable lessons taught in this story.
The book is attractively bound, has large,
beautiful type and 123 pages. It will make
any boy or girl happy. Price $1.00.
A CHILD S STORY OF JESUS
When Francis Asbury was only an infant, his
mother began reading the Bible to him an hour each
day, especially those portions of the gospel about
Christ. She realized the importance of it. It is
just as important with your child, and children are
fascinated with Bible truths presented in story form.
They don't forget them. This Child's Story of
Jesus is extremely attractively gotten up, and the
story is beautifully told. The illustrations are the
prettiesit and most impressive we have seen in a
book of this kind. Mary and the Angel, The Infant
Jesus and The Shepherd, The Baptism of Jesus,
and a number of others, in many colors. Start the
child right and give him one of these for Chrisitmas.
Price 30c or 4 for $1.00.
BARGAIN
Post Card Assortment
These cards, with the exception of the four-color post
cards, are all Scripture text and lithojiraphcd in manv col
ors, with appropriate designs. Very tasty and attractive
in every way. The four-color cards are 12 different Bible
character pictures� they are very unusual. The assort
ment is as follows :
36 Christmas post cards $0.60
24 Every Day post cards 40
24 Four-color post cards l.OO
12 Easter post cards 20
6 Birthday post cards 10
Total $2.30
The above assortment will be sent to you, postpaid, for
CiOc (stamps acceptal)le), or we will send yon a double iis-
sortment for $1.00. 'Tou ean mail these for Ic each).
�^.s-^
Keep this issue of the paper for reference.
It may aid in selecting presents.
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OUR BOYS AND GIRLS
THE BOY WHO WAS AN OVER-
COMER.
Uenzil Stevens.
Like little dots in the great Pacific
Ocean, there is a group of islands
�
The Isles of Death. Sometime they
are called the New Hebrides, or the
South Sea Islands; but because many
of the islanders are liars, thieves,
murderers, and even fierce cannibals
who eat one another, they have right
ly been called The Isles of Death.
To Tanna, one of the Isles of Death,
came John Gibson Paton, who as a
Scotch lati was an overcomer for
Christ. There was war among the va
rious tribes of this island, war which
meant the most treacherous death to
captives, and some such terrible death
hung continually over the mission
ary's head.
One day a plea for bread came irom
two missionaries on the opposite side
of the island. They were starving to
death. Paton did not hesitate. "Who
will go with me?" he asked. "Oh,
Missi, Missi, we cannot go. If we go
across the island, the inland tribes
will kill us, and we cannot go around
by sea�the waves are too high. We
do not want to die." Finally two
chiefs decided to brave the storm with
Paton. They took flour in a big air
tight pot and set out in a canoe. Pa
ton was the only one who could not
swim.
At last they came to their destina
tion, but the sea was so rough that
landing was almost impossible and as
the vessel tossed to and fro it became
half filled with water and several of
the natives were thrown into the sea.
However, Paton clung to his seat,
holding tightly the pot of flour. One
of the men, seeing his plight, caught
him by the collar and swam with him
to the shore. There they were met by
the half-starved missionaries, who
thanked God that he had sent them
food. .
Paton, knowing the danger to which
his mission was exposed, decided to
return that night. The natives pled
with him to remain until morning,
saying that the sea was too angry to
return by water and to return by
land meant death. But Paton was de
termined to go, and bidding them all
good-bye, he started on alone. Dark
ness soon settled over the land, but
Paton, trusting God, pushed fearless
ly onward. As he followed the sea
shore, the wind calmed down and a
great stillness pervaded the night.
Suddenly the stillness was broken by
the sound of native voices. As Paton
listened, he learned that the men were
going fishing but, knowing them to be
a hostile tribe, he waited until they
had passed by. For a time he lost his
trail as there were so many high cliffs
along the shore. Just as he regained
the path, he again heard hostile
voices. So, throwing himself on the
ground, he waited until the men had
gone by. Another great danger had
been passed. After many miles of
dangerous ascent, the missionary at
length came to a point in the cliff
where he believed he could slide down
to the water's edge and if it were
low tide walk along the sand to his
mission, which was near the shoi-e.
Mr. Paton knew that he would be
taking a great risk to try this meth
od, but he knew that God was guiding
him and, sending a prayer to his
Lord, he decided to make the descent.
To make sure that the tide was low
at this point, he let several stones
slide down the side of the cliff, and
listened. As there was no splash he
felt sure that the tide was low, but to
be perfectly sure, he threw, with all
his might, his umfcrella into the dark
ness below. As before, silence reign
ed, and now Paton knew that God had
honored his tests like those made by
Gideon and, like bim, he felt that God
would give him the victory. Lifting
his heart in prayer to his Maker, he
wrapped his clothes tightly about him
and began the perilous descent. Down,
down he went. Moments seemed ages,
until at last his feet struck shallow
water. It was low tide and he was
safe. With a heart overflowing with
gratitude to God, Paton waded ashore
and quickly made his way to the mis
sion only a few miles ahead. At day
break the natives of his village met
him and were much surprised at his
safe arrival. "Surely God protects
you, Missi," they cried. 'We would
have been killed, but you are safe in
his hands."
Dear Aunt Bettie: During the pre
election days I received copies of
The Pentecostal Herald from a friend
of mine. Father and grandfather
were Wesleyans of the British Isles.
I always liked to hear those great
preachers preach the gospel to the
salvation of souls. I never heard any
thing equal up to this day. In one
thing I am strong and that is for
temperance. I am 55 years old, and
have not touched strong drink in 25
years. I lived in Wales, England,
and London and I am able to know
what intemperance has done to that
country. I have seen many a worker
spend all his week's pay in the saloon
on Saturday and go home drunk and
broke, cross and abusive. I have wit
nessed on many a Monday bruised wo
men unable to pay me their bill, say,
"My husband came home drunk Sat
urday and without a penny." He
turned on the helpless wives and chil
dren with cursing rage. That hap
pened every week end, in many a
home I knew of. This curse of drink
is known in all parts of the country.
America's at the cross road. Which
way shall we go? There are two
ways, two roads. Which? The signs
are bad. Our new Chief is wet and
wants the return of damnable strong
drink, he says, for revenue. Would it
be honorable profit? No! Saddle
the tax on slaves and save million
aires. Is America so foolish as to
think prosperity will come with beer
and whiskey? If so, they are badly
mistaken. It may raise the price of
some commodities but the expense
will come on the other end of the
deal. Is this the new deal we have
heard much about lately? There is
diothing new in it; it has been tried
and found wanting. May God bless
our work to save America from the
invasion of an invisible enemy.
John D. Jones.
Randolph, Neb.
Dear Aunt Bettie: Will you give
me a little room on your page ? I am
a South Dakota girl and hope that
South Dakota will pep it up. I have
never seen any letters in The Herald
from South Dakota. I am a member
of the Methodist Church and go to
church and Sunday school every Sun
day, but I am neither saved nor sanc
tified. I am fifteen years old, have
dark hair and fair complexion. I was
born December 29. Have I a twin?
If so, please write to me. I will
answer all letters. Please put this
letter in print as this is the first one.
Ardis Pagel.
Hazel, S. D.
Dear Aunt Bettie: It has been sev
eral years since I last wrote to you,
but I have been a constant reader of
The Herald since that time. I enjoy
all the paper. I especially enjoyed
Rev. M. P. Hunt's piece entitled "A
Prohibitionist Till I Die." It is my
privilege to know Brother Hunt, per
sonally. I have heard him preach
many soul-stirring sermons at Mt.
Washington. We are enjoying the
programs from Asbury College great
ly and hope they will always 'broad
cast them. I had a wonderful time at
Lexington First Church at the Annual
Conference. Dr. Hutchinson, of Okla
homa City, preached in the morning
and Bishop Cannon in the afternoon.
Both gave great messages. I am sorry
to say that there are few Christians
in Bloomfield. I, for one, have started
in with Jesus and by his help I in
tend to go throueh. I am fighting the
battles daily and have many tests to
go through, but at last I hope to come
out victorious. I am sending one of
my poems, which I would like to sea
in print.
Touch Not, Taste Not, Handle Not.
It was in the days of the open saloon,
That a fine young couple were wed.
And as they went home together
This is what John said:
"No, Mary, I never will drink,
It is poisonous to my brain,
I know it is hard to resist it�
But my efforts shall not be in vain."
For years he did not taste liquor,
They all thought he was a fine guy,
He had a wife and two little children.
That money could 'not buy.
But one day his promise he broke,
For he entered an open saloon,
And from the moment he took the
drink,
He thought of that old bar-room.
He went home and beat his wife,
Who had been his darling and pride,
.And in less than an hour he ended his
life.
By committing suicide.
Oh, dear folks of this generation,
Give ear to this story I tell,
And never drink poisonous liquor
If you would at last escape hell.
Mary Willie Cheser.
Bloomfield, Ky.
Dear Aunt Bettie: Just a line to
tell you how happy we old ladies and
gentlemen are at this home. Last
Monday the home circle had a dona
tion party and I know you would all
join us in prayer and praise to our
heavenly Father who put it into the
hearts of good Christian hearts to
erect this place of refuge for the aged.
May we therefore be true to the
trust he has given us. I say hello to
all you cousins who have written to
me. I shall never forget you.
Yours in Christ,
Lizzie M. Perry.
Dear Aunt Bettie: I wonder if an
other Kentucky mountain boy could
have a little space on the Children's
Page? I am a Junior in Mt. Carmel
High School. I am seventeen years of
age, five feet, ten and one-half inches
tall. I was born at Greenwood, Ky.,
not far from Lexington. My father
was a section foreman on the railroad
until I was eight years of age. Then
we moved to Hazard, Ky., where my
father and mother separted and I was
left almost an orphan. Father and I
went to Seco, Ky., where I finished my
eighth grade. In the meantime I be
came acquainted with Miss Helwig, an
Asbury graduate. She took very
much interest in me and wanted to
get me into a Christian school. Dur
ing the summer Miss McConnell wrote
to her and asked if she would come
and teach the grades, and through her
I was permitted to come here to
school. I did not have any money to
pay the tuition for the first month
but the Lord intervened and Miss
McConnell said that it would be al
right. After the first two weeks of
school the Lord began to deal with my
soul. I was under conviction and one
Sunday night I yielded to him. I lived
an up and down life until the last
semester of school ending 1931, when
I let the Lord have complete right
of way in my life. He sanctified me
the 28th day of August, 1932. I do
not boast. I was a cigarette smoker,
a whi.skey drinker, everything that
the devil put forth until the Lord sat
isfied my soul by his Holy Spirit that
came into dwell. I have enjoyed this
way very much and I do not have any
plans for turning back. My life is his
and whatever he wants to do with me
my soul says "Amen" to the whole
will of God. I do not have a call as
yet but I believe the Lord wants me
to be an evangelistic singer.
When Dr. Morrison dedicated the
Vanclev� Building and he saw me sit
ting back in the audience singing, he
said something that has put a deep de
termination within my soul. He said,
"That boy will do something for the
Lord if he continues on in this way."
I am just a poor boy and do not have
anyone back of me, except God. He it
is that is my banker, the one who
supplies my needs: the one who gives
me victory over the world, the flesh
and the devil. To him be all the "-Invv.
I would lik^ to hear from all the
cousins and will answer every letter
written to me.
Clarence Corder.
Mt. Carmel H. S., Lawson, Ky.
PEOPLE'S BIBLE SCHOOL
Greensboro, N. C, 720 Silver Ave,
Gives tliorougli coiir.ses tlirough Iligli
Scliool, Freslinian College, two years Semi
nary and Music, by a faculty of nine Col
lege trained, Spirit-tilled, experienced
teaehens. Price .$2.'i0 per year. Spring"
term opens ,Tan. I, 19:32. Address .lim H.
Green, President.
Gospel Tents
Smith Manufacturing Company
DALTON, GA.
34 Years in Business
Now You Can
Afford to remember your friends at
Christmas. You can buy twenty-one beau
tiful Scripture Text Christmas Cards with
tissue lined envelopes for fifty cents. This
assortment was prepared as a $1.45 assort-
rxnt, and is packed in an attractive gift
box.
Ton had better get your order in �arly.
Price 60e a box. Four Boxes for J2.0fl
Jewel Testament
Fine Morocco bind
ing, overlapping edges,
thin Bible paper, sill:
sewed, largest type In
a little book, size 2%x
4 1-6x% inches thick;
weighs less than 5 osss.
Fits the hand and vest
pocket. It is self-pro
nouncing, contains the
Psalms. Price $1.00.
12 copies for $10.
GIRLS WHO ACHIEVED
By Winifred and Frances Kirkland
This is the story of Helen Keller and
others�fifteen in all. Some of them over
came handicaps, others achieved in spite of
exceptional disadvantages, and others
achieved doing thankless jobs. A strong
note of reality runs throughout this book
and every girl who reads it will feel that
she too can do as well as these heroines.
Price $1.00.
$1.45 Christmas Card
Value for 50c!
A box assortment containing 21 cards
with envelopes, including the five cent, ten
cent and fifteen cent series. All of these
cards are beautifully printed in colors.
The envelopes are tissue lined. Each card
carries a message that emphasizes the true
meaning of Christmas.
A Verse of Scripture Is Printed on
Every Card
Order now. Tou can't go wrong. These
cards are costing you less than two and a
half cents apiece.
Gold Dust
This is a gem�a collection of goldfn
counsels for help and strength in every
day life. The value of these thoughts de
serves the term of gold. A fine, as well as
beautiful volume to place up#n your table
where it is handy to pick up and read a
portion for strength and encouragement
when about your daily tasks. Fine for a
Christmas gift. Bound in purple leather,
stamped in gold. Published at $1.50. Spec
ial price 75c.
Inexpensive, Helpful
Gifts
Mary of Bethany. A message to young
women. Rich in spiritual truths. Price 25c.
Heaven's Christmas Tree. The rich bless
ings of salvation set forth under the figure
of a Christmas tree. Price 25c.
The Nightingale of The Psalms. Bud
Robinson says the author brings out of
this Psalm, gold mines, oil wells, and rich
treasures. Price 25c.
The Christmas Child. A chapter on the
Christmas child and the remaining four
teen chapters on helpful thoughts for the
New Tear. Price 25c.
These may be had five copies for $1.00 or
twelve copies for $2.00. Pine for a Sunday
school class.
"Arnold's Practical Sunday School Tjeison
Commentary, for 19.33. Pentecostal Pub
lishing Co. Louisville, Ky. $1.00.
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IfDeaf
fi OrDoritHearWeU
I -will tell you, FREE, how 1, 20 yean
oeaf, made myself hear by a simple,
inexpensiTe, invisible discovery of my
own � Geo. H. "Wilson, President,
WILSON EAR DRUM CO.
E� ^'f' Todd Bld�., Louisville. Ky.. U.S.A.
REVIVAL IN WESLEYAN METH
ODIST CHURCH.
We just closed what was recognized
by some as being the best revival ever
held in the Atwood Street Wesleyan
Methodist Church, Louisville, Ky. We
feel this was due to the fact that our
people got under the load and prayed
it through before the meeting started.
When our evangelist, M. R. Harvey,
of North Carolina, arrived he began
to preach on prayer and insisted that
we must continue in prayer to see
proper results. He insisted on hav
ing midnight prayer meetings and af
ter having two definite results follow
ed in the salvation and sanctification
of about three score of souls. There
was not a barren altar service. Bro.
Harvey proved to be a man of prayer
and his ministry w^s highly apprecia
ted by our people, and we recommend
him to the people of God everywhere
as a Spirit-filled evangelist.
D. W. Fossit, Pastor.
Egermeier's Bible Story
Book
is one of the most attractive booljs of the
kind for the child. The liiuding is beauti
ful. It has 007 pages, 48 pages of ques
tions�a set of questions for each story.
Then, a story of How We Got Ooir Bible,
and a lot of other helpful information
about the Bil)le.
The story of Job is so impressively told,
as is the story of Elijah, and all of the
others. This is a real investment for the
child, and these stories will go with him or
her through life. Regular price $3.00; our
special price $2.00.
PKNTBCOSTAI. PI BI^ISHING COMP.VNV
Louisville, Kentuclty.
READING HOLINESS ASSOCIA
TION, READING, PA.
The 30th annual ten-day holiness
convention will be held in Ebenezer
Evangelical Church, 9 near Button-
wood St., Dec. 30 to Jan. 8, 1933. Rev.
C. W. Butler, Pres. of the National
Holiness Association, is the preacher.
The four Kutch sisters from Lebanon,
Pa., will have charge of the singing.
Please pray for God's blessing on this
meeting. Everybody invited to at
tend. M. L. Dries, Pres.
115 Park Dd., Wyomissing, Pa.
Large Type Testament
and Psalms
Inexpensive, easy to read, convenient in
size, bound in moroccotal, stamped in
gold, red edges, just the kind of Testa
ment to have on your table for every day
use, or just the kind that would make
happy some old person whose eyes are
growing dim. And they just love to be
rememl>ered. The number is 2900PIv and
the price is only $1.00.
PENTECOSTAL PI BLISHING CO.MPAXV
Louisville, Kentuek.v.
AURA NEW JERSEY CAMP
MEETING.
Seeing so many reports in The Pen
tecostal Herald and other good pa
pers, prompts me to give a report of
the camp meeting at Aura, N. J. This
camp cannot be described as it really
was. One must visit it and see the
workings of the Lord and feel his
Spirit to know what takes place in
this camp. The management of the
camp have great faith and vision.
They have dormitories to accommo-
This Unrivalled Age Group Series Only 35c. Each.
The Famous Byrum
Story Books
I'OK HOYS AND GIRLS�AGES 0 TO
12 YEAUS.
By Isabel ('. Byrum, noted author of these
Childrens Hour Story Books which
arc selling in large numbers every
Year.
Arabellas Hen
Cripple Willie
Another Children's Hour Story Book de
picting the triumph of under-privileged,
hampered lives�children lifted above cir
cumstances by love. Strongly grips the
sympathies. 15 illustrations. 64 pages
Tiny Tots In Story Town
By Isabel C. Byrum
A mother-author who understands chil
dren. Each page is a unit, but the rhymed
tale of "Story Town" runs through the
book. On the pages opposite the rhymes
the stories of the "Tiny Tots" appear. Pro
fusely illustrated. New words at the bot
tom of each page. Linen covered. 32
pages�33c.
Arabella's Hen
The title story recounts the quaint ad
ventures of a "missionary" hen. The other
seven stories dramatize events in the lives
of children, their pets and playthings. 19
illustrations, 64 pages�35c.
Happy Hours At Home
By Isabel C. Byrum
Fifteen stories of life in a Christian fam
ily of six. Has the unity of a continuous
narrative, but any chapter may be read or
told separately. Gives a beautiful picture
of Christian home life to which the chil
dren respond. Illustrated in 7 full page
pen and ink drawings. Cover is linen, re
inforced. 64 pages�35c.
TINYTOTS
STORYTOWN
Harry The Newsboy
The pathetic story of a tenement orphan
who gave his life in Christian service. Also
five other stories of quick appeal to chil
dren. 9 illustrations. 64 pages�35c.
All the above Children's Hour Story
Books arc bound in strong linen covers.
CRANDMOTHERS
LIIY
Grandmother's Lily
True stories of children's problems that
point the way to patience, goodness, and
courage. In all, five surpassing tales. 14
illustrations. 64 pages�35c.
The Adventures of Jack
And Joyce
By Grace Phelps Lumm.
A series of 50 adventures of a boy aud
girl, twins 8 years old. The adventures
are those common with most children, and
the intent is lo teach Christian living. Thj
whole book is hand-leltered and hand-
drawn�each page within an artistic bord
er. Cover is linen, reinforced. 32 pages�
35c.
NOTE: This book entirely hand-lettered
and illustrated in "rebus" style.
" 1 ihinU ^ Q spare 11 unhl -0--daL| afternoon
perhaps^" said TTIotheri smil.ng ai: iheir eagerness.
ADVENTURES ;
JACK'-^"'<JOVCE
Embossed Scripture
Seals
Neat, Colorful, and Useful
Die cut and embossed seals such as these
have heretofore been impossible at this
low price. Each package consists of a
glassine envelope staffer with 20 assorted
texts and designs such as you see illus
trated. 'Snarled color combinations on
"metallic like" material. Use them on
your Christmas packages, your station
ery, etc. They really stick on, for the best
of glue was used. Average size is 1 '/(
inches wide. lOc a package.
Bible Text Stationery
Packet
Christian people are using more ai
more Scriptural stationery for in doing s^
they feel a certain satisfaction (lint <i)nic
with Christian service. As illustrated, vv-
offer a new handy folder containing "
sheets of high grade bond paper, siz
6x9%- Each sheet has a ImiHldravvn de
sign and text printed in two colors. Tei
envelopes to match are fnniislicd wit
choice texts in neat type on back (lap.
A hand pasted picture of appropriiit
lesign is on front cover of folder. Here'
\ handy item to keep around the writin
desk�try one. Only 2.5c.
Our Darlings
ABC Book
Alphabet verse with
initial letter and illus-
- trations on one page,
with Bible story oppo
site ,and new words in
red at the bottom.
Two-color printing in
large bold type. Illus
trated with 51 pictures
and decorations. Bound
in linen
04 iiages, S5c
date 200 young people who are en
tertained free. No doubt they are
making one of the greatest contribu
tions for the advancement of the gos
pel, to be found anywhere. A wonder
ful spirit of co-operation exists in the
community, the farmers opening their
fields, orchards and gardens to the
camp for use.
The type of workers secured at
Aura demands the respect and atten
tion of all South Jersey. This year
the speakers were. Dr. L. R. Akers,
President of Asbury College, Deacon-
esse-'! Hazzard and Richardson of
Camden, N. J., with M. V. Lewis and
wife in charge of music. The preach
ing of these able workers was of the
highest type and true to the word of
God in its fulness. Their faithfulness
was rewarded in full altars and
mighty demonstrations of the power
of the Holy Spirit, with over 200 pro
fessions. In the twelve years of the
camp I've never heard such music.
The choir consisting of over 100 young
people sang as I have never heard.
There is no question Bro. Lewis .is
truly one of our great song leaders,
and seemingly can get the greatest
music out of his audience with the
least effort.
This report would be incomplete if
mention were not made of Mrs. Lewis
who presides so faithfully at the
piano. Her excelle,nt playing is a
great factor in the success of the song
services. May God increase the num
ber of such camps as Aura in our
country. A Reporter.
^'P'^-^
Mary of Bethany
is a wonderful little book and will enrich
the life of any one who may read it. Xoth-
ing better to place in the hands of young
Christians. The matter it contains is nvoii
derful. Price 2.5c, 3 copies for $1.00, or r;
copies for .'j!2.00.
PENTKCOST.AL I'lBLISHINti COMP.VXY
Louisville, Kentucky.
REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
Mrs. M. E. R.: "Please to pray for
my husband and son who are not in
the fold of Christ, that they may see
their need of Christ in their hearts
and lives."
Mrs. A. J.: "Pray that God will
unite our family and save the un
saved ones. Pray that I may have
victory in my soul; that I may get a
glorious experience of salvation.
Pray for my unsaved brothers and
sisters."
A Mother: "Please to pray for my
youngest son, that he may be a Chris
tian, and for all of my family to live
closer to the Lord."
L. J. B.: "Please to pray that I
may be healed of a douhle Hernia."
^V.�.^
"Arnold's Practical Sunday School I.esNou
Commentary, for 1933. Pentecostal I'ub
Co., Louisville, Ky. Price si.00.
. In this reviewer's judgment this is one
of the best of the several annuals on the
Sunday lesson. I have used for years .sev-
e-al of these and I count that" this ha.s
more in less space and for less money Not
only so it is deeply spiritual and stands
for the old paths. \ number of improvements over the previous year are to Im
found. An important one" is the article
each week by the Editor giving a compre
hensive survey of the lesson. More spsce
is given to apt illnstrat'ons. It is a priv-
l.\ge to commend Arnolds to all who i' �-
sire the best in the smallest spare for 'he
least money. To be had of Pentecostal Pub
lishing Co., Louisville, Kv. M. p. Hunt
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
By 0. G. MiNGLEDORFF.
Lesson XIL�December 18, 1932.
Subject.�Review: Christian Stand
ards of Life.
Reading Lesson.�Matt. .5:13-16;
Matt. .5:38-48.
Golden Text.�And he said unto
them all. If any man will come after
me, let him deny himself, and take up
his cross daily, and follow me. Luke
9:23.
The two focal points in a Chris
tian's life are BEING and DOING.
These two must balance, or the Chris
tian cannot 'be well rounded. One
may place the full emphasis on eith
er point, and become a fanatic. In
the former case one is likely to be
come a hermit: in the latter, he often
kills himself trying to save his soul
through works of the law. The form
er flies from society and hides him
self in prayer and meditation: the
other lives in the midst of the crowd,
and ofttimes forgets to pray. The one
grows into a coward, and loses confi
dence in himself: the other grows
over-bold, and trusts more in self
than he does in God.
Let us set up Paul's standard as a
sort of text; or maybe we had better
use it as a step-ladder to reach the
standard set up by the Master. Paul
says: "Whether ye eat or drink, or
whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory
of God." Jesus says: "Be ye there
fore perfect, even as your Father
which is in heaven is perfect." Our
Golden Text is a high standard. To
deny one's self is to renounce per
sonal ownership in one's self: "Ye are
bought with a price." "Ye are not
your own." Paul called himself the
"slave of Jesus Christ." He gives
up all to receive all; and yet the all
that he receives all belongs to God,
and he revels in it as a loving child
feasting at his Father's table. "All
things are yours.... and ye are
Christ's; and Christ is God's."
Peter puts the standard high when
he says: "Forasmuch as ye know that
ye "were not redeemed with corrupti
ble things, as silver and gold. . . .but
with the precious blood of Christ, as
of a lamb without blemish and with
out spot," His standard is commen
surate with the price of our salva
tion. We cannot lift a higher stand
ard than the one our Lord sets up in
the last verse of today's reading les
son.
In the first section of our reading
lesson the Master makes a declara
tion that is tremendous. We are the
"salt of the earth" and "the light of
the world." That spells RESPONSI
BILITY. Put it in capitals, and feel
its full force. Read John 16:7-11,
and learn God's plan for the salvation
of men. That comports with Paul's
statement in 2 Cor. 2:15, 16: "For we
are unto God a sweet savour of
Christ, in them that are saved, and in
them that perish: To the one we are
the savour of death unto death; and
to the other the savour of life unto
life. And who is suflncient for these'
things ? "
Paul's charge to the church at
Corinth (2 Cor. 6:14 to 7-1) sets the
standard high. He separates the
Christian from all things that smack
of the world. The child of God must
not be in any way "yoked together
with unbelievers." The apostle en
forces his charge by showing the in
congruity of all such relationships.
He puts himself out of the way and
calls for a statement from God:
"Wherefore come out from among
them, and ye be separate, saith the
Lord, and touch not the unclean
thing; and I will receive you, and will
be a Father unto you, and ye shall be
my sons and daughters, saith the
Lord Almighty." But the thought
does not close there. Take the first
verse of the next chapter: "Having
therefore these promises, dearly be
loved, let us cleanse ourselves from
all filthiness of the flesh and spirit,
perfecting holiness in, the fear of
God." That is a high standard for
the child of God. Mark you, the
filthiness about which he is writing is
composed of the very things that are
forbidden in the sixth chapter. Paul
reminds us in some measure of the
charge of James (4:4): "Ye adulter
ers and adulteresses, know ye not
that the friendship of the world is
enmity to God? Whosoever there
fore will be a friend of the world is
the enemy of God." John (1 John
2:15) says: "Love not the world,
neither the things that are in the
world. If any man love the world,
the love of the Father is not in him."
The Christian standard is high; but
we dare not lower it to please any
man. God has not set it up to con
demn us, but to lift us. Nor are we
to make the standard void by saying
that it has been set up, not to be
lived, but to give us ^some ideal to
which we may look but never reach.
God does not play with men. His
grace is sufficient, and he will never
suffer us to be tempted above that
we are able; "but will with every
temptation make a way for us to
escape. Jesus met the devil on the
same grounds, and with the same
weapons that we are to use. He
conquered, and so may we conquer;
for we are "more than conquerers
through him that loved us and gave
himself for us."
The first place in which this high
standard must be set up and lived is
the home circle. Please let me write
my convictions. You may have
yours, but I must have mine. The
longer I live and the more I see of
human life, the more surely am I
convinced that parents are responsi
ble to God for the spiritual welfare
of their households. If parents will
be what God demands, clean in heart
and life, and will teach their children
the Word of God, and pray for them
and with them, I am persuaded that
the children will grow up to love and
fear God. But if parents are un
equally yoked together with all sorts
of worldly, godless clubs and institu
tions that take them away from their
children by day and by night when
they should be at home training their
little ones for God and heaven, the
results will be direful. I would that
I could broadcast the message in
thunder tones that God is going to
hold us parents responsible at the day
of judgment for the souls of our chil
dren.
We are hearing much about the
problems of the modem home. Many
hard things are being said against
our young people. But I am going to
PERSONALS.
A Pathway of Peace to God^s Sanctuary
CONSOLATION
By MRS. CHAS. E. COWMAN
A companion volume to "Streams in the Desert"
�messages of comfort for lone pilgrims. Born
of Faith which surmounted the great bereave
ment of a great soul. Rich in God's promises of
eternal life. Binds up broken hearts. Stands like
the shadow of a great rock in the weary land of
oppressive sorrow. Arranged for daily readings
or meditations. 361 pages. $1.50 postpaid.
STREAMS m THE DESERT
By MRS. CHAS. E. COWMAN
A strong, inspiring and deeply spiritual compilation of daily readings and meditations for
suffering or discouraged souls. An all-occasion gift for every home. A benediction and an
inspiration in private reading or family devotion. Cloth bound. 376 pages. $1.50 postpaid.
Order your copies today.
THE ORIENTAL MISSIONARY SOCIETY, Dept. PH, 900N.Hobart Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
say that the problems are not alto
gether, nor chiefly, with our children.
The problems are with the parents.
We are the makers of our children.
In the first place, many of the chil
dren were never wanted; they are
mere accidents, intruders into homes
that preferred not to be bothered
with them. Shame on such parents!
They never had any moral right un
der heaven to be married at all. Chil
dren are a heritage from the Lord;
and all true couples that are joined
together by Him want children, and
they welcome the little ones into
their arms. If the Christian stand
ard falls below this, I am persuaded
that th^ ladder will not reach the
pearly gate.
The Christian standard must not be
lowered in dealing with one's fellows
outside of the home. The Golden
Rule, yea the entire Sermon on the
Mount, must be the Christian's rule
of life. One cannot have a Sunday
standard and a week-day standard.
It is a shame for one to drive hard
bargains all week and pray loud on
the Sabbath. With a Christian Mon
day is as sacred as Sunday. He walks
at all times as did his Lord and Mas
ter what time he sojourned among us
men on the earth.
The Christian is God's steward in
all things, whether life or wealth. He
lives not unto himself, but unto God.
If wealth falls to his lot, he uses it
for the glory of his Lord. He cannot
pile it up for his own aggrandize
ment, lest it become a millstone about
his neck to drag him down to hell. He
uses the world as not abusing it. His
one desire is to glorify God in being a
blessing to all men. He vsrrongs no
man. He is a blessing to the poor
and the needy, and sets an example
in good works to all the rich.
If the Christian has some leisure
time, as he should have, it is not frit
tered away in useless, hurtful fool
ishness; hut he uses it in clean,
healthful pleasures and sports that
tend to make him a wiser and better
man. He never forgets that the eye
of God is upon him; but he does not
chafe under that eye. It is the joy of
his life that God is continually
watching over him in all his deport
ment.
The Christian standard calls for a
life of prayer and Bible study. He
prays without ceasing and gives
thanks in all things. His soul feasts
upon the rich treasures of God's
word. Jesus Christ is his standard.
His foremost purpose is to be like
his Master, in order that he may live
like him in all things. Having this
hope and this purpose fixed in Jesus
Christ, he purifies himself even as he
is pure.
Owing to our Christmas advertis
ing we are compelled to eliminate the
Evangelistic Directory for an issue or
two, that we may give our readers an
opportunity to see the many wonder
ful bargains we are offering in an
unusual supply of books, cards, mot
toes and other things which we need
at the Yuletide Season. Our evan
gelists will appreciate this and be
willing to allow us their space for an
issue or so.
Florence Bergquist: "We wish to
report a blessed revival in the Meth
odist Church .at Gladstone, N. D., in
which Rev. A. M. Wiley was the
evangelist, assisted by Mrs. Wiley
and Miss Lillian Bergquist in the
special music. Rev. Wiley is primar
ily a preacher of the Word and a very
clear teacher of the doctrines of re
generation and sanctification, with
experience and life that make his
preaching effective."
From January 1-5 there will be a
Prayer Assembly in the People's Bi
ble School, Greensboro, N. C, in
which persons who realize the need of
a powerful manifestation of God's
presence and guidance will give them
selves wholly to prayer during those
days. Some of the Lord's best people
will he here. If you are interested,
address Rev. Jim Green, Greensboro,
N. C.
Rev. A. D. Buck, Green Cove
Springs, Pla., is home until after the
holidays after a strenuous campaign
in soul winning. He is available for
meetings anywhere his services may
be needed. Later, we shall give our
readers a fuller report from Brother
Buck.
Stanley Patterson: "I am still on
the firing line fighting the Devil with
God's two-edged sword. Have been
busy all summer and fall; recently
closed a most wonderful meeting at
New Columbus, Ky., with Brother W.
S. Dean, pastor, in which a hundred
were saved and sanctified, and thirty-
five additions to the church. I assist-
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON HELP FOR 1933.
ItECOMMKNDED TO USE WITH THE UNIFORM TEACHER'S QUARTERLY
Most successful Sunday School teachers realize the importance of outside helps in
preparing tlie lesson, and each year. In addition to the helps given in teacher's quarterly,
huy one of the valuable commentaries. Each one listed covers the International liniform
Lesson (all jtrades) for tlie year, beginning with .lanuary.
Arnold's Practical Com
mentary
�JsininSi C),' Sunday' ^'l^Essoj^
g>0j>1MtNTAl\Y
A very attractive aid for the busy teach
er. It is rich in suggestions and sets forth
the lesson in a very pleasing manner. We
consider this the most spiritual exposition
of the Sunday School Lesson.
The hints to teachers. Illustrations,
blackboard exercises, questions, maps, etc.,
make this popular help a good all-round
commentary at a popular price, $1.00.
TarbelTs Teachers'
Guide
Tarbell's Teachers' Guide cecognlzes no
superior. If you have never used this
wonderful commentary, try it for 1933.
No teacher will be unprepared who uses
this extraordinary commentary. The treat
ment of the lesson never becomes dull or
uninteresting. The topics are always fresh
and appealing.
Many thousands of up-to-date teachers
buy two or more of the best commentaries
and find it pays. Whatever you do, don't
leave out Tarbell's this year. Price .$3.00.
Snowden's Sunday
School Lessons for 1933
BY THE REV. JAMES H. SNOWDEN
Practical Exposition of the International
Sunday School Lessons. Improved Uni
form Series. Ninth Annual Volume.
Price, $1.35
Exploring the Bible
FRANK E. GAEBELEIN
Every student of the Bible will want
this marvelous book, as it is a study of the
background and principles, including such
subjects as "Knowing the Bible," "How
we Got our Bible," "The Meaning of In
spiration," "The Structure of the Bible,
"God's Plan for the Ages," "The Testimony
of Jesus,'" etc. There are 214 pages.
Regular price $1..50, special price $1.00.
The Gist of The Lesson
An excellent commentary
by R. A. Torrey. It is a
concise, boiled-down com
mentary for the busy
teacher. It takes the text
of the lesson, each verse
separately, and illumi
nates it. It gives the
teacher many good ideas.
Price S.'ic
Doran's Ministers'
Manual for 1933
A Dozen Books in
One
100 Sermon Outlines
50 Talks on the Sun
day School Les
son.
500 Choice Illustra
tions.
200 Prayers and In
vocations
1000 Suggestive Texts
200 Quotable Poems
52 Sermons to Chil
dren.
200 Seed Thoughts for
Sermons
250 Bulletin Board
Slogans
250 Hymn Selections
D�\N'S
1932
1935
50 Prayer Meeting
And the Pi
Talks.
ice is but $2..50
Peloubet's Select Notes
for 1933
BY AMOS R. WELLS
Fifty-Ninth Annual Volume
To the many who are familiar with "PE
LOUBET'S SELECT NOTES," it would be
suflicient to say that the standard of ex
cellence which has characterized the work
for more than half a century is fully main
tained In the new volume.
The analysis and treatment of the les
sons are clear and informing, carrying
quotations from great Bible teachers. It is
for teachers of all grades and contains the
greatest possible wealth of practical help
so compiled and tabulated that it can be
effectively used. It has maps, pictures,
and charts alone worth the price of the
book. Price $2.00.
The Lesson Round Table
-1933
The aim of this, as the title indicates, is
to present the lesson from the practical
point of view, to help the average man and
woman with their everyday problems, dis
appointments, hopes, ambitions. To fur
ther this aim there Is a list of home study
questions at the end of each lesson, stimu
lating Independent thinking, detlniteness
and action. "Just as faith without works
is dead, so knowledge without action is
valueless." Price $1.25.
ed Rev. Howard at Carter's Chapel
and God marvelously manifested his
power in saving about 40 souls;
closed with the altar full seeking
clean hearts, and with 12 additions to
the church."
CHRISTMAS CARDS AND BOOKS.
1 Book, Jesus Is Coming 35e
1 New Testament 50c
1 Book, The King Cometh 15c
25 Christmas Cards with your name
printed on $1.00
Only $1.00 Postpaid.
.1. N. RUSHFELT
ALBERT LE.*,, MINN.
Rev. W. W. McCord, of Sale City,
Ga., writes that on account of the
drought last year which prevented
buds forming for this year's crop,'
there is only five to ten per cent of a
crop of pecans this year, consequent
ly, he will not have any for sale.
Most pecans on the market are stor
age from last year. He and his wife
are still confined to their home by
illness and would appreciate letters
from their friends who have been
blessed under his ministry.
Rev. and Mrs. Jack Linn will spend
January, February and March in
Cuba during which time they will en-
eage'in an intensive evangelistic tour.
Their address will be P. O. Box 1373,
Havanna, Cuba. They will leave home
for Florida Dec. 26, via. Dixie High
way fi'O'"
Louisville to Chattanooga,
through Georgia, and will be glad to
give one night meeting en route, giv
ing world missionary pictures, or
preach and sing. Address Rev. Jack
Linn, Oregon, Wis.
-^.�.��
FIRST ROUND OF QUARTERLY
CONFERENCES.
Bowling Green District, 1932-1933.
Smith's Grove Ct., Smith's Grove,
Dec. 11, A. M.
Glasgow Sta., Glasgow, Dec. 18,
A. M. J. W. Weldon, P. E.
^.m-^
LOUISVILLE CONFERENCE, CO
LUMBIA DIST.�FIRST ROUND.
Elkhorn and Earleys at Earleys,
Dec. 13.
Campbellsville at Mortons, Dec. 14.
Camphellsville, Dec. 18.
J. L. Piercy, P. E.
THE SUNSHINE SCRIPTURE TEXT
CHRISTMAS CARDS
Here are unusually high values. New designs,
new effects, lofty sentiments, choice Bible texts, and
rich, dainty colors are presented. Honor Christ by
using only Scripture-text cards at Christmas.
Envelopes to match. Note carefully the illustra
tions. Space does not permit our quoting the greet
ings and verses.
SIX DIFFERENT 15c DESIGNS
Our sentiments and verses are carefully selected.
TEN DIFFERENT 10c DESIGNS
Here, too, are new effects, rich sentiments, choice
verses, envelopes to match, and quality as well as
value lieretofore impossible.
FIFTEEN DIFFEERENT 5c DESIGNS.
You will be pleasantly surprised at the gorgeous
beauty of these 5c cards, as well as the wonderful
texts they contain.
No. 1012�The Baby Jesus.
Very lovely. Isa. 9:6.
Bronze and Suedeline
Bookmarks
Bookmarks that are different. There are
six designs, printed in two colors on etch
ed brass, in which is fastened an attrac
tive piece of imitation suede leather. These
have a real quality appearance, and where
one's gift money is limited, they make very
attractive gifts for young or old. It is
surprising how long one will keep and
cherish a gift of this kind.
No. 50 No. 52 No. 54
No. 50. Cross design with lilies.
No. 51. Cross design with daffodils
No. 52. Good Shepherd design.
No. 53. Madonna and Child.
No. 54. Christmas Manger Scene.
No. 55. Christmas Wise-men.
Size, 9% inches long by 1% inches wide,
15 cents each ; $1 50 a dozen, assorted as
desired.
Celluloid Book Marks
Six original designs, beautifully litho
graphed in colors. Size l%x4% Inches.
A. The Ten Commandments. Oak Leaves
and Acorns.
B. The Lord's Prayer. Clover and
Eorget-me-nots.
C. Beatitudes Daisies.
D. The Twenty-third Psalm. Grapes.
E. The First Psalm. Apple-blossoms.
F. Books of the Bible. Autumn Leaves
and Flowers. ...
We have a very special price of 5c each
on these this year, or 50c a dozen. Chil
dren, and the older folks as well, will ap
preciate one of these inexpensive gifts as
much as most anything you could give
them.
Christmas Post Cards
For a small investment you can bring
iov and happiness to a large number of
neople by letting them know you think
of them this Christmas time. These post
cards, have beautiful and appropriat..^
Christmas designs, and a Scripture text
wth a Christmas greeting. The cost of
mailing them is only Ic each. They are
nut ur 12 assorted in a package at 20.;,
and we are offering four packages for TOc,
or ten packages for $1.
Etched Bronze
Bookmarks
No. Ill No. 112
The designs are etched in black, and
stand out clearly oTn the bright finished
metal. The bookmarks are 4^4 inches long,
and each one is furnished with a bright
colored silk cord and tassel, and is mount
ed on a card. This is not only a beauti
ful bookmark, but also a practical letter-
opener which can be used in cutting the
leaves of new books. There is no novelty
at anywhere near this price which Is as
appropriate and beautiful as a gift or re
ward. Furnished in four designs as fol
lows :
No. 111. Hofmann head of Christ de
sign�no verse or lettering.
No. 112. (Especially for boys.) Mounted
knight design and verse, 1 Cor 16:13,
"Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit ye
like men, be strong."
No. 113. (Especially for girls.) Plock-
horst's Good Shepherd design and abridg
ed verse, Phil. 4 :8, ". . . Whatsoever things
are true . . . honest . . . just . pure
. . . lovely ... of good report . . think
on these things."
No. 215. Angel and Shepherd design and
verse, Luke 2 :10.
Numbers 112 and 113, while designed es
pecially for boys and girls, respectively,
are suitable and appropriate for anyone.
Price, 15 cents each; $1.50 per dozen, as
sorted as desired.
Cardboard Bookmarks
WHERE TO FIND�WHERE TO READ
Two separate cards printed in colors ;
size 2%x5% inches.
These cards give direction to the places
in the Bible where one may read some of
the great Scripture classics and pastiages
dealing with the most interesting subjects
on the Christian mind
Put up in this attractive way, they are
always very acceptable to the children as
well as to older persons.
They make Bible research popular with
all ages. They are excellent for memory
work.
They serve as useful Bible and Book
Markers ; they are inexpensive but very
acceptable souvenirs for distribution on
special occasions.
Price, 20c a dozen; $1.50 a hnndred
PENTECOSTAL PUBLISHING CO.
I.�nlsYUIe, Ky.
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BOOKS FOR EVERYONE
Ji Manual yPtayers
ijWJlIl Occasions
Talking With Cod
A MANUAL OF PKAYEIIS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
Within the covers
f this hook are
tone hundred and
1 twenty-six prayer;
1 that have conn
ifresh and spurls
\ g from the
Iminds and hearts
[of men and
en who ha
Iwritten what they
feel concerning
their love and
praise tor their
Heavenly Father
and for the bless
Ijings they have re"Iceived.
Many denomina
tions are represented among the contribu
tors.
Beauty, simplicity and brevity mark
the petitions. If read in the quiet of one's
chamber, or used in the pulpit or from the
platform, they will prove beneficial
Price 50c.
Modern Apostles of
Faith
C. F. WIMBERLY
Brief biographical sketches of some
thirty-five men and women who are today
making a definite impress for good upon
the multiutude or whose voices have not
long been stilled after the completion of
lives full of spiritual power and action
They begin with the time of Peter Cart
Wright and Mathew Simpson and concludi
with the period represented by Warren A
Candler, John R, Mott, H. C. Morrison
and their contemporaries. Regular prict
$1.25. Special price, 60c, or two copies foi
$1.00. One of the most interesting books
you ever read, fine for reference in pre
paring a talk when the mention of out
of these characters and their work would
add to the effectiveness of it.
Life and Works of
Flavius Josephus
Contains the history and antiquities of
the Jews up to and including the destruc
tion of Jerusalem by the Romans in A. D
70, to which are added seven dissertations
concerning Christ, John the Baptist, and
other characters. It also includes the lifi
of Josephus and an analytical index to the
entire work together with tables of texts
of the Old Testament parallel to Josephus'
writings. A great historical work by an
ancient writer. Nearly 100 illustrations.
1055 pages. Sizes 7V4x9%. Cloth. Price $2.00.
The First Soprano
In this book the reader will see and
really feel the shallowness of mere church
membership; he will also see and be made
to feel the joy and happiness that come
from a real Christian experience. The
young woman in this story so complete
ly honors her convictions and so whoUj
surrenders her life to Christ, that, along
with the love story which is woven into
it, it makes one of the most helpful and
interesting books we have to offer. The
regular price is $1.00, but we offer it at
this Christmas time, Two Copies for $1.00.
You could not make a better selection of
a gift for any one, young or old.
Dairyman's Daughter
This charming little book has resulted.
it is said, in the conversion of thousands
It has a rare beauty of style and witha'
an uncommon spiritual power. Price,
cloth, $1.00. Paper, 50c.
Loose Leaf Book
Contains 100 pages, size 5x8, bound in
flexible Moroccotal, which will outlast
leather, neat and attractive in size, will fit
the coat pocket or lie flat in your Bible.
It is especially attractive for ministers oi
Christian workers for notes. The regular
price is $2.25, and our special price is
$1.60, postpaid. Present one of these to
your pastor.
Grace Before Meals
A different grace for every day in the
year This little book has been prepared
for the home circle, in the hope that it
may encourage reverence and gratitude by
supplying appropriate graces. It is the
product of the assembled expressions of
many devout servants of God. Price 50c.
Bible Sayings
This b o ok
brings together
the greatest and
best-known of the
sayings of the
Bible.
The Soul of the
Bible is in these
1 500 sentences.
Answers and Bi
ble references in
the back part of
the book.
Enlightening�
Main facts cover
ed throughout the
whole Bible.
Educational�as
study books they
lead to searching
the Scriptures.
Entertaining�
for individual use
and easily adaptable for social gatherings
Durably bound in cloth, size (ixT%, 12S
pages. Price $1.00 postpaid.
New Testament Birth-
Bookday
There are 3G5 quotations from the Bible.
and opposite each quotation and date of
birth, are three lines for names of friends
whose birthday occurs on that day. It has
a beautiful green border around each page.
is neat in size, bound in genuine leather,
stamped in pure gold on back and back
bone, with gold top. The regular net price
of the book is $1.50, and we are offering
them at 7.5c each.
This same book in an attractive binding.
stamp in gold, regular price 75c, and wt
are offering them for 35c.
Besides the value of the most meaningfu
scripture quotations there is a uniquones.-
and an attractiveness about this book thai
will appeal to every one, and especially t(i
young people.
The Christian's Secret of
a Happy Life
HANNAH WHITHALL SMITH
A whole generation has felt its power
aud been stimulated by its wholesome
faith. The author has. the happy faculty
of finding the heart, of the truth and in
terpreting it in a clear, pungent way that
makes one see its practical bearing upon
life's difficulty. The book will prove a
great blessing to anyone who will read it.
Price $1.00.
The Holy Land and the
Bible
BY GEIKE
A set of two large volumes containing
more than 500 pages each. The reading
of these two most interesting volumes will
throw a flood of light and explanation on
your scripture .reading. They are highly
commended by the leading men of the na
tion. They are beautifully bound in a sub
stantial heavy cloth, stamped in gold, pub
lished at a very low net price of $4, and
we are offering this set of two volumes
postpaid, to any address, for $1.30. Any
preacher, teacher, Bible student, will ap
preciate this set of books more than most
anything you could give them.
The Message From
Bethlehem
BY WILLI.4M JENNINGS BRYAN
One of Mr. Bryan's great addresses. A
book of 43 pages, published at 50c. We are
offering them at 25c each, or $2.50 a dozen,
postpaid. This will make an attractive
book tc give to your Men's Class.
The Small Child's
Library
Six volumes, bound in boards, gorgeous
ly printed in colors. The backbone sub
stantially bound in cloth. The titles are:
The Babe in the Bulrushes
The Good Shepherd
The Good Physician
David the Shepherd Boy
The Child Jesus
Joseph the Dreamer
The print ij large and pleasing to the
child's eye. The illustrations are numer
ous and beautiful, and the stories are most
interestingly written. How happy a child
would be to have them. Price 2.)C each, or
the six volumes postpaid, for $1.00. Order
the set.
Know Your Bible
(35th Thousand)
BY AMOS R. WELLS
Do You Know
Your Bible?
Try This Quiz !
1. Name the
three famous
Johns of the
New Test
ment.
2. Which of the
disciples lived
the longest?
3. Where was
Eden ?
I. What IS tne
shortest book
of the Bible/
). Complete the
quotation :
"The earth is
the Lor d's,
and the full
ness thereof."
G. Who called herself "the handmaid of
the Lord"?
7. Who were the Pharisees?
8. Who uttered the prhophecy : "A little
child shall lead them"?
9. What did Paul say was the wages of
sin?
10; What great king ate grass like an ox?
These 10 and 1,490 additional questions
with answers in back, and 21 Biblical
quizzes are found in "KNOW YOUR
BIBLE? Cloth bound. $1.00 postpaid.
Bread of Life
115 slices, made of the finest of the
wheat, the water of life, the milk of the
word and honey out of the rock. This is
a little box containing 115 cards with
some of the choicest verses of scripture
printed on both sides, gilt top, round
corners, which make them look like a
sliced loaf of bread. Good to pass around
and read at meal time, in a Sunday school
class, or at a little home gathering.
Price 50c, or 3 boxes lor $1.00
The Greatest Thing in
the World
BY HENRY DRUMMOND
Based on the Thirteenth Chapter of First
Corinthians, this book surpasses all others
on love, and you could not make a mistake
by giving this to any one at Christmas
time. This is a small oblong edition,
bound in beautiful bright colored leather,
gold stamped, gold top, and boxed. The
regular net price is $1, and we are offering
them at 50c each.
Why I Know the Bible is
the Word of God
WILLIAM EDWARD BIEDERWOLF
Every minister and layman should have
in their possession this book so as to be
able to answer the critics of the Bible in
telligently and forcefully. Tiie ten won
derful chapters in this book will stimulate
one's faith. It will be a good book to
pass on to a friend who is the least bit
skeptical. Regular price $1.25. Special
price, to assure its circulation, $1.00.
The Mills of the Gods
C. F. WIMBERLY
A thrilling story of tomorrow. Editor of
"The State," Columbia, S. C, writes that
it is one of the greatest American stories
he has ever read. Every one who begins
this book will find a compelling urge to
go on to the finish. It gives a picture oil
the present-day drift of educational and
social life that sounds a warning�nol
overdrawn. The book is illustrated aud
has an attractive jacket printed in thre<
colors. Regular price $1.50. Special price
$1.00. Fine to give to the high school or
college boy or girl, but anyone would en
joy it and read it with profit.
Pilgrim's Progress
JOHN BUNYAN
The greatest book of all history, next to
the Bible, and there are tens of thousands
of young people, as well as old, who have
not been blest by the reading of it. And
even those who have read it ought to read
it again. It makes one of the most at
tractive gift books to be had.
A large type edition with notes and col
ored illustrations, neatly bound In cloth.
Price $1.00.
Pentecostal Publishing Company, Louisville, Kentucky.
The Secret of the Singing
Heart
BY C. W. NAYLOR
THE XECRET
of the
XINGING HEART
Charlfr M. Nj.ilor
more famous characters studied
under individual chapters have
full-page reproductions of their
photographs. 382 pages. Cloth.
Price $1.50.
Rev. Charles W. Naylor was
for several years a very success
ful evangelist and has spent
more than twenty years in bed
as the result of an accidental in
jury. In those twenty years he
has ministered to thousands by
letters, giving instruction and
comfort to those in trouble and
distress.
"The Secret of the Singing
Heart" reveals how one may be
happy and . victorious and suc
cessful in whatever circumstance
or environment. This book is in
tensely practical as well as in
spirational. The sincere person
will be certain to take to him
self a new courage and high re
solve to be bigger and nobler.
It is packed full of courage giv
ing messages.
Read the book aud if you are
disappointed return it to the
publishers and receive your
money back. Contains 2U6 pages.
Cloth cover. Price $1.00.
Imitation of Christ
BY THOMAS A'KEMPIS
This is one of the greatest devotional
books that has ever been published, and it
deals with every phase of man's relation
to himself, his brother and his God. There
are more than 200 double-column pages, 40
full-page engravings, beautifully bound in
purple cloth with gold stamping, and box
ed. Published at $1.25; we are offering
them at 50c each.
Aunt Charlotte's Stories
of Bible History
We have sold something like twentythousand of these and they have given uni
versal satisfaction. One hundred and four
stories, taking one through the Bible by
reading two stories each Sunday. Questions after each story. Over two hundred
illustrations.
Neatly bound in cloth. Price $1.00.
The Game of Bible
Rhymes
Has 128 Biblical questions, and from 2
to 16 persons may play at one time. It
brings out many facts to both the Old and
New Testament. Price 50c.
The Book of Daily
Devotion
Edited by Elmer T. Clark and W. G Cram
With an Introduction by
BISHOP ARTHUR J. MOORE
THE BOOK OF DAILY DEVOTION is
intended to help you. It is a volume of
devotional helps, with a scripture selection,
a poem of the spiritual life, and a prayer
for each day in the year. The prayers are
written by .350 Christians, a cross-section
of the regligious soul's approach to 'iod.
For every day in the year there is a
page. Every page has: Fir.st, a scripture
selection printed in full; second, a devo
tional poem selected from the masterpieces
of fame<l poets and song writers- and
third, a prayer written by a Christian
leader, each prayer by a different writer
This book in your home�properly and
consistently used�will do more than any
thing to develop real spirituality and a vi
tal Christian experience. I.ot the re\-ivni
begin in YOUR home.
Beautifully bound in blue suede leather
stamped in gold, 400 pages. A handsome
book. Price .?1..50.
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BIBLES MAKE BEST GIFTS
THE LIFE-THUE BIBLE
Beautiful, Convenient
Durable, Complete
A pleasure to read, a pleasure to handle,
a pleasure to own. Every owner of this
Ribie is a booster for it. King; James
Version.
The Binding
is the very finest small grain imported Mo
rocco, with overlapping edges, leather lined
to edge, silk sewed. Very flexible. Title
stamped on back in pure gold. Red under
gold edges.
The Paper
is the finest thin, opaque India paper,
leaves easy to turn.
The Type
is self-pronouncing, new, large, easy-read
ing black face. Reads like Long Primer.
The Size
is 5x7'/4xlV& inch thick. It is attractive for
the library table, just right to carry to
Sunday school or other meetings; in fact,
we could not suggest another Bible that
would so nearly meet every need.
The Helps
Book title and chapter numt)er in large
type at the top of outside margin of each
page to help locate any Bible reference
quickly. A comprehensive synopsis pre
cedes each chapter. The 18 colored maps
are of practical use, accurate and clearly
printed. A new and complete Bible con
cordance, 64 full pages of important aids
to Bible study, an index to Bible texts,
40,000 references.
The Price
The publisher's regular net price of this
Bible is $9.00, but we have been very for
tunate in having a large edition made at a
very low price, hence we offer it, with
thumb index only, postpaid for $5.50. Name
in gold, 25c extra.
Specimen of Type
JUDGES, 16
And they answered, To bL
son are we come up, d
as he hath done to us.
^
11 Then three thousanc
Ju'dah 2 went to the top of
K'tam, and said to SSm'soi
est thou not that the PK
Authorized King James Version
COMPLETE GIFT BIBLE
The Size
5%x8%, weight forty ounces.
The Binding
is a fine genuine leather with overlapping edges,
stamped in gold on back and backbone. Red under
gold edges.
The Type
is large, clear Long Primer, beautifully printed on
flue white opaque Bible paper. Self-prououncing.
Old King James Version.
The Illustrations
Nearly one hundred full page, with 32 of them print
ed in colors.
The Helps
Chapter numbers in figures, sixty thousand refer
ences and marginal readings, a 268 page, three-
column combination concordance (which means con
cordance aud dictiouar.v). 4,500 '{"^stious and ans
wers, 64 other pages of invaluable helps to
Bible
study, 16 pages of maps printed in colors.
Special Features
All the words spoken by Christ, printed in red
Family Record, beautifully illustrated
and printed
in colors, dates of happenings before and after
Christ, silk headbands and marker. Very
flexible.
The Price
Sold through agents at .$6.50. Our special price
$340. Thumb index, special, 35c extra. Name in
gold, special, 25c extra.
Specimen of Type.
AND it came to pass, that whenIsaac was old, and "his eyes
were dim, so (hat he could not see, he
Pentecostal Publishing Company, Louisville, Kentucky.
Ideal Comfort Bible
For Old Foll(S or Home Study
The type in this book is so large and so well spaced that each word stands out
boldly, making it easy and really a pleasure to read. All the difficult words are
pronounced.
It has the chapter numbers In figures, with the books of the Bible printed on
comer of page, making it self-indexing.
It is printed on a very fine white, opaque Bible paper and has the references, a
beautiful Family Record, maps in colors, with a beautiful colored frontispiece and
presentation page.
It is bound in black moroccotal, stamped in g^ld, and has the brown burnished
edges. Size 6 x 9 x 1}^ in. thick and weighs a httle less than 3 lbs.
On account of the Bible having such an easy-to-read type, one can really get
more out of the Scriptures.
SPECIMEN OF TYPE
Blind men Tiealed. ST.
son of Da'vid, have mercy our special net price dga /)/!' for this fine book is. .U't'st/t/
28 And when he was con
the house- the blind,men cj
Sunday School Scholars' Red Letter Bible
THE BINDING�Genuine solid leather with overlapping edges,
and very flexible.
THE TYPE�Large, clear, easy to read nonpareil black face,
self-pronouncing. Chapters in figures. All of Christ's words
printed in red.
THE PAPER�A very thin, white opaque Bible paper, dur
able. Gold edges, silk headbands aud uiarker.
ILLUSTRATIONS � Many beautiful full-page illustrations.
Frontispiece, presentation page and family record.
HELPS�5,000 revised questions and answers. Combination
Concordance, one of largest, best and most complete Bible con
cordances published. There are 276 double-column pages. It has
Harmony of the Gospels with explanation of same. 14 pages of
maps in colors.
THE SIZE�5x7x1; weight 29 ounces. Stamped in gold on
back and backbone.
THE PRICE�This Bible is a good value at $4..50. AC
Our Special Price, postpaid
Name in gold, 45c extra.
BLACK TYPE EDITION�Same Bible as described above with
out the red letter feature, special price, $2.2S.
Ideal India Paper Pocket Reference Bible
This Bible weighs only 11 ozs. ,is % of an inch thick, aud size 4%x6%. It has very
readable minion type, splendid Morocco binding, overlapping edges, silk headbands and
narker. White opaque India paper, contains references aud maps. Guaranteed not to
jreak in the back. Just the Bible for men to carry in their pockets or ladies ft J QtT
:n their handbags�so small, light and convenient. Our special price, postpaid
The same Bible as described above, with a complete Bible concordance.
Special price
Your name in gold on either of the above, 4.5c extra; index, 3.')c extra.
$3.50
Sunday School Class Bible
Attractively bound in black silk cloth, stamped in gold on back and baekln
clear, readable pearl type, red edges, Bible paper,
size 3%x5x'% in. thick. Price
A similar Bible with minion type, price 75c.
�. srood.
50c
Child's Bible
Bound in genuine
leather with the
overlapping edges,
stamped i n gold,
red under gold
edges.
Has a very clear,
readable agate type,
is self-pronouncing,
chapter numiiers in
figures.
The size is 3%x
5%xl inch thick
and weighs 11
ounces.
It contains a num
ber of helps which
are especially inter
esting and attract
ive to the child, such as The Story of
Joseph, Finding Great Things in the Bible,
The Books of the Bible in Rhyme, Golden
Verses of the Bible to be Committed to
Memory, etc.
Our Special Price,
postpaid $1.50
Big Print Testament and
Psalms
thick, weight, 1 lb.
type, self-pronouncing
Size 5%x7i4xw i
Large clear pica
and paragraphed.
Chapter numbers in figures with a syn
opsis of each chapter, table to find each
Psalm by its first line.
Bound in moroccotal, stamped in gold
on back and backbone, has dark red edges.
Sells through agents at $2.50. Our special
price, postpaid $1.00.
Coat Pocket Bible
Size
l%x6%x% incnes thick. Opens
flat.
Binding
Beautiful, fine grain moroc
cotal, flexible, overlapping
;dges. Stamped iu gold.
Paper
Pine opaque Bible paper, very
thin. White and durable.
Type
Clear, plain emerald type,
easy to read. Chapter num
bers in figures.
Helps
Eighty thousand roferences,
contents of the chapter and
beginning of each chapter.
Price
'This Bible formerly sold for $2.50 or $3.
Now we offer it for $1.00. Name in gold
special 25c extra.
Small Red Letter Testament
Bound in moroccotal, stamped In gold,
red edges, a good, clear, self-prunuuiic-
ing type with all of Christ's words print
ed in red. Regular net price 90c; our
special price .50c.
Pentecostal Publishing Company, Louisville, Kentucky.
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Books For Boys^ Girls
EGERMEIER'S BIBLE STORY BOOKProfusely Illustrated,
Best and Latest - Nothing Like It!
THRILLING, UPLIFTING, INSPIRING
A BACKGROUND FOR RICHER LIVING
The good influence of these stories will follow
your children through the rest of their lives. The
language is simple, direct, vivid, and dramatic. The
author writes with the consecrated purpose of not
only entertaining but also enriching the lives of
her readers.
These Stories Cover
the whole Bible; divided into Bible history periods.
They are true to Bible text. The Bible speaks for
itself in the form of a flowing, connected narrative.
Positive money-back guarantee.
Children clamor for "just one more" of these fas
cinating Bible stories. The author's work is recog
nized as the supreme example of modern story meth
ods applied to Bible tales. Children from 6 to 66
follow the consecutive Bible narrative with new
understanding and enthusiasm.
A sumptuous volume of over 600 pages, beautifully
printed, luxuriantly illustrated, with almost two
hundred pictures of great Bible characters from
Genesis to Revelation, scenes, and stirring events
In the life of our Lord. Over fifty illustrations are
full-page size, and fifteen are in full, rich colors
printed on special mat paper.
A NEW BIBLE STORY EVERY NIGHT
FOR 233 NIGHTS
Style B�Home Study Edition. Rich blue binding;
title gold stamped. 64 pages of Bible facts and in
formation including 48 pages of educational ques-.
tions on each of the 233 stories. "Christ and the
Child" in full colors on cover. Size 6x9 inches. 672
pages. Regular price $3.00. Our Special Price $2.00.
Style B. Price $3.00
BOOKS OF CHARACTER FORMING POWER
j BOY S STORIES
Bible
ABC Book
�^r Liltlo Ones
The Burro's Money Bag
A story the child
from 8 to 13 years
just loves. Every
child's heart longs
for something to pet
and call their own,
and the story of how
patiently this little
Mexican boy worked
to own his Burro, is
not only interesting,
but there is a good
lesson in thrift and
self-reliance for the
reader. It is most
beautifully gotten up
�the reading page is
a delight to the
child's eye. Price $1.00.
HACGAin UWINC mOHAS
BOY'S STORIES OF GREAT MEN
By Elsie E. Egermeler
Presents the struggles and achievements
of 18 famous men from Abraham Lincoln
to Thomas Edison. The author makes these
great figures real and understandable. Pre
sents the qualities that make men truly
great, worthy heroes for boys to emulate.
186 pages. Cloth bound�$1.00.
GIRL'S STORIES OF GREAT
WOMEN
By Elsie B. Egermeier
The girlhood struggles of 18 great wo
men on both sides of the Atlantic from
Queen Victoria to Helen Keller. These fa
mous women were girls in "grandmother's
day" when opportunities were few. Their
rise to fame imbues girls of today with
the sense of their privileges. 190 pages.
Cloth bound�$1.00.
BIBLE ABC BOOK
FOR LITTLE ONES
The book is
very useful in
the religious
training of
young chil-
d r e n as it
stresses Bible
study, pray
er, devotion,
service, faith,
love of God,
and church
attendance.
Bight pages
are in bright
colors and
eight are in
black. The
Lord's Pray-
er. The Gold
en Itule, The iwenty-tiiird Psalm aud
The Ten Commandments are included.
Artistically printed on good, strong white
paper. Size 6x8% inches. A splendid book
for gift or reward! $1.50 a dozen; $10.00 a
hundred; less than dozen, 13 cents a copy.
BEAUTIFUL GIRLHOOD
By Mabel Hale
A book that helps the teen-age girl face
her problems and adjust her life. Clean,
wholesome, inspiring- help on matters of
right companions, sound purposes, worthy
ambitions, and purity of heart. "Teen
age" years are heavy with dangers to fu
ture happiness. This book implants knowl
edge, confidence, and poise necessary to
the full fruition of a glorious womanhood.
Does not deal with sex problems. A gift
book; pages bordered in blue. Photo fron
tispiece. Blue cloth�$1.00.
BIBLE PICTURES AND THEIR
STORIES
BY SUSANNA G. FISHER
The thirty-one
beautiful Bible
pictures in this
book are re
productions in
full c ol o r
paintings.
Pacing each
picture is the
story written
mostly in
words of one
syllable for
children 8 to
15 years of
age.
The Lord's
Prayer, the
Golden Rule,
and the
Ten Commandments are also included.
The book will make a very acceptable
reward or gift for boys or girls. It is
beautifully printed on heavy white enam
el paper; 73 pages, and is attractively
bound in red cloth with a picture of
"Christ Blessing the Children" inlaid on
the front cover. Price 60c postpaid.
Juvenile Booklets
An absolute novel in juvenile colored
booklets. Each book has six colored pages,
beautifully colored covers with insert pic
tures. Board covers. Size 4%x8%.
Old Testament Stories 15c
New Testament Stories 15c
Story of the Bible 15c
Story of Jesus 15c
50c for the set of four
Linen Baby Prayer Book
This little book is printed on flexible
cloth, six pages of illustrations and pray
ers, and it may be washed and ironed. The
pictures are in colors. It makes a very
attractive little book to give to babies and
you can make some mothers and babies
happy by sending this. It costs only 15c.
IDEALS FOR EARNEST YOUTH
By A. T. Kowe
Sixty-one two-minute chats with a life-
knowing man. He points out the priceless
resources of youth. He tells how to treas
ure and expand them. Deals with daily
living and emphasizes the need of Christ's
guidance. 228 pages. Cloth bound�$1.00.
Hen who
Plated
THE Game
Eyes in The Dark
FORGOTTEN CHILDREN
By Julia Colliton Flewellyn
This unusual tale of Nell and Squinty,
homeless waifs of the New York slums, is
brimming with tenderness, pathos, and ro
mance. How they find human affection, a
loving Savior, and finally their mother and
a home, makes a tale to grip the heart of
old and young alike. 196 pages�$1.00.
Men Who Played The
Game
BY ARCHER WALLACE
Arthur Wallace has
selected the unusual
stories of fifteen men
who made good by
playing the game and
never recognizing the
possibility of defeat.
Apart from the inter
esting circumstances
surrounding the
lives of Toyohiko
Kagawa, Chinese
Gordon, Golden Rule
Nash, and the others,
there is the still more
interesting fact that
these men made a
fascinating game of
life, stayed by the
rules, fought courag
eously but cleanly against all obstacles,
and felt the joy of triumph in the end.
As a book of genuine appeal to boys this
one cannot be surpassed. Price $1.00.
Other Titles By This Author
Stories of Grit $1.00
More Stories of Grit . '. i|oo
Blazing New Trails '. lioo
Heroes of Peace i qo
Hands Around the World . . I.OO
Girls Who Made Good. By Kirkland l!oo
Girls Who Achieved i.oo
Boys Who Made Good l!oO
Bible Hero Stories
A New Series of Finely Illustrated Bible
Story Books for Children. Excellent
For Gifts and Rewards.
Bible Hero Series contains the following
eight books:
David ISc Jesus, Book I... 18c
Paul 18c Jesus, Book II. .18c
John-Mark 18c Joseph i8c
Esther 18c Moses I8c
Each book has 32 pages, 6%x9% inches
In size. Has richly printed, soft-gray col
or covers, with six full-page illustrations
in colors, matching the covers.
Per Dozen, $1.80
No more interesting things could hap
pen in books, than happened to David and
Barbara in this story It is a story all
young folks just love, and parents will
read it after the youngsters have gone to
bed. Just one round after another of de
lightful experiences, country life, explor
ing expeditions, adventures, the finding of
real hidden treasure, etc. Thoroughly
scriptural. B,eautifully bound with colored
jacket. Price $1.50.
Childhood Bible Stories
Over 2,000,000 copies sold
Something quite new and original in Bi
ble story-books for the little folks.
Each book is complete in itself, and can
be used separately as a gift or reward
book.
SERIES 1
For children four and five years of age.
Four different volumes.
Each book, size 4%x6 Inches ; 32 pages,
12 stories. 12 colored illustrations, deco
rated cover, paper. Per dozen, $1.20 (as
sorted if desired) ; fewer than dozen, each,
12 cents.
SERIES 2
For children five and six years of age
Four different volumes.
Per dozen, $1.20 (assorted if desired) ;
fewer than dozen, each, 12 cents.
SERIES 3
For children six and seven years of age.
Four different volumes.
Per dozen, $1.44 (assorted if desired) ;
less than dozen, each, 15 cents.
SERIES 4
For children seven and eight years of age
Four different volumes.
Per dozen, $1.80 (assorted if desired) ;
less than dozen, each, 18 cents.
SERIES 5
For children from nine to twelve years
of age.
Four different volumes.
Per dozen, $2.10 (assorted if desired) ;
less than dozen, each, 22 cents.
Bible Picture
ABC Book
A gem of beauty and
Bible lore. It has a
threefold value�26 al-
j phabet rhymes, 20
\ companion Bible stor-
% ies with "new word"
list, and 26 full page
colored pictures�o n e
illustrating each story.
A book children will
treasure. Cloth bound.
Price $1.00.
Special Day Program
Book No. 2.
This is the second
of a series of yearly
program books that
are proving very pop
ular. Herein are pre
sented recitations, dia
logs, playlets, and
songs for all the spec-
pal days of the year.
|New and original
material. Suitable for
small schools as well
as the larger ones.
t Special program mat-rial for Easter, Moth-r's Day, Children's
pay. Patriotic Mission-
^ry, Eally Day, Christ
mas, New Tear's and
Thanksgiving. Limp
paper binding�side stitched for service. 98
pages. 40 cents a copy.
Go Till You Guess
It follows the plan of the game, "Throw
ing the Light." A new and most '<>njoyable
way to fix Bible facts in the mind
400 Sections each dealing with a senar-
ate Bible fact or event.
1000 Bible References are given with the
answers in the back. Price $1.00.
Joy to tlxeAAT^orld? tlxe I^oi-d isOoxxxe!
Dr. H. C. Morrison, Editor
Mrs. H. C. Morrison, Associate Editor Louisville, Ky., Wednesday, Dec. 21, 1932.
Entered at Louisville. Ky.. Postofflce as Second Class Matter
$1.50 Per Year.
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HRISTMAS Day is the greatest,
gladdest, happiest, best day in
all the calendar of days. It is
the most significant, suggestive
and meaningful of days. It tow
ers high above them alL-
Standing on this mountain-peak of days,
we can look farther back into the past and
deeper into the future than from any other
eminence. From this viewpoint we can look
back to the first gracious promise that, "The
seed of the woman should bruise the serpent's
head," and forward to blessed assurance that
"the earth shall be filled with the knowledge
of the glory of the Lord, as the waters cover
the sea."
The birth of Jesus Christ means more to
the world of mankind than any other event
in the history of the world. It was not the
beginning of a new personality; it was the
manifestation of ^the pre-existent Lord of
glory who had been one with the Father
from eternity. It was the greatest manifes
tation of the love of God possible to be made.
It was the climax of infinite compassion in
an effort to bring a sinful, wandering race
back to holiness and into the embrace of the
gracious heavenly Father.
Let's be glad and seek to make others glad
this Christmas Day. Make it a day of praise
and gratitude and rejoicing. Let's sing, pray,
forgive and love. Let's all pour out our hearts
in sympathy, forgiveness and kindly helpful
ness to our fellowbeings. Wipe the slate
clean, free from all prejudices, envy and evil
of every kind; go into the New Year free
from sin through the cleansing blood of the
Lord Jesus who came to suffer for us, and
will come back to reign over us. Amen ! .
* * * *
Why is it that December 25 is the gladdest,
happiest day of all days in the calendar? The
answer is easy : It is the anniversary of the
birth of our blessed Lord and Redeemer. It
is a day of reminder of our lostness, of our
sinfulness, of our hopelessness, and the com
ing of One who is mighty to save to the ut
termost.
* * * *
Our faith embraces and twines itself
about two great texts : "Jesus Christ by the
grace of God hath tasted death for every
man," and, "The blood of Jesus Christ his
Son cleanseth us from all sin." How could
infinite mercy surpass such an abundant pro
vision for our salvation! How great, how
infinite, how wonderful it all is that the Son
of God should have been manifested in the
flesh, that he should have lived and labored
among men, loved and wept over them, and
died for them, risen up out of the tomb and
gone back into glory to intercede for -sinful
men!
* * * *
We never would have known the Father if
CHRISTMAS DAY.
By The Editor.
WORSHIP CHRIST, THE NEWBORN KING
Angels, from the realms of glory,
Wing your flight o'er all the earth;
Ye who sang creation's story,
Now proclaim Messiah's birth;
Come and worship, Come and worship,
Worship Christ, the newborn King.
Shepherds in the fields abiding,
Watching o'er your flocks by night,
God with man is now residing;
Yonder shines the infant light;
Come and worship,
Worship Christ, the newborn King.
Sages, leave your contemplations.
Brighter visions beam afar;
Se�k the great Desire of nations;
Ye have seen his natal star;
Come and worship.
Worship Christ, the newborn King.
Saints, before the altar bending.
Watching long in hope and fear,
Suddenly the Lord, descending.
In his temple shall appear;
Come and worship.
Worship Christ, the newborn King.
Sinners, wrung with true repentance,
Doomed for guilt and endless pains.
Justice now revokes the sentence,
Mercy calls you, break your chains:
Come and worship.
Worship Christ, the newborn King.
the Son had not come into the world. Men
knew about Gk>d, but did not know God. Je
sus himself says, "No man knoweth the
Father save the Son, and he to whom the Son
will reveal him." God would have been an
eternal mystery; men never would have had
any correct comprehension of his attributes
and nature if Jesus had not come and said,
"God so loved the world that he gave his only
begotten Son that whosoever believeth on
him should not perish, but have everlasting
life."
* * * *
Our Lord Jesus Christ is the unspeakable
Gift! Language fails, thought staggers, the
soul cannot possibly give utterance to its
amazement and its grat-'LUde as it contem
plates the wonders of his love. No one can
have any conception of the joy that thrills
the heart, that looks back to its bondage in
sin and rejoices in the sense of its freedom,
through the saving power of Jesus, except
those who have experienced the same. Oh,
wondrous love!
� * � �
Christmas Day and week are unlike other
days and weeks. People feel different; even
sinners catch the spirit of gladness, the sad
and lonely brighten up, good will abounds,
joy overflows, greetings are exchanged, pres
ents are handed out and sent about every
where. On December 25 there is a strange
sweet friendship that comes into the world.
Even in the midst of the great war that shook
the earth, that plowed up the fields with can
non balls and filled the furrows with blood,
firing ceased on Christmas Day. Martial mu
sic was not heard, battle flags were furled,
and a bit of sweetness and mercy came into
embittered hearts of contending foes. It
seems like a little taste of the Millennium.
What if every day the year round, the
world over, could be like the 25th of Decem
ber, and we were all glad and happy and
kind and forgiving and wishing everybody
well, and sending tokens of friendship, and
handing out something to the poor, and mak
ing good resolutions, and taking a fresh start,
and singing "All hail the power of Jesus'
Name," and "Praise God from whom all
blessings flow," wouldn't that be wonderful !
Wouldn't the eternal Father be very happy !
Wouldn't Jesus see the travail of his soul and
be satisfied ! Would not that be like the Mil
lennium! Well, the kingdom is coming! I
seem to hear bands of music playing afar off,
and the tread of a marching host with ban
ners and songs parafl'ng with joy and bring
ing in the day of our Lord. It is bound to be ;
the word of the Lord has gone forth : "The
kingdoms of this world shall become the
kingdoms of the Lord and his Christ, and the
knowledge of the glory of the Lord shall cov
er the earth as the waters cover the sea."
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCXX3000CXX}0
THE HUNGER MARCH.
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
T is an interesting fact that the
hunger marchers, among other
things, while in
'
Washington
City, cried, "We want bread ! To
Hades with beer!" Only they
used a more emphatic word in
telling where beer belongs.
And now, gentle reader, hear me ! If twen
ty-five millions of American people get real
hungry for bread, those who take good grain
and turn it into worthless beer, are going to
hear from these hungry people in a way that
they will understand, that they are quite dis
pleased and really want bread, rather than
beer.
At this writing, I am in Miami, Fla. ; a
friend hands me the following from the
Miami News ; this paper brings out a Sunday
edition, and the following is part of an edi
torial from that issue :
There has been a widespread impression that our
beloved country is economically in a precarious fix.
In the course of the campaign it seemed clear that
the situation was a critical one. Millions of people
were hungry, hopeless. Quick treatment of the dis
ease was urgent. The country voted emphatically
that way, as was supposed.
Congress meets tomorrow and the preliminary dis
cussion has brought a great surprise. This is, of
course, the old congress, elected two years and a
month ago. But this congress can read and it knows
about the election returns; and to all appearances, it
hasn't the least idea that there is a critical condi
tion in the field of industry or that anything is need
ing to be done about anything of that kind. As the
(Continued on Page 8.)
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CHRISTMAS AND THE CHILDREN.
Rev. G. W. Ridout D.D., Corresponding Editor.
I.
Have you noticed those
remarkable words and
how frequently they occur
in Matthew, chapter 2?
"The young child and his
mother." My attention
was called to this especial
ly when I was preaching
in Latin America where
they make everything of
Mary and give second
place to Jesus. Matthew
2 puts the young child Jesus first, the Mother
second.
Christmas is a wonderful time for the chil
dren. It is their happiest festal season. So
let it be. Do not for one moment take away
any of the joy of Christmas to the boys and
girls. I would join with all their loved ones
in wishing them a Happy Christmas.
But let me in this article relate the child
to Christ ; and let me say a few things in the
interest of the child's conversion to Jesus as
their personal Savior.
Just as the Wise Men came to Jesus in
worship and bringing their gifts to him, so at
this Christmastide let us come along with
the children bringing our hearts' love and
consecration to him.
II.
Let us think of so many of God's great
leaders in the church who were led to Christ
and were truly converted when they were
young.
The brightest lights in the churches were
converted in early life. Adam Clarke, the
great Methodist scholar and commentator,
was converted at four years of age. His in
fluence will shine in the moral heavens while
the sun shines in the natural heavens. Alfred
Cookman, the great revivalist, was converted
at ten years of age. He will shine in the
kingdom of God as the stars in the firmament
of heaven for ever and ever, and thousands
will rise in the judgment and call him blessed.
Isaac Watts, the great poet, was converted
to Christ at the age of nine years. The influ
ence of this great man of God, in tuning the
golden harps, will be felt through the endless
ages of eternity. Robert Hall was converted
at twelve. Jonathan Edwards at seven.
William Penn at nine.
"Delightful work; young souls to win
And turn the rising race
From the deceitful paths of sin.
To seek redeeming grace.
"Children our kind protection claim ;
And God will well approve
When infants learn to lisp his name,
And their Redeemer love.
"Be ours the bliss, in wisdom's way
To guide untutored youth.
And show the mind which went astray
The Way, the Life, the Truth."
III.
We need to put therefore greater emphasis
on the definite conversion of our children.
Torrey has said, "I am sure that the Church
of Christ is sadly neglecting the children
there is not that definite work for their
conversion that there should be."
Mr. Spurgeon who was. a firm believer in
the conversion of children, once said, "I will
nay broadly, that I have more confidence in
the spiritual life of the children that I have
received into the church than I have in the
condition of the adult thus received. ... I
have sometimes met with a deeper spiritual
experience in children of ten and twelve, than
I have in certain persons of fifty and sixty."
Jesus showed a special love and interest in
the children as one has said
� (1) "He took
them in his arms and blessed them." Mark
10, expressing his displeasure at the disciples
who would have kept them from him. (2)
He twice made them the pattern of humility
and docility. (3) He spoke of them being un
der the guardian care of angels in heaven.
Matt. 18:10. (4) He received the hosannas
of the children. Matt. 21 :15, 16.
What the Master took such tender care of
and loved so much, the Church dare not neg
lect. Christian people should not forbid them
when Jesus said, "Suffer them to come unto
me." A farmer when once asked how it was
that he had such a fine flock of sheep, replied
"I take care of the lambs." Is it not so with
regard to the fold of Christ?
We shall consider three things about the
conversion of children.
First�Do children need converting grace ?
Second�At what age may a child become
converted ?
Third�What means shall be used to bring
the children to Jesus?
The answer to the first question has been
put very concisely by a writer thus: "The
children need the Savior, 1. As children they
are within the covenant and provision of
grace. 2. They are naturally blind, dark,
nor let us forget that they are guilty. 3. They
need therefore to be led to Jesus as penitent
sinners for forgiveness and peace."
Further we may add that children though
born under covenant benefits and unregener-
ate, need to be led as early as moral re
sponsibility sets in, to the Savior that they
may receive a new heart through regenera
ting grace.
IV.
At what age may a child enjoy regener
ating grace or become converted ?
The best answer to this question may be
given by citing a few cases of early conver
sions: Adam Clarke and Bishop Simpson
were converted at four years of age. Bishop
McCabe at eight years, Alfred Cookman at
ten years, Isaac Watts nine, Robert Hall at
twelve, Jonathan Edwards at seven, William
Penn at nine. Mr. Wesley tells of some strik
ing cases of children having been converted
and sanctified at very tender years.
The period of childhood is very susceptible
of religious influence. They are easily mov
ed. Conscience is tender; faith is simple; a
child's mind has wonderful power of realiza
tion. They are easily touched with convic
tion for sin. Their hearts are soft and ten
der, not hard. Childhood is the harvest time
for conversion. It becomes easy to lead them
to Jesus. They have faith not unbelief, they
have confidence not mistrust. They are not
hardened but tender and yielding.
V.
What means shall be used to lead the chil
dren to Jesus? The mother of Spurgeon
prayed much for her children's conversion as
he testifies in his sermon on "Children
brought to Christ." He says, "I remember
on one occasion her praying thus : 'Now Lord
if my children go on in their sins it will not
be from ignorance that they perish and my
soul must bear a swift witness against them
at the day of judgment if they lay not hold on
Christ.' "
A mother whose children were remarkable
examples of early piety was asked the secret
of her success ; she answered, "I have always
felt that if they were not converted before
they became seven or eight years of age they
would probably be lost and when they have
approached that age I have been in an agony
lest they should pass it unconverted, I have
gone to the Lord in my anguish and he has
not turned away my prayers nor his mercy
from me."
Children may be converted in the home
when the parents tenderly and prayerfully
talk to them and pray with them personally
about their souls ; Mrs. Wesley had the habit
of taking each child separately alone with
the Lord. Children may be converted in the
Sabbath school. Let the teacher make it a
motto "My class for Jesus." "Decision Days"
may serve a purpose but they are liable to be
very superficial and made more a means of
adding to the Church Roll than getting the
children truly converted. The Sunday school
should have its revival season when a harvest
might be gathered of young persons truly
saved.
Children may be converted in the Church.
Too often this subject is discounted and often
it is said when a child goes forward "Oh only
a child !"
Every church should give the child the op
portunity of seeking Jesus. A little girl
begged her mother to allow her to go with
her to the Lord's supper�the mother con
sented, the child partook of the bread and
wine and with much joy exclaimed, "I love
Jesus, I am a Christian." She lived some
thirty years a beautiful Christian. This lit
tle incident shows that at the threshold of
every Church there are numbers of little ones
who are just ready to receive- Jesus and be
come converted if somebody will take them
by the hand. Beloved let me urge upon you
on this matter of childhood conversion for
the following reasons :
1. Jesus bids them come. "Suff'er little
children and forbid them not to come unto
me, for of such is the kingdom of heaven."
Matt. 19:14.
2. It will save them from a thousand falls
to learn religion young.
3. Educative influences are not sufficient,
they need converting grace. John Wesley
and Charles Spurgeon had the best of train
ing but both of them sought the Lord as sin
ners lost and undone.
4. Statistics show that childhood and
youth is the time to seek the Lord, and the
Bible thousands of years ago urged, "Re
member now thy Creator in the days of thy
youth."
5. It is the surest protection for our chil
dren and youth in this life and the only hope
for the life to come.
Susanna Wesley was a wonderful mother.
She gave them a good education. But her
chief care was to make them understand
their duties to God. Whatever she thought
needful to their best good in this world and
in the next she faithfully taught them.
She was, no doubt, as good and as wise a
mother as ever lived�just such a mother as
was needed to train the boy John who,
snatched as a brand from the rectory fire,
was to be the apostle of Methodism, and also
to guide the boy Charles, who was to become
the sweet singer of the modern Church. Such
was the good effect of her careful mother-
training that when her children were mostly
grown up her husband could say, "God has
shown me that I should have all my nineteen
children about me in heaven. They will be
saved, for God has given them all to my
prayers !"
Notice !
We have received two articles which bear
no signature: "Modernism, the Moral Disas
ter of the Twentieth Century," and "The Res
cuing Hand." If the parties who sent them
to us see this notice will they kindly notify
us. that we may g\ve them credit for same.
Mrs. H. C. Morrison.
For the Sunday School Class
of youngsters, you could not sek-ct a more appropriate gift
than a little Testament we are off^J^"^ l '^, ''ach, or SI.OO
a dozen It is bound in a black imitation leather, is very
flexible has good print and the youngsters like This is
iust the Testament to place in the hands of children, andIt t *surpris?ng how happy ^f^-^'V'"'"'-
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THE VOICE OF CHRISTMAS.
HIS age needs to be inoculated
with a new meaning of Christ
mas. Its deepest meaning is :
"For God so loved the world, he
gave
" Christmas is the
affirmation that the heart of the
universe is Love. In the light of the incarna
tion, I insist that love�sacrificial giving�
constitutes the Christian message. The
Christmas gospel requires not only a God to
give, but human beings to receive it and live
it.
THE GIFT
The Christmas message under considera-
tion is God's gift�Jesus Christ. The deter
mining factor in the Christmas gospel is
the person of Jesus Christ. Christianity is
not a mere system of doctrine, nor is it a
beautifully wrought out ethical code. It is
the Person of Jesus Christ and his relation
to 'God and humanity. Everything about
Christianity depends upon the person, "the
only begotten of the Father." The Father
hood of God and the divine Sonship stand or
fall together,�"I believe in God. In Je
sus Christ His Son." Christianity does not
exist because of the teaching of Christ nor
because of his marvelous character, but be
cause of his divine personality. The Babe
of Bethlehem was, and is, the living, pulsa
ting Son of God.
THE NATURE OF THE GIFT
God did not send his Son to earth and him
self remain in the cloistered precincts of
eternity. The eternal Fatherhood goes
wherever the eternal Sonship goes. The in
carnation was inevitable. Self-communica
tion is an essential function of personality.
God created man spiritually akin to himself.
"In the image of God created he him." Jesus
did not come as a prophet to foretell God, or
tell about God, but he came as God, the Eter
nal Son to redeem his own . The New Testa
ment, from first to last consistently proclaims
the deity of Christ. The deity of Jesus
Christ in the New Testament is axiomatic.
It is taken for granted. The early Christians
wrote and lived in that atmosphere. The
writers ascribed to Jesus the attributes usu
ally ascribed to God. They found in him the
spring of their spiritual life and the founda
tion for their church. Whatever may be the
attitude of modern scholarship, no critic
worth the name denies that the apostles and
the early Christians worshipped Christ as
Lord and Master.
Jesus did not leave his disciples and the
world in the dark concerning his nature. He
deliberately announced himself as the object
of man's search : "Come unto me, all ye that
labor and I will give you rest." For
man's weariness, he offered himself. They
accepted him as the Rest-Bestower, the Law-
Giver, the Holy-Judge, the Light of the world
and the Redeemer of all.
MISSION OF GOD'S GIFT
God was in Christ�God is in Christ recon
ciling the world unto himself. Love is the
deepest thing in the Godhead�deeper than
power, deeper than wisdom, and than
eter-
nitv It is Christ m the dark valley of hu
man death turning upon it the floodlight of
his hopefulness, his light and his redemption
Our redemption is essentially m the person of
rVirist and our Christian experiences are due
to his living personality. Prophet! he brings
+ ns the glorious manifestation of God.
Priest' he stands between sinful humanity
(^ God offering himself as a sufficient sac
rifice for our redemption. This is the reason
cJlvation rests exclusively upon belief, not
toTi works, not upon baptism, but upon a
ilprsonal belief in Jesus Christ. Justification
K faith is not a doctrine, it is an act and
vpsts entirely upon belief. This truth can-
pot be refuted, destroyed or displaced by
any
Rev. R. A. Yoiip^.M. A., B.D.
philosophy or code of ethics. Belief in Christ
contacts the human with the divine.
CHRIST REBORN
For Christ-reborn ; for good will and peace
on earth is the supreme hope at this Christ
mas time. Jesus came to live and rule and
reign in the hearts of men.
"If Christ a thousand times in Bethlehem
be born
Until he's born in me my soul is all for
lorn."
Our protestant Christianity needs to be
"Christ-reborn." There is but one subject,
one message of the modern church, namely,
Jesus Christ; his pre-existence, his deity, his
incarnation, his crucifixion and glorious res
urrection. This age needs more than a his
torical statement about Christ. He is the
embodiment of the personality of the God
head. Our modern world to be "Christ-re
born" must affirm its faith in the personality,
power and redemptive work of Jesus Christ.
Studdert Kennedy never wrote more truth,
nor more vividly described this generation
than when he said :
"When Jesus came to ( ?) Birmingham
They simply passed him by.
They never hurt a hair of him
They only let him die.
For men have grown more tender.
They would not give him pain ;
They only just passed down the, stret
And left him in the rain."
Nominal acceptance of Christ is impossi
ble. Indifferent neutrality concerning Christ
and his teachings has produced our moral
and spiritual collapse. Our blood count is
low and our whole system is burning with
the fever of fear. We are not defeated, but
we are confused and have lost our grip upon
Hope. Let us take courage, for in the midst
of the world's darkest hours, Christ turned
upon it the floodlight of his hopefulness and
brought life and immortality. May Jesus of
Bethelem be born again in our individual
hearts, and the heart of the church, bringing
a great spiritual revival for the New Year
of 1933.
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
"TwoYears and Under." Mact. 2:16.
Henry Ostrom.
oooooooooooooocx^oooooooooooooooooooo
T Christmas-time we may well
guard with extra care against
the traditions of men and appeal
directly to the Word of God.
Pictures brought down to us
from Roman Catholic imagining
may mislead us, not only as to the person
pictured but as to dates and surrounding cir
cumstances.
We frequently see an attempt at picturing
our Lord Jesus in infancy in the manger
with the Wise Men from the East gathered
near, as if they had arrived at the time of
his advent, perhaps on the very day. But
when we depart from mere tradition, wheth
er in statement or in picture, and appeal to
the Bible we come upon the decree of Herod
that the boys two years old and under were
to be slain ; and we ask, why did he not make
it six months or one year, or a year and a
half? Why two years?
The account states that this was due to an
exact inquiry made by these "wise men."
Evidently they should not be pictured at the
manger. They arrived probably more nearly
two years later than the actual birth of Je
sus in the Bethlehem Manger. This is but
one of many reasons why Christmas should
urge us away from man's traditions to the
Bible for plain facts and should help divorce
us from all pagan additions to the plain
Scripture of Truth.
Satan's long-drawn-out effort to break the
royal line of Heaven, noticeably in the days
of the Pharaohs; again in the days of Joash;
and now, in the time of Herod would sur
round the precious record about Jesus' ad
vent with such tangled human devices as
would cause the people to have false views of
our lovely Lord. This would cause people to
be considering, or maybe worshipping a
Christ who never lived�a false Christ.
We want and we need the clear, plain, God-
breathed account. We do not need that our
minds should be haunted with representa
tions born of human imaginings, all impaired
and distorted by sin, no matter where they
have been exhibited to the gaze of deceived
people, or by whom they have been lauded as
works of art.
Is it not sad that some touching imaginary
story may call a crowd of listeners to thrill
and to weep while God's plain love-account in
his Word falls upon the same ears dull and
heavy? Let Christians arouse and see that
Satan thus succeeds in causing a discounting
of the Word of God and an accounting of
mere human failing scheme and incident.
Yes, give us the Lord Jesus of the Bible.
Subtract nothing and add nothing. If our
pictures and pageants had been needed or
were even permissible, we certainly should
have expected directions about how to pro
duce them. But it is not even hinted that he
came to be pictured or "played" by sinful
man. He came to save. How bold of sinful
man to have "marred" that face and then to
strut about to picture it. And, as for his
face in glory at the Father's right hand, what
flickering taper of human genius could ever
portray that more than firmamentful of ra
diance and splendor.
O, give us the marvel of meaning in the
words, "A body hast thou prepared me" or,
"The Word was made flesh" or, "God was
manifest in the flesh." And let us bow in
deep reverence to greet, by faith, him who
came from the throne and find him claiming
our submision, our devotion, our praises, as
we have in mind ONE above all others; so
exceeding all traditions of men as the voice
of the Lord God exceeds the guesses born of
human craftiness.
Ours is a holy Savior and not merely a
martyr. He provides for the claiming of a
holy people to render to him holy homage and
to welcome his holy reign on the very earth
where Satan has so persistently attempted to
counterfeit both his person and his righteous
claims. May a little hidden phrase in this
precious Word of Truth, at the head of this
writing be used by the Holy Spirit to fill our
hearts to overflowing with full surrendered
devotion to him who shall yet be seen with a
countenance that shines as the sun in its
might. Men's traditions may transfer pagan
halos to representations of him, but they can
not picture a face shining as the sun in its
might. Too great glory there! Thus we
know him this Christmas-time. Thus we
know the very same one who, in deep humil
iation, was willing to accept nothing better
than a manger to receive him as a child
among men, that he might reach us and by
his shed blood save us ; and bring us with him
(Oh, the wonder of it) to shine as the sun in
the Kingdom of our Father. We must dis
miss men's traditions if we would exalt our
Savior's advent. A good Christmas gift would
be the gift of a determination to know HIM
as the sure Word of God reveals him. And
therein is real Christmas joy. "That my joy
may remain in you, and that your joy may be
full!"
Settle The Question
of baptism by obtaining a copy of "Baptism"
by Means. It is thorough and convincing.
Special price, 30c a copy, or 4 copies for $1.
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THE UNIQUE BIRTH.
"The angel said, This is come to pass
tvhich was spoken by the Lord through the
prophet, saying, Behold, a virgin shall he
ivith child, and shall bring forth a son, and
they shall call his name Emmanuel, ivhich
means, God with us" (Matt. 1:22, 23).
HE virgin birth of Jesus is the
most reasonable way of account
ing for Christ's coming into the
world. When I remember that
it took God, the God of infinite
resources, four thousand years
to get this world ready for the birth in Beth
lehem; when I recall how nations came into
existence apparently for very little reason ex
cept to work into this great plan of the Eter
nal : when I remember the large number who
made their contributions to the furtherance
of this greatest concern of God and then si
lently passed away, it seems to me as natural
as the coming of the day with the dawn that
Christ should he born as was no one else in
time.
And when I read that Christmas story of
the accompaniments of Christ when he came
to our earth, how the heavens opened, and
over the jasper walls there rippled the melody
that the shepherds easily recognized to be a
part of the music of God ; and when I remem
ber how the star led the wise earnest seekers
until it stood over where the young child
lay, I find it very easy to believe that Christ
was born in a supernatural and unique way.
And when I watch him make his appear
ance into what we call his public life at his
baptism, when as I have often told you, the
Trinity was articulate for the only time in all
the Scripture, as God the Father voiced his
approval, God the Spirit manifested his pres
ence, and God the Son submitted to that ordi
nance; when I stand in fancy by the Jordan
and watch John baptize Jesus I very easily
believe that Jesus was born as John was nev
er born.
And when I go out into that desert where
Satan sought to swerve Christ from his pur
pose and thwart the very will of God; and
when I stand there in imagination and hear
Jesus repel one after another of those dark
suggestions of the devil, until at last like a
mastiff talking to a common cur, he bids the
dog of hell get behind him, and Satan obeys,
I find it an easy thing to believe in the super
natural birth of Jesus. _
And when I company with him m that
wonderful life, walking about the streets and
the country roads and down by the seashore ;
when I notice how he lives ; how he performs
the miracles that have been the amazement of
two millenniums as though they were the
commonplace things; that while his disciples
may be surprised at the outputting of his
power, he never is ; that if I had to imagine a
God coming into this world and moving
about, I could find the basis of my imagina
tion in that marvelous life of Jesus Christ ;
there is suggested to my mind that his birth
must have been unlike any other birth.
I listen to his words; I hear him say, "He
that honoreth me honoreth the Father."
"The hour is coming when the dead stiall
hear the voice of the Son of God, and shall
come forth." "I and my Father are one"�
and I repeat, I find it easy to believe that he
entered the world through a strange gate un
known to any one else.
, . ^ , ,
. ,
And when I watch his deeds, how he has
control over the wind and the wave and the
Dr. Walter Benwell Hinson.
growing trees ; how all disease recognized him
as its Lord ; how he can stand by a grave, and
in spite of the protestation of the sister of the
dead one, can call out the dead Lazarus, it
seems as though he must have something
about his birth that will harmonize with that
miraculous element in his life.
And when he died, when I hear that weird
cry as he asks the Father why he has been
forsaken ; and when I come under the con
sciousness that on that cross he is bowing
underneath the load of the world's sin and
actually lifting it up off humanity and onto
himself that he may carry it away to the
desert where God's forgetfulness reigns, I am
inclined to believe that he was strangely
born.
And when I wait the three days and see
him come out from the grave and hear him
talk in his God-like way, commanding his
apostles to go and carry his gospel to every
creature, assuring them in his Lord-like fash
ion that he will be with them until the end of
the age; and when I watch him in his own
right majestically ascend to Heaven, I cannot
but think there must have been the unique
about Tiis entrance into the world even as
about his exit from the world.
And when I remember that he was good
past all human imagination; that he is the
alone One who ever could throw down a chal
lenge to the three worlds, heaven, earth and
Hell ; that he could say, "I do always those
things that please God." "Which of you con-
vinceth me of sin?" "The prince of this
world Cometh and hath nothing in me." When
I remember that he thus evidences concern
ing himself, I am led to believe in his super
natural birth.
And when I remember how those Jews,
the holiest men of their day, perchance;
trained as they were in monotheism that says.
The Lord our God is one God ; when I remem
ber how he lived with them, and ate and
drank and slept and rested with them, and
caused them at the end of their sojourn with
him to say. He is Christ, the Son of God, the
Savior of the world, I cannot but believe
again that if I knew about his birth, T should
find something very strange there.
Therefore, the most natural thing to me,
and the most likely thing, and the inevitable
thing, is that this Christ, unique all the way
through his life, must have been as unique
when he entered the world. And I have be
lieved for twenty-five years that if this Bible
were silent concerning the supernatural birth
of Jesus, I should by reasoning concerning
the preparation made for him, the marvelous
accompaniments of his advent, his unique
speech, his wonderful life, the miracles he
wrought, his resurrection from the dead, his
ascension into heaven, his God-like commis
sion given to his disciples, as well as by the
effects and results of that life during the past
twenty centuries, I believe I should infer that
not as Moses was born, not as David was
born, not as Peter was bom, not as Paul was
born, did Jesus Christ come into the world.
'And having said that, I go on further to
say, The supernatural birth of Jesus Christ
is one of the most direct affirmations "of the
Bible that you can find. Isaiah the prophet
centuries before the angels sang over Bethle
hem's plains uttered a part of the text ; for he
said, "A virgin shall conceive and bear a
son." Now Jesus Christ on the Emmaus road
did a very suggestive thing when he intima
ted that the people were fools who did not be
lieve the prophets. And Isaiah was a proph
et, and he seems to have been the prophet
who most intimately associated himself with
the Son of God. For here at his birth, it is
Isaiah's prophecy that is mentioned by Mat
thew; when the Lord preached his sermon
down in Nazareth he selected his text from
Isaiah; and you know how that fifty-third
chapter of Isaiah is the most wonderful pre-
L^dntation of the occurrences incident to the
crucifixion that you have in the entire Bible.
Now Isaiah said that the birth of Jesus would
be supernatural, inasmuch as he would be
the only child ever born who had but one hu
man parent.
Then Matthew the apostle picked up that
sentence from the prophecy of Isaiah and
said these events occurred "that it might be
fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord by the
prophet." My friends, did you ever stop
long enough to think that the supernatural
birth of Jesus could not possibly make such a
marvelous impact upon the mind of Mat
thew? For of all the people who ever lived,
the Jews had the most majestic, lofty, unique,
spiritual apprehension of God. Evermore on
battlefield or in synagogue their cry was,
"The Lord our God is one God." And as no
other people of their day were they kept
apart from idolatry, from idol worship. Oth
er nations might believe that their emperors,
kings, or gods were strangely born; but the
Jew believed in the one God, the spiritual
God. And yet here is Matthew, a Jew of the
Jews, the one who wrote his Gospel expressly
for the Jews, and he comes into the realiza
tion that "Emmanuel, God with us" was born
of Mary, strangely born of Mary, supernat-
urally born of Mary ; and he distinctly affirms
that birth in Bethlehem of Judea is the
unique birth of all the ages, unprecedented
and never to have duplication�^born of a
virgin.
Then remember how Luke, the Gospel his
torian, the one who wrote the universal Gos
pel for man as such, and not for any partic
ular class, goes into beautiful and suggestive
detail concerning that birth of the Son of
God. He it is who tells us the inimitable
story, the beautiful story, the lovely story of
the angel appearing to Mary, who startled
and confused wonders what the appearance
means. And the august wonderful message
is delivered that she shall bear a son, and the
name of that son shall be "Emmanuel, God
with us." And in her shocked sui-prise she
says. This cannot be ; it is humanly impossi
ble! And the angel takes her on her own
ground in a moment and says, Yes, humanly
impossible; but "the Holy Ghost shall come
upon thee, and the power of the Highest shall
overshadow thee; and that holy thing which
shall be born of thee shall be called the Son
of God."
And then remember how Joseph is a ma
terial witness to the accuracy of this doctrine
of the virgin birth of Jesus; Joseph, the just
man, silent I take it from the little I can read
about him, thinking his own deep thoughts,
forming his own carefully thought out con
clusions, was at first inclined to believe that
Mary had sinned. And in his justice, think
ing to put her away privately and save her
from any public shame, while he thought on
these things, God supernaturally interposed
as the angel said, Joseph, have no fear; take
this Mary, this maiden mother to wife. And
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Joseph�the character of whom you can easi
ly see if you remember how he faltered and
what he resolved�Joseph is convinced of the
virgin birth of Jesus Christ.
And Mary asserted it. Oh, these peoplewho would besmirch the character of the vir
gin Mary�I wonder if they have read that
Magnificat, that psalm she sang that is en
shrined in the Gospel by Luke! Surely ifthey read that, where she talks about beingsaved by God, her Savior, they would with
hold their evil tongues from such vulgar,
shameful, unchristian, almost, if not quite,
blasphemous statements concerning the char
acter of the mother of Jesus !
And an angel affirmed the virgin birth of
Jesus. We are accustomed to believe in an
gels; Christ taught us that we should. He
says that there are angels who appear before
God. And a God-commissioned angel pro
claimed the fact of the virgin birth of Jesus.
I said once in a sermon that the virgin
birth of Christ is asserted by God; and all
the way from Ohio a minister wrote to me
saying, "I hope you can prove that, for I be
lieve as do you, but have never found that
proof, and if you have it kindly send it on."
And I sent him this text of Matthew which
says, "This is come to pass which was spoken
by the Lord through the prophet, A virgin
sliall conceive and bear a son." There are
few facts in our Gospels that are so plainly,
repeatedly and overwhelmingly affirmed as i?
this fact of the virgin birth of Jesus Christ.
I will tell you why this Book is antagonized
by people today who owe all they are to its
revelation, teaching and influence. If the
Book is true, then the whole edifice of our
Christianity remains; but if the record can
be proven faulty, then nothing stays. I
would not care to be a participant in that en
deavor to tear down the Word of God. Even
if I could do it, I would not care to do it!
For after all, those Old Testament prophecies
did a wonderful work ; and those Gospels and
Epistles have done a far more wonderful
work. All our Christianity rests on the im
pregnable rock of Holy Scripture. He who
blasts at that Rock of Ages is endeavoring to
overturn the whole Christian religion. They
are�it must be said�they are the enemies
of the cross of Christ and the enemies of
Christ himself. But you can go to Bethlehem
this morning, as you read the old Christmas
story, without a misgiving in your mind ; no
mental reservation need worry you in the
slightest ; you can believe the great story that
God was in Christ; that the Messiah was born
the Savior of the world ; and you can go out,
my friend, with your faith secure that you
have been saved by the eternal Son of God.
���'^
The Burro's Money Bag
is the title of a most interesting story for
children from eight to twelve years old. Ev
ery child should be taught that the way to
obtain a desired object is by perseverance
and constantly working to that end. Then,
too every child should be taught the value
of thrift and depending on one's self. These
are two valuable lessons taught m this story.
The book is attractively bound has large,
beautiful type and 123 Pages. It will make
any boy or girl happy. Price $1.00.
Man's First Disobedience.
Here is a most interesting and instructive
volume from that learned and devout scholar,SnSer S. Keyser, A. M., D. D., for long
time Professor of Systematic Theology m
Wittenberg College, Springfield, Ohio. 1havT recently read this book of 81 pages
nrinted on good paper, clear type and a very
bicid convincing statement of divme trutn.
T can commend this book most heartily to
vnung minist<?rs, Sunday school teachers, and
Inv Christian leader . It is scriptural
throughout and very suggestive. It can be
v.ad from The Pentecostal Publishing Co.,
Louisville, Ky. Price $1.00. H. C. MORRISON.
A CHRISTMAS REVERIE
Paul S. Rees
"If I had not come!" What a hauntingly
suggestive string of monosyllables! You know
who the speaker is. It is Jesus. He pulls us
up with a kind of stern mental jerk. He jars
us thus out of the smug complacency with
which we have come to accept Christmas and
the countless benedictions that are implied by
it. Suppose Christ had not come. What then?
Suppose there had been no Manger Birth, no
Star of the East, no angel Rhapsody, no hid
den years at Nazareth, no calling of the Twelve,
no Sermon on the Mount, no unveiling of the
Father, no miraculous ministry of Mercy, no
blood-sweat in Gethsemane, no uplifted Cross
on Calvary, no empty Tomb, no ascension to
the Glory, no promise of the Return. Suppose
in a word, there had been no Christmas for, lo,
these two thousand years! One stands ap
palled at the mention of a conjecture so dark,
smitten dumb in the presence of a fancy so
horrible. Despite the strain and the pain of it,
let us hold ourselves to reflect here a moment
� you and I. Can you think of a world with
out the Four Gospels? Without the Epistles?
Without an Atonement? Without an assur
ance of Resurrection and Immortality? Think
of the sin that would crush us. There would
be no sure and satisfying word of release and
cleansing spoken to our burdened souls. Think
of the sorrow and suffering that would em
bitter and overwhelm us. There would be no
Comforter-Presence to sustain us. Our think
ing about God, the universe and life would go
halting and limping forever. For is it not
Jesus Who invests God with love, the universe
with meaning and life with infinitely glorious
possibilities?
"If I had not come!" Dare we think of the
gap, the vast void, that would have been
created in the story of the race had He failed
to come? History without its fairest figure!
Literature without its sublimest passages! Mu
sic without its most spiritual creations! Elo
quence without its loftiest flights! Philosophy
without its most luminous thoughts! Morality
without its flawless Exemplar! Theology with
out its Christology! Immortality without its
Easter pledge! Sin without a conqueror! The
world without a Redeemer! These are some
of the conceivable and yet inconceivable possi
bilities that stalk in upon our meditating minds
as we make this inverted approach to Christ
mas.
But He spoke another word. You remember
it. "I am come!" How warmly different that
sounds! What a world of change that makes!
He has come! Wonderful tidings! He has
come! And it's "Joy to the World." He has
come�^come to Mary's encircling arms and the
shepherds' wondering gaze; come to a manger-
cradle for His birth and a Roman Cross for
His death; come to Jerusalem's pools and path
ways and Galilee's hills and shores; come to
teach, to reveal, to suffer, to die, to live again,
come to redeem, to enlighten us who are chil
dren of darkness, to liberate us who are the
bond-servants of sin, to bring us to God and
righteousness and heaven at last. Once more
then let us eagerly listen that we may catch
anew the thrill of that first Christmas mes
sage: "Unto you is torn this day in the city
of David, a Savior, which is Christ the Lord."
YOU WILL LOVE IT
and you will fall in love with it at first
sight, because of the beautiful piece of genu
ine Levant leather it is bound in and the
smooth calf leather it is lined with. It is
printed from the large, clear. Long Primer
self-pronouncing type, will delight your eyes.
The beautiful white, opaque India paper
makes it easy to read and very light in weight
to carry. It has 40,000 references for your
Bible study, a dictionary of proper names, a
subject index and a vei-y complete Bible con
cordance. It is silk sewed, has a silk marker
for the Old Testament, also one for the New,
red under gold edges, chapter numbers in
figures, size 51/2X8V2XI5-I6 inches thick,
weighs only 26 ozs. It is one of the finest
editions of the Bible made by the Oxford
Press, and it will be a lifetime pleasure to the
owner. You will want one for yourself or
your friend. The Oxford's net price is $15.50 ;
our special price is $10, and we have only a
limited supply at this price. Your name in
gold, 30c extra.
PENTECOSTAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Louisville, Kentucky.
An All=Year Christmas Gift.
There are many ways to remember your
friends at Christmas time, but the gifts are
often impractical and perish with the day. If
you wish to give something that will bless
throughout the year, send to that relative or
friend a subcription to The Pentecostal
Herald, which we are offering for $1.00 a
year. We do not hesitate to say that The
Herald will be far better than any previous
year, and the battle against all forms of un
righteousness will be waged hot and heavy
from the artillery of the defenders of the
faith in wonderful sermons and editorials
bristling with interest and facts that will
stimulate to higher ideals and godly living.
Don't forget that now is your opportunity to
make some heart, or hearts, glad for a whole
j^ear by sending The Herald to them. See
page 7. Mrs. H. C. Morrison.
Big Type and Red Letters.
One of the most flexible Bibles it has been our
privilege to handle is the Big Type Red Letter Bible.
It is extremely neat in size (handy to carry to
church), bound in genuine leather, stamped in gold
on backbone, red edges, opens perfectly flat, has
chapter numbers in figures and a synopsis of each
chapter.
This Bible has the refernces, some blank pages for
notes. Family Record, some helps to the study of the
Bible, Harmony of the Gospels, our Lord's Miracles
Parables, etc. It is a delight to handle it. We offer
it at a special price of $2.50.
-m^'m'^
Have You Ever Noticed
Your Minister's Bible? Is it broken and
worn? Wouldn't you like to replace it with
a handsome new one this Christmas? If your
minister is not in need of a Bible what about
your Sunday School Superintendent? His job
is a difficult one, and a remembrance of this
kind would lighten his burden and make him
happy.
We offer you just the Bible to meet the
need of either of the above, or it would be
fine to treat yourself to a copy.
It is simply a handsome book, the bind
ing is of soft, flexible leather, the type is
Long Primer, references, concordance, maps,
India paper,- red under gold edges, unbreak
able backs�^the workmanship is superb and
with reasonable care the Bible will last a life
time. A limited number of copies. Publish
er's net price $10.00. To close these out we
offer them at $7.00 each. A sensible invest
ment.
The Christmas Bible
There isn't a Bible in our stock of over
200 different styles that is quite so attractive
and appropriate for a Christmas gift, as this
one.
It is bound in genuine leather with over
lapping edges has the "unbreakable back"
(and this is where many Bibles give down),
has a beautiful presentation page, is self-
pronouncing, chapter numbers in figures and
some beautiful colored illustrations. They are
really impressive. The simplified helps, also
the map, make it doubly desirable. The
type is clear, as readable as one could desire.
A Bible given to a child by its parents is
treasured through a lifetime, and when it
has become too worn for use, the shattered
leaves are preserved. Give your child this
Bible this Christmas. It is put up in a red
Christmas box with holly design. It was
printed to sell for $3.50. We have only 30
copies left, and offer them at $2.00 each, plus
10c to cover postage. Name in gold, special
25c extra. This is a rare value.
-^.m-^
Scholar's Index Bible.
Neat in size, bound in Morocco, stamped in gold, patentthumb index, red under gold edges. The type is clear
Chapter numbers in figures, beautifully illustrated in col
ors, family record, questions and answers, concordance and
maps.
This is a Bible that will please any voung person andChristmas is a most opportune time to give it Regul-irprice $4.00. Our special price i|!i.'i(t. Name in gold 30eextra.
PENTECOSTAL PUBLISHING CO.,
Louisville, Ky.
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WITH OUf^ YOUHO PEOPLiE ^
Rev. Robert G. Witty.
GOD'S CHRISTMAS GIFT
Scripture: John 3:16, 17.
Approach to the Subject (For Leader's
Talk) .
Christmas is the season
for the special expression
of love and appreciation.
We try to send a card of
greeting or a gift of love to
the ones who are dear to
our hearts. In order that
we may make some such ex
pression of our feeling, we
are willing to sacrifice with
gladness. In a very real
sense, this is what God did
for man at the first Christmas. Because of
his love for man and his appreciation of what
man could be, God "gave his only begotten
Son."
In offering this matchless gift to man, God
knew that infin-te sacrifice was involved. Be
yond Bethlehem, where glowing stars shone
brightly over the manger-cradle, was Cal
vary, where lowering clouds hung over the
cruel cross. But the heart of God,�Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit,�was willing to sacri
fice all in order that this gift might be made
to all men.
Jesus Christ, who is God's Christmas gift,
is more appreciated when we recognize that
we did nothing to deserve this goodness.
When we give to our friends, they have given
us love and blessing. When God gave to man,
man had given nothing to God except sin,
mistakes, rebellion, and error. How wonder
ful is love that will sacrifice for enemies ! But
such is the love of God. (Romans 5 :8) .
The gift of God is enduring. The passing
centuries increase the glory and power of the
Christ. The gift of God is practical. To live
well and to die in peace all men need Jesus.
The gift of God is expressive. In Christ
dwells all the glory of God until God's love,
justice, wisdom, holiness,�in short the very
nature of God is revealed by him. The gift
of God is sublime. No imagination can con
ceive of a higher, more beautiful, more in
spiring blessing from God than is Jesus
Christ. Truly, as Paul declares, he is the
"unspeakable gift of God."
Development of the Subject (For Members'
Talks) .
There was no Christmas until Jesus came
into the world. Where he is unknown there
is no true Christmas today. The very essence
of Christmas is that God is come to man,�
God has made his gift. As we study the
birth of Jesus, the greatness of God's gift
grows upon us.
1. By this we know that Jesus is our broth
er. He became a partaker of human flesh
(Heb. 2:14). He was to be tempted as we
are tempted (Matt. 4:1-11). He was to be
opposed by enemies (Heb. 12:3). He waste
be despised and rejected (Isa. 53:3). He
was to know joy and sorrow (Luke 10:21;
Matt. 26 :38) . He was to know great loneli
ness (Matt. 8:20). Jesus was not given to
live a life in which human problems had no
place; he was to live as our brother. That
he did. When you look into the face of Jesus,
you will look into the face of one who has en
dured the same trials which you are endur
ing.
la. By this we know that Jesus is an un
derstanding friend. "For we have not an
high-priest which cannot be touched with the
feeling of our infirmities; but was in ali
points tempted like as we are yet without
sin." (Heb. 4:15). Jesus is not cold and
heartless. He, as this Scripture has so beau -
tifully said, is "touched" by our infirmities.
His heart is filled with that sympathy which
is born out of common suffering. He has en
dured the trials of this life, he has known its
joys, therefore, he is filled with understand
ing toward us.
lb. By this we know that Jesus is our Ex
ample. Jesus is like us in that he endured
the same temptations and trials; but he is
very unlike us in that he was able to live
them without sin: we fall into sin. Jesus'
life says this to every man, "Come, study how
I lived. That is the way to meet these temp
tations and still be without sin. I know you
cannot do this in your own strength ; but lean
on me. I will not only show you the way to
live; I will also give you the strength to fol
low my example." (Heb. 12:2, 3; 1 John
2:6).
Ic. By this we know that Jesus is our Sa
vior. The purpose of God's gift to the
world was the salvation of men through Je
sus. He wanted us to be the children of God.
Jesus chose the only method. Paul says,
"But when the fullness of the time was come,
God sent forth his Son, made of a woman,
made under the law, that we might receive
the adoption of sons." (Gal. 4:4, 5). When
you are celebrating Christmas, remember
that God's purpose in sending Jesus into the
world was the salvation of your soul and
mine.
2. The fundamental truth about the com
ing of Jesus into the world or into an indi
vidual's heart is that he is the gift of God.
The world did not merit Jesus ; the world did
not achieve a Christ; the world did not com
pel God to send his Son. Out of the love of
God the Father, out of the compassion of God
the Son, through the will of God the Holy
Spirit,�in short, out of the infinite concern
of the Godhead for man's salvation, Jesus
was given to the world. As God was anxious
to give Jesus to the world in that day, he is
anxious to have Jesus come into your heart
today. Jesus is God's gift. (John 3:16;
6:27; Rom. 6:23; 8:32). (Other gifts of
God : Eccl. 2 :26; John 16 :23, 24 ; 1 Cor. 12 :4-
11; Jas. 1:17).
Conclusion to the Subject (For Members'
Discussion) .
When a gift is presented to a man, there
are only two courses of action open to him:
he can receive the gift; or, he can reject the
gift. Once the Jewish nation faced that al
ternative ; they rejected God's gift ; they cru
cified Jesus.
God is offering the gift of his Son to you.
Will you accept him with joy, obedience, and
love? Will you reject him by carelessness,
sin, and indifference?
Questions :
Is there any more room for Jesus today
than when he was turned from the inn? Ex
plain your answer. Apply it to national life,
to your community, to your group, to your
self.
Wherein does the Spirit of Christ differ
from the spirit of modern Christmas ? What
can we do to better conditions ?
What can I do to make my Christmas un
selfish? to make it endure?
Suggestions for the meeting :
1. Use the Christmas carols for the song
service.
2. Use the topic as outlined.
3. Have an open discusion on this sub
ject: "The Christmas which has meant the
most to me and the reason."
THE BIRTH OF JESUS (A BIBLE
STUDY)
The birth of Jesus was prophesied many
generations before the actual event took
place. It is interesting to study the prophecy
and its fulfillment together.
I. He is to be born of a virgin.
A. Prophecy: Isa. 7:13, 14; 49:1; Mic.
5:3.
B. Fulfillment: Matt. 1:18-25; Luke 1:
26-35.
II. Bethlehem, the city of David, is his birth
place.
A. Prophecy: Mic. 5:2.
B. Fulfillment: Matt. 2:1-11; Luke 2:1-
7 ; John 7 :40-42.
Though all of the writers do not give the
.story of the birth of Jesus in detail, there are
other interesting and helpful ways of telling
of his birth than by merely describing the
event.
I. What Jesus' birth meant to other writers
A. To John�John 1 :1-18 inc.
B. To Paul�Phil. 2:5-lL
C. Writer of Hebrews�Heb. 1 & 2.
A careful study of these Scriptures should
give you a description of the birth of Jesus
and tell you how much that event meant in
the lives of these great men. Now, take pen
cil and paper and try to express in your own
words just what the birth of Christ means to
you. It will give you cause for rejoicing!
MY FRIEND
By Helen McCreary, Tarpon Springs, Fla.
Who came on earth his life to give
That I might learn to love and live?
My Friend.
Who was it died on Calvary's tree
To bring salvation full to me?
My Friend.
Who did his Holy Spirit leave
That in my heart I might receive?
My Friend.
When earthly friends despise and hate.
To whom do I my grief relate ?
My Friend.
Who loves me when I'm right or wrong,
And comforts me the whole day long?
My Friend.
And when my life on earth is o'er.
When I depart for yonder shore.
Who still shall my companion be?
My Lord,�my Friend!
OOOO0OOOOOOO0OOOOOO0OOO00O0CX3OOOO0D0
If Thou Knewest the Gift, and Who?
By Commissioner s. L. Brengle.
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
S there any one so old or jaded or
world-weary that he has no in
terest in the gifts that are lying
in loving ambush for him on
Christmas Day? And the chil
dren, how eager are they! How
their eyes gleam and dance with expectancy
as the time for the distribution of gifts
draws near! How they hop and skip and
gurgle and giggle and hold their breath and
wiggle and wonder, all agog with excitement
and desire! What secrecy has enshrouded
the household for weeks! What mystery!
What plots! 'What whisperings! What
knowing and sly glances between those who
are in the secret! How we look forward to
the day ! Prepare for it and rejoice not only
to receive but to give, and get more joy out
of giving than receiving. Blessed day !
But how indiflferent men are to the gifts
God has for them. He is the great Giver.
He giveth wisely, freely, lavishly, magnifi
cently and men are indifferent to his gifts!
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O'ur gifts on Christmas Day are usually of lit
tle Value and are quickly forgotten. But
God's gifts enrich us forever, and received
and cherished, they multiply. Our gifts com
pared to his are as our little fireworks on the
Fourth of July compared to his lightnings
that flame and blaze across the sky, or the
march of suns that light up worlds.
Give a man a handful of silver or gold and
that is all. But let God give him an acorn
and he has given him locked-up forests from
which some say you can build cities to house
millions, and ships to sail all oceans and seas.
Give him diamonds and that is all you have
given, but let God give him a few grains of
wheat and he has received the germs of har
vests that may feed multitudes and nourish
nations yet unborn! Oh, what a Giver is
God! Bless his holy name forever!
Some gifts of God are constant and un
sought. He does not wait for our asking.
Sunshine and fresh, sweet winds and chang
ing seasons, green fields and starry skies, rip
pling brooks and rushing rivers, life-giving
fountains, song birds, rain and snow�^these
are his gifts, though we may ignore him and
live as though there were no Heavenly Fath
er.
The sun does not ask if it may shine upon
us with its warmth and cheer, but silently, re-
sistlessly, it rises and floods all the heavens
and earth with its radiant and beneficent
glory. It is God's good gift. "He maketh
his sun to rise on the evil and the good." It is
his sun, and he gives it to us without our ask
ing and regardless of our character. How
good God is! How quickly the earth would
freeze, what darkness would enshroud us,
what horror would overwhelm us, and how
surely and quickly and wretchedly we should
perish if the sun should go out, shine no
more !
The rain does not stand at our door and
plead with us that it may pour down its life-
giving waters upon our gardens and fields
and fill our springs and rivers and make
green the earth for our welfare, but it just
falls in the night while we sleep or in the day
while we work, because the Father "sendeth
rain on the just and the unjust." It is God's
rain. He might withhold it, but instead he
gives it, and we live and do not perish from
the face of the earth. How good God is!
These and manifold other gifts he bestows
and we receive them freely but often without
gratitude or a thought of the Giver.
But there are other gifts he waits to give
us and bring to our door the benefits of which
we can only receive as we consciously and
purposely co-operate with him and ask that
we may receive. Jesus asked the much-mar
ried woman of Samaria, at Jacob's well, for a
drink, and then said to her : "// thou knewest
the gift of God, and who it is that saith to
thee, 'Give me to drink,' thou ivouldst have
asked of him, and he would have given thee
living water."
On God's side the water in Jacob's well was
free to any and all. He sent it down from
snowy mountain heights through the dark
subterranean arteries of earth flowing be
neath Samaria, but men had to dig the well,
and draw the water if they would drink from
its cool flood. But from infinitely loftier
heights God was sending down water that
would quench the thirst of the soul. Jesus
had it to give away, but she must desire it,
ask for it and believe. Jesus himself is the
Gift of God and in him is all fullness found.
He is the "grain of wheat," "the handful of
corn in the earth upon the top of the moun
tains " which Shall feed the nations with im
perishable bread, and with him is "the foun
tain of life" from which men may
drink and
thirst no more. j ^.u t:^ 4-u ^i. 4.
Paul says that "It pleased the Father that
in him should all fullness dwell," and "In
him dwelt all the fullness of the Godhead
bodily
" and "In him are hid all the treasures
of wisdom and knowledge," and then he adds,
^Ye are complete in him." When we have
found Christ�really found him�we need
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TaTsuggestion
Dear Herald Subscriber:
Sending The Herald as a Christmas Gift
solves the Gift problem in a practical, sim
ple, satisfactory way. It is a gift too,
that does not soon pass into the "dump heap"
as a worn out, useless thing. But for fifty
weeks that friend will receive a reminder of
the one who sent it.
If you will list below the names and
addresses of friends to whom you would like
to send The Herald we will mail them a beau
tiful Christmas Gift Card with the Christ
mas Issue of the paper. What would be more
Christlike ; or what would more beautifully
represent the true Christmas spirit than
this? Yours for a Christian Christmas,
Pentecostal Publishing Company, Louisville, Kentucky.
Please send one of your attractive Christmas Gift Cards
bearing my name as shown at the bottom of this sheet, and a
year's subscription to The Pentecostal Herald weekly to the
following names and addresses. Special price $1.00 each.
Name
City and State
Name
City and State
Name
City and State
Name
City and State
JOYFUL^ASON'S Q^EETINGS
Throughout the coming year '*The Pente
costal Herald" will extend to you my hearty
Christmas greetings.
The gift of
'0 Send out Thy Light and Truth; let them lead me; let them
bring me unto Thy Holy Hill." Psalm 44:3.
The above is the style except that it is printed in red and green.
seek no further, but should spend our lives
exploring and discovering and testing the
riches we have in him. Have you some great
need, or many little daily needs? Listen to
Paul : "My God shall supply all your need ac
cording to his riches in glory by Christ Je
sus." Run to him with your need as you ran
to your mother when a little child, then go
diligently about your duty, quietly waiting
and watching, and you shall see Christ work
ing for you and meeting your need. Have
you some heavy burden to bear, some great
task to perform? Listen again to Paul: "I
can do all things through Christ which
strengtheneth me." Tell Jesus of your bur
den, counsel with him about your task, and
see him working for you, sustaining you, ad
ding his strength to your weakness. "Roll
thy burden upon the Lord and he shall sus
tain thee : He will never suffer the righteous
to be moved," said the Psalmist, and ten thou
sand burdened and overtasked souls have fol
lowed the Psalmist's instructions and echoed
a glad Amen.
Are you puzzled and do you feel your
lack of wisdom in the presence of perplexing
circumstances and duties? Hear Paul again,
"But of him are ye in Christ Jesus, who of
God is made unto us wisdom," and hear
James : "If any man lack wisdom, let him ask
of God who giveth liberally and upbraideth
not and it shall be given him ; but let him ask
in faith, nothing wavering." He will be your
wisdom.
The more minutely we search the Gospels
and Epistles, the more we shall stand amazed
at manifold riches hid away for us in Jesus,
and the more we cast ourselves upon him and
put him to the test, the more we shall un
failingly prove his word, "My grace is suffi
cient for thee, for my strength is made per
fect in weakness."
Merrv Christmas to you in Him ! Hallelu
jah!
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run of the remarks in Washington goes, there is
just one great and compelling problem and need.
That is to get beer flowing with the utmost dispatch.
On that great enterprise congress is to engage from
the first minute of the session. The only question
seems to be whether congress will act on this issue
on the first day of the session or wait till- the sec
ond.
Everybody knows how well the cellars of the land
are stocked with liquor of the home brew blend.
Everybody knows how poorly the cellars of the
country are stacked with such other essential things
as milk for the children and bread and bacon for
everybody. It seems natural to expect that the first
interest of congress would lie in these other things.
There is an industrial and business system to get out
of the ditch, but what the statesmen at Washington
seem to be thinking about is only getting the brew
ery wagon out of the ditch. The liquor question has
always had a curious power to supersede all other
issues. We see here a marvelous illustration of that
fact.
I can but believe there'll be an awakening
in this nation, and a reaction on this beer
craze. It seems almost unbelievable that men
of any intelligence should undertake to solve
our great hunger problem by giving the peo
ple beer. This whole hquor business is class
legislation, favoring the wealthy class in op
position of the poor. The brewers and sellers
of beer, and the wealthy who hope by its sale
to get a reduction of taxes, are the only ones
who can hope for any benefit. The drinkers
will be the losers�losers of everything�
hard-earned wages, health, bodies and souls!
Don't forget there is another world. There's
the rub !
THE MORNING AFTER
The morning after the defeat of the Gar
ner beer bill, the editor of The Miami Herald
had this to say :
Failure of the resolution is partly the fault of
Mr. Garner and the wets. Because of the hurried
tactics, the efforts to enforce gag rule. Instead of
waiting the orderly procedure, the usual organiza
tion of congress and the receipt of the presidential
message, the repeal plan was thrust upon the mem
bers before they could catch their breath. Debate
might have changed no votes. But congressmen
hate to be denied a chance to talk. Some damps al
so hesitated to vote for a radical alteration that
made no provisions to prevent the return of the sa
loon, that did not protect dry states. And Garner
declares he will allow no other resolution to come
up. Thus between the mistaken stand of the wets
and the firmness of the drys, prohibition will stay in
the constitution for sometime to come.
'God is still on the throne. Let his people
keep faith in him and pray. Satan and his
host think they have charge of the world, but
are marching to certain doom.
Watch Night Appeal For 1932.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 31ST.
We are swiftly nearing the end of another
year. It has been a year of difficulties, dis
tresses and dangers for the children of God ;
a year when many of God's people have been
sorely troubled, tempted and tried; a year of
instability, uncertainty and unreliability in
the afTairs of the Church and the State. Many
are perplexed as they realize the increase of
lawlessness and wickedness in the land.
Coldness, indifference and worldliness mark
the
_
prevailing conditions of the Church.
Christian agencies seem powerless to stem
the tide of corruption that is sweeping over
society, commerce and politics. The dark
ness deepens. The night cometh.
Shall we be dismayed or discouraged ? No !
Is there any light, any hope ? Yes ! For over
against this dark picture, we can paint the
words in large letters "BUT GOD." We can
say with the Psalmist :�"My soul, tvait thou
only upon God; for my expectation is from
him." He rules in heaven; he overrules on
earth. "He loorketh for him that ivaiteth
for him."
We therefore send out this appeal to all
God-fearing, Bible-loving, revival-longing
Christians to gather for an extended season
of prayer and supplication on the night of
December 31st, 1932. Let it be a time of hu
miliation on the part of God's people, in order
tha,t he may lift us up ; a time of confession
of individual, family, church, community and
national sins ; a time of thanksgiving for past
blessings received; a time of rejoicing in a
faithful, loving God,�our Father ; a time of
supplication and intercession; a time of prep
aration for the new year with whatever it
may bring; a time of renewed consecration
to "Him who loved us and gave himself for
us." Let us watch with him in the night.
"The Morning Cometh." Let us "look up and
lift up our heads ; for our redemption draw-
rith nigh."
While the World Is forgetting God, let ev
ery Christian remember all his benefits and
talk of all his wondrous works. If possible,
watch with other Christians in some church,
or chapel, or mission hall, or in some home.
Be of "one accord in one place," just as far
as possible. "Let us not sleep as do others :
but let us watch and be sober." Let him not
say of any of us, "What, could ye not tvatch
with me one hour?" "If my people, which
are called by my name, shall humble them
selves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn
from their wicked ways; then will I hear
from heaven, and will forgive their sin and
will heal their land." Let every Christian
obey God, that he can show his power anew.
Our New President.
When our new President is sworn into of
fice he will find himself facing some serious
and stubborn facts, and no one must expect
him, by the waving of some magic wand, or
the turning of some trick, to bring back pros
perity; to at once solve the difficult prob
lems that will confront him.
The President will face an empty treasury
and a bankrupt Europe which, regardless of
tariff, high or low, is without money to buy
our surplus products, or the disposition to
pay to this nation their honest debts.
He will face a machine age which has dis
missed from employment many millions of
men and made their re-employment prac
tically impossible ; and these machines do not
devour the products of the farm, hence the
disadvantage of the farm.
He will face a very large body of veterans
of the World War who will continue to say,
with rising emphasis, "Pay that which thou
owest."
He will face millionaires and a vast mob
of dangerous people who will insist on beer,
lots of it, and cheap, while the brewers will
insist on intoxicating beer and resist any
thing like a heavy tax on the same. Already,
as usual, the brewers are telling Congress
just what to do, as they always did in saloon
days, and in the long run, a good many con
gressmen will somehow, have their ears at
tuned to hear the brewers' pleadings.
He will face milhons of idle, hungry peo
ple, poorly clad, without employment, with
out money to pay their rent, to buy clothing,
fuel or food, who will not agree to starve to
death quietly, decently and in order.
He will face a House of Representatives
with very few great, strong, wise, unselfish.
God-fearing, Christian statesmen, capable of
leading the people in these trying times into
the industry, economy, and sobriety so essen
tial to the restoration of prosperity, and the
ongoing of a progressive and happy people.
He will be faced by a great prohibition God
who, from the beginning of his revelations to
mankind has prohibited any and all selfish
ness of any sort that would hurt and hinder
the good and happiness of humanity in this
life and that which is to come.
He will face, with all the rest of them, that
great white day of judgment when we must
render account to our God for the deeds done
in the body. May a compassionate God bless
and guide our new President and save him
from any unfortunate act that will bring dis
tress and hurt to the struggling masses of
his fellow countrymen.
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
CHRISTMAS GREETING.
Mrs. H. C. Morrison.
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OD bless you all this Christmas
Day
And drive the cares and griefs
away.
Oh, may the shining Bethlehem
Star
Which led the wise men from afar
Upon your heads, good sires, still glow
To light ,the path that ye should go.
Within thy walls may peace abide,
The peace for which the Savior died.
Though humble be the rafters here.
Above them may the stars shine clear,
And in this home thou lovest well
May excellence of spirit dwell.
God bless you all this Christmas Day ;
May Bethlehem's star still light thy way
And guide thee to the perfect peace
When every fear and doubt shall cease.
And may thy home such glory know.
As did the stable long ago. �Unknown.
There is not a being so unappreciative
whose heart does not throb with peculiar joy
at the season of Christmas time. It puts a
spirit of good will, kindliness and tender af
fection into humanity. Christ came to bring
peace on earth, and good will to men, and
that spirit seems to possess every one with
the incoming of the ever welcome Yuletide
season.
With many, the days of giving and receiv
ing, of pleasure and feasting, come and go
without a thought of why we are permitted
to enjoy this time of loving remembrances
and social communion. The gifts and bless
ings are enjoyed without a thought of HIM
whose coming made this time of joy and giv
ing possible. With each friendly token of
love, there should go the thought of the Babe
of Bethlehem, and what his coming into a
world of sin meant. Had he not been born
on that night of nights in Bethlehem the
world would never have known the sweets of
the joyous Christmas time.
How much we have to tune our hearts to
praise as we recall the origin of Christmas,
the time when the milk of human kindness
flows more lavishly than at any other time of
the year. What a wonderful night that was
in the history of this sin-cursed earth when
the Redeemer was found by the Wise Men in
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^^^^ Bethlehem stall ! No wonder they -shouted "Unto us a child is born, unto us a son is
g'lven : and the government shall be upon his
shoulder: and his name shall be called Won
derful, Counsellor, The Mighty God, The
Everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace."
And how fully has this prophecy been ful
filled in the personage of this Babe of Beth
lehem as he came, lived, and died, ascended
to heaven where he sitteth on the right hand
of the Father, making intercession for us.
In the Prince of Peace we find the source
of all peace. The world is in confusion, tur
moil and strife, but when he shall come to
reign nations shall learn war no more, and
all shall know him from the least to the
greatest. Things may look dark at the pres
ent, but lift up your heads for your redemp
tion draweth nigh. The Sun of Righteous
ness is coming over the eastern hills and with
healing in his wings shall cure the hurt of
sin and make the world the happy habitation
of those who have loved, honored, and looked
forward to the return of Bethlehem's Babe
to reign in righteousness.
Let us fall down before him, worship at his
feet, adore him for all he has done for fallen
humanity, and crown him King of our hearts,
thus proving our gratitude for the Day of
days�the day upon which the Savior of men
came to a sinful and helpless race. Let us,
as did the shepherds, seek the Christ until we
find him. We cannot enter the Bethlehem
stall looking for the Babe, but we can enter
our closets and find him who will be all we
need for life and its perplexities. Let us join
in Simeon's song of praise : "Mine eyes have
seen thy salvation."
Margaret E. Sangster gave vent to the ex
uberance of her joyful heart when she
w'rote :
"This is the time of happiness, the time
When eyes should smile, and tender hearts
should sing�
This is the Birthday of the Christ, the
King,
When gift trees bloom, and silver church
bells chime.
This is the time when life seems full and new.
And glorious with faith and high desires.
When hope and courage seem like warming
fires.
And no task is too hard or dull to do !
"This is the time when all the world seems
giving,
Of kindliness and friendship and good
cheer�
For when the blessed Christmas day draws
near.
A certain glow creeps over simple living.
A halo, almost, guards all homely things.
The fireplace, the well worn, easy chair ;
The cradle and the baby sleeping there,
Rest in the shadow of an angel's wmgs.
"The Christmas season�ah, the time is
blessed, .
With joy more tender than most joy can
When Yuletide rests upon land and sea.
One feels as if the whole world were caressed
With a far-seeing gentleness and care;
The Holy Infant's hand seems very near. . .
We put away each trouble, every fear
�
To join, with all the earth, in praise and
prayer !"
No Paper Next Week.
We wish to save our readers from disap
pointment by announcing that, as has been
our custom for years, we shall not bring out
THE HERALD the last week in December, as
that is vacation week for most people, and
we wish to have some respite from the daily
routine of arduous duties that usually fill up
f}^e week. This notice will advise you as to
fjie nonappearance of your faithful old
HERALD n^x^ week, so do not think we have
overlooked you, or that Uncle Sam is out of
business. Look out for our New Year Num
ber, which will be full of kindly greeting
for the incoming year, and will be read with
pleasure by all of our readers.
Wishing all of you a most Joyous Yuletide
Season, and a Happy New Year, I am yours
to serve for another year, D. V.
Mrs. H. C. Morrison.
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The Ansel's Visit to the Shepherds
Rev. W. S. Bowden.
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CHRISTMAS musings
I N that eventful night when Christ
our Lord was born a lowly babe
in Bethlehem's manger, "there
were in the same country shep
herds abiding in the field, keep
ing watch over their flock by
night."
The shepherds were on historic ground.
Below the hill on which Bethlehem stands
there is a rich, unfenced plain, extending
eastward, where each villager has his plot,
indicated by the well-known stones, the an
cient landmarks. Here Boaz and his reapers
once harvested, and Ruth the Moabitess
gleaned. Beyond this tillage land is a wide,
flat valley, breaking out into stony slopes on
either side, which is used as common pasture
land. On these same slopes and hill-sides
young David had fed his father's flocks, and
from these same fields gone forth to become
the champion and king of Israel. On these
fields, rich with precious memories, a thou
sand years later, came the first tidings of the
birth of the world's Saviour.
"The shepherds on the lawn.
Or ere the point of dawn.
Sat simply chatting, in a rustic row."
At night the sheep are led to some of the
many shallow caves with which the hillsides
are studded, and there are folded. The shep
herds themselves sleep outside in small part
ies. Surrounded by stone walls, with their
dogs, they are safe from wolves and jackals.
We may see the shepherds of nineteen hun
dred years ago in front of such a hillside
cave, while hill and dale sleep under the beau
ty of the clear moon. "It is still night. The
air is heavy with the perfume of palm groves
and olive yards. The stars hang low in the
clear blue sky. Now and then the twittering
of a bird as it flutters from its nest betokens
the approach of day. The sheep are asleep,
save one and another that with drowsy zest
nibble the succulent grass freshened with
the night dew. The silence of the closing
night is over all." The group of shepherds,
early awake, are conversing in low tones. A
torch thrust into the ground, in the center of
the company, casts its flickering light upon a
parchment spread before them. The theme of
their conversation is the coming of Messiah,
"the Hope of Israel."
It is not at all improbable that these shep
herds had some premonition of the coming
of redemption. The seventy weeks of Dan
iel's prophecy were about fulfilled. It was the
general belief that some great event was
about to occur. Indeed, the time had come
for the long-looked-for work of redemption
to begin. .
As the shepherds were musmg, Lo, the
angel of the Lord came upon them, and the
glory of the Lord shone round about them ;
and they were sore afraid." They gazed won-
deringly at the strange bright light shining
among them. Then the elect angel, which
may have been the one who had
made the
annunciation to Zacharias in the temple, to
Mary at Nazareth, and to Joseph m his
slumber, said to the amazed, bewildered and
frightened shepherds, "Fear not: for, behold,
I bring you good tidings of great .loy, which
shall be to all people. For unto you is born
this day, in the city of David, a Savior, which
is Christ the Lord." What a grand message
did the angel's visit bring to the watching
shepherds! "And suddenly there was with
the angel a multitude of the heavenly host,
praising God." The air was filled with won
derful angelic singing, the sweetest singing
that ever came to mortal ears. This much of
the song has come to us : "Glory to God in the
highest, and on earth peace, good will to
ward men." What a blessed night was that!
What singing was that ! What glory was that !
This bright light which shone around the
wondering shepherds may have been the lost
Shekinah glory, in which Deity had been
wont in earlier ages to appear on earth. This
glory had gleamed as the flaming sword,
turning every way, to keep the way of the
tree of life ; it had led the children of Israel
through the wilderness as a sheltering pillar
of cloud by day and a pillar of fire by night ;
it had hovered over the mercy seat of the
Ark of the Covenant, from which God had
delivered his divine messages; it had flick
ered in the thorn-bush of Horeb ; it had cov
ered Mount Sinai with brightness at the giv
ing of the law; it had filled the temple of
Solomon at the time of its dedication with
miraculous effulgence ; it was to be the bright
cloud which should envelop the ascending
Christ; and it will be yet fuller diversified
as the great white throne, on which the ma
jestic form of our Lord will descend at his
second advent. This glory had vanished with
the waning loyalty of Israel, four hundred
years before Christ's birth. In view of the
importance of his birth, the bright cloud
might well return.
But the glory could not last always. It
faded away, and morning dawned upon the
eastern hills. The angels had said: "This
shall be a sign unto you; ye shall find the
babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, lying in
a manger." The shepherds therefore said:
"Let us now go even unto Bethlehem, and see
this thing which is come to pass, which the
Lord hath made known unto us." The rest of
the story is equally interesting. The shep
herds found the babe. They returned to those
hills and vales whence they had come. They
went back to their ordinary work of tending
their flocks, "glorifying and praising God for
all the things they had heard and seen."
Could the shepherds ever forget that an
gelic visit? Dare we doubt that life meant
more to them henceforward ? Was not their
daily task made lighter, because they had
seen the Christ-Child? Did not the angel's
visit mean much to them?
Why were these shepherds selected to re
ceive the wonderful message? It was be
cause they were ready to receive the Truth.
It was because of their simplicity, their
thoughtfulness, their child-like faith. It was
also because they were pursuing their work.
It has always been the method of God to re
veal himself unto this class of people. It is
our privilege to belong in that company unto
whom God does reveal himself.
The Christ of whom the angels sang is
waiting to enter human hearts and make life
worth living to sad and toilworn souls. But
we must be ready to perceive and receive the
present truth of our time, whether others do
or not.
"0, holy Child of Bethlehem,
Descend to us, we pray ;
Cast out our sin, and enter in.
Be born in us today.
We hear the Christmas angels
The great glad-tidings tell :
Oh, come to us, abide with us.
Our Lord, Emmanuel."
Large Type Testament and Psalms
Inexpensive, easy to read, convenient in size,
bound in moroccotal, stamped in gold, red edges,
just the kind of Testament to have on your table
for every-day use, or just the kind that would make
happy some old person whose eyes are growing dim.
And they just love to be remembered. The number
is 2900PK and the price is only $1.00.
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OUR BOYS AND GIRLS
ANNABEL'S HAPPIEST
CHRISTMAS
By ErroU Hay Colcock.
"And what are you going to get
this Christmas?" asked Annabel's
aunt one day, who had come to spend
the holidays with the little girl and
her parents in their beautiful home.
The other gave a wave of her hand
and smiled. '0 everything I want, I
guess," she replied promptly. "And
1 really have so many dolls and toys
already that I don't know where I'll
keep the new ones."
Miss Lucy was silent for a mo
ment; then drew an affectionate arm
aibout her niece. "Ah, my dear," she
said, "I'm truly glad that you have
so much to make you happy, and now
I'm going to ask you another ques
tion. What are you going to give this
Christmas ? "
Annabel glanced up quickly. "Why,
lots of things. Aunt Lucy," she re
sponded. "My presents are already
bought, wrapped and labeled. You
just ought to see how dear they look
with the shiniest seals pasted over
them. I have a gift for Mother, one
for Dad, you," she confided shyly,
"and several of my best friends. Then
there's an adorable collar for my
poodle, and a new saucer for Kits.
And I really want to get something
for the parrot and canary, too," she
added.
"How lovely!" Miss Lucy remarked,
stroking her niece's fair curls. "It's
nice to remember the pets also at
Christmas-time. But have you ever
thought, Annabel, of the many chil
dren less fortunate than yourself,
who haven't a charming home like
this to live in, nor, perhaps, any toys
to play with?"
A surprised look crept into the
bright brown eyes of the wealthy lit
tle girl who had everything heart
could wish for to make her happy.
"Why, yes," she said slowly, "Moth
er sometimes sends boxes of my old
toys to a place where the poor chil
dren can get them. And I guess lots
of others do the same thing, don't
you s'pose? I wonder if there really
are any who are ever left out?"
Miss Lucy, whose life-work lay in
trying to bring Christianity, health
and cheer to those in the slums, knew
only too well how many were neg
lected.
"I'm sorry to tell you numbers are
forgotten," she answered quietly.
"Some people do not seem to realize
how much more blessed it is to give
than to receive. But listen, Annabel,
I have a splendid idea, and I'm hop
ing you will help me to carry it out."
The other drew nearer to her aunt on
the sofa. '^Now suppose w� gain
Mother's and Dad's consent," contin
ued Miss Lucy, "to entertain right
here in this reception room, twenty of
the very poorest children. We must
have a large tree, and oh, so many,
many things to make them happy.
And in so doing, you know, we shall
be receiving the Christ-Child more
closely into our hearts, for don't you
remember that passage in the Bible
where it says, 'Inasmuch as ye have
done it unto one of the least of these
my brethren, ye have done it unto
me'?"
Annabel remembered. "And what a
beautiful idea!" she exclaimed, clap
ping her hands with delight. "O I'm
sure Mother and Dad will be glad to
help us all they can."
Miss Lucy was greatly pleased at
the interest she had awakened in her
plan, and both Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
readily agreed to open their hearts
and home to twenty of the neediest
boys and girls on the birthday of the
Christ-Child.
An extra large tree was according
ly purchased and placed in the big re
ception room, and such a busy time
as Annabel, Miss Lucy and the others
had in decorating it with glowing
lights, tinsel and ornaments of every
hue. It was decided to have a useful
gift, as well as a toy for each invited
guest, and also a basket of fruit and
candy. On the tip-top of the tree
Miss Lucy placed the figure of a
Christmas angel with shining wings,
that bore a scroll with the following
words: "Glory to God in the highest,
and on earth peace, good will to men."
When the festive afternoon finally
arrived Annabel stood Just inside the
arched doorway and cordially received
the twenty children who had been
driven there in Mr. Gordon's limous
ines.
It truly seemed to each girl and
boy that they were entering some en
chanted region as they marched in
with Miss Lucy, whose sweet smile,
somehow, made them feel quite at
home. Mother stood beside the Vic-
trola playing the different carols, and
Dad waited at the foot of the glisten
ing tree, ready to distribute the gifts.
After Miss Lucy had gathered them
all about her to hear the blessed
Christmas story, and when the carols
had been sung, Annabel helped to
serve her guests with ice cream and
cake, and then came the showering of
the gifts! Not a child was forgotten,
and such a joyful time as they had!
The radiant, upturned faces, the
sparkling eyes and merry laughter of
the little ones filled the room, indeed,
with the true spirit of Christmas, and
when finally good-bys were said and
the happy crowd had driven off with
Miss Lucy and Dad, Annabel turned
to her mother with a new light shin
ing in the depths of her bright eyes.
"0 Mumsie," she said, "wasn't it
all too wonderful for anything ? This
has been my very happiest Christmas,
and let's do the same thing over again
every year, for Aunt Lucy is right.
Lots more pleasure does come, after
all, from giving than receiving."
THE SHUT-IN'S CHRISTMAS.
Perhaps no others, save children,
look forward with such hopeful antic
ipations to Christmas, as do these pa
tient, deserving ones, with whom the
hours drag, and the days are long.
If neglected or forgotten, their com
plaints are few: they would "Better
deserve and not receive, than receive
and not deserve." To many, gifts of
things may fail: but Christmas brings
the more precious things of the heart
to the fore-kindred ties, friendships;
brings the faith of childhood back
again, with thoughts of times all gold
en yesterdays, and "scenes that we
had deemed no more, now hover
round our humble door." Christmas,
full of promise, gifts once bestowed,
forever our own: while "memories
come a-trooping through with whisp'-
ring hopes, and loves, and you." As
Heaven shares its gifts to the whole
round world, obscuring for the mo
ment earth's tearful scenes,�^that do
not pause, may we not share Christ
mas cheer with shut-ins, and thus be
the richer for the sharing. For if,
out of our heart treasures we cease to
give, we cease to have: it is the Law
of Love.
"To have won from Heaven God's fa
vor,
Is riches beyond all treasure:
The sum of one's life and one's labor.
Is the sum one has given in meas
ure."
A card to me will bring a free copy
of the Shut-in Booklet, "Open Win
dow." T. Richardson Gray.
President la. Shut-in Society, Edge-
wood, Iowa.
Dear Aunt Bettie: When I sit
down to read page ten I feel so "at
home" because everyone speaks of re
ligion and most of them know Jesus
as their personal Savior. I just feel
like I am in their presence and we are
all enjoying a friendly chat. I have
several pen pals and enjoy receiving
and writing letters, so I think "the
more, the merrier," and I wish that
anyone, boy or girl, who loves music
and poetry, who were bom in 1912, or
before, would vn-ite to me. I live in a
small town in Indiana, but I assure
you I can write as long a letter as
you've ever read, if that's the kind
you like. I am a minister's daughter
and my Sundays are full of church
work, and I love it. Through the
week I am assistant post-master here.
I hope to see this in print, as I am
anxious to get some more pen pals.
Come on, boys and girls, from North,
South, East or West, and write to a
Hoosier girl. Julia Hickman.
Wilder, Ind.
Dear Aunt Bettie: I have been a
reader of The Herald for five years
and it is next to my Bible for good
reading. I am rather an old boy but
enjoy reading page ten. I know many
of the young folks are Christians for
Jesus said "I am the way, the truth,
and the life; no man cometh unto the
Father but by me." I love to hear a
testimony with a ring to it. There is
so much false teaching now and many
deceived. I have only been a Chris
tian eleven years; wife and I were
saved at the same time. My precious
wife, after twenty months of suffer
ing, went to heaven the 22nd of last
August. While I am lonely, I want
to stay here as long as I can and do
all the good I can to all the people I
can. I have been in Christian work
most of the time since I was saved.
I have done evangelistic and mission
ary work among the neglected people
where they had nothing to give but
themselves. I will go anywhere that
God may lead. I am a member of
the Free Methodist Church at Mason
City, la. May God's richest bless
ings rest upon all the dear young
folks and Aunt Bettie and Dr. Morri
son. Eugene E. Taylor.
Evangelist, Kensett, Iowa.
Dear Aunt Bettie: Will you let a
California girl join your happy band
of boys and girls? I will be thirteen
April 3. I'm in the seventh grade. I
get The Herald from a friend and en
joy reading page ten. I'm glad that so
many people are saved and I wish I
could help more to be saved. Elma
Smith, I guess your name to be Lola.
Write if I am correct. Have I a
twin? Who can guess my middle
name? It begins with E and ends
with H, and has nine letters in it.
With love to Aunt Bettie and all the
cousins. Send all the letters flying
fast to Mable E. Macke.
1569 S. Garey Ave., Pomona, Calif.
Dear Aunt Bettie: I am a little gii-1
nine years old and in the fourth
grade. I go to Sunday school every
Sunday I can. There are about ten in
my class. I have one brother and
three sisters, of whom one is dead.
Who can guess my first name ? It be
gins with C and ends, with A, and has
five letters in it. This is my first
letter and I would like to see it in
print. Maxine Gaul.
Sumner, Ohio.
Dear Aunt Bettie: I am a girl ten
years old. I am in the sixth grade at
school. I have vsrritten you before,
but I wanted to write you again.
Daddy is a Methodist preacher. I
live near Asbury College. I have a
little black dog called "Tip" for a pet.
I have two brothers and no sisters.
Helen Davis.
Wilmore, Ky.
Dear Aunt Bettie: Will you let a
little Illinois girl join your happy
band of boys and girls? This is my
first letter to The Herald. My aunt
takes The Herald and I enjoy reading
page ten. I am a little girl five years
old. My birthday is Sept. 22. Have
I a twin? My middle name starts
with L and ends with U, and has three
letters in it. Who can guess it? I
live in town. I am not old enough
to go to school. I go to the M. E.
Church. I hope to see my letter in
print. Mary L. Pummill.
928 N. 5th St., Vandalia, 111.
Dear Aunt Bettie: It has been a
long time since I vn-ote but I have
been enjoying reading page ten. I
wrote to The Herald twice before. I
didn't receive but a few letters from
the cousins. I go to school every day.
I am in the eighth grade. I am fifteen
years old, have long golden hair, light
blue eyes, fair complexion, five feet,
six inches tall. I live on a farm. My
hobbies are horse back riding, skating,
sewing and reading books. Please
print this letter for me. Best wishes
to Aunt Bettie and all the cousins.
Laura Miller.
Kt. 1, Box 160, Scottsville, Ky.
Dear Aunt Bettie: May a little
Kentucky girl join your happy band of
boys and girls? I am a little girl
nine years old, have light brown hair,
blue eyes, fair complexion, four feet
tall, weigh 45 pounds. I go to school
every day. My teacher is Mr. Monroe
Dyson. I sure do like him. I have
two brothers and two sisters. I live
on a farm. My hobbies are reading
and skating. Who can guess my mid
dle name ? It begins with A and ends
with L, it has five letters in it. This
is my fii'st letter. Essie A. Miller.
Rt. 1, Box 160, Scottsville, Ky.
Gospel Tents
Smith Manufacturing Company
DALTON, GA.
34 Years in Business
Scholar's Index Bible.
Neat in size, bound in Morocco, stamped
in gold, patent tliumb index, red under
gold edges. Tlie type is clear. Cliapter
numbers in figures, beautifully illustrated
in colors, family record, questions and
answers, concordance and maps.
Thi.s is a Bible that will please any
young person and Christmas is a most op
portune time to give it. Itegular price $4.00.
Our special price, ifirio. Name in gold
30c extra.
PENTECOSTAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
XiOuisviHe, Kentucky,
Jewel Testament
Fine Morocco bind
ing, overlapping edges,
thin Bible paper, silk
sewed, largest type in
a little book, size 2%x
4 1-6x% inches thick;
weighs less than 5 ozs.
Fits the hand and vest
pocket. It is self-pro
nouncing, contains the
Psalms. Price $1.00.
12 copies for $10.
GIRLS WHO ACHIEVED
By Winifred and Frances Kirkland
This is the story of Helen Keller and
others�fifteen in all. Some of them over
came handicaps, others achieved in spite of
exceptional disadvantages, and others
achieved doing thankless jobs. A strong
note of reality runs throughout this book
and every girl who reads it will feel that
she too can do as well as these heroines.
Price $1.00.
Cold Dust
This is a gem�a collection of golden
counsels for help and strength in every
day life. The value of these thoughts de
serves the term of gold. A fine, as well as
beautiful volume to place upon your table
where it is handy to pick up and read a
portion for strength and encouragement
when about your daily tasks. Fine for a
Christmas gift. Bound in purple leather,
stamped in gold. Published at $1.50. Spec
ial price 75c.
The Christian's
Fellowship
Nothing is more helpful and encouraging
to Christians than fellowship with each
other. It is not always possible to mix
and mingle, but you can convey a helpful
Christian message by sending to us and
getting six beautiful little cards with en
velopes, each one containing dainty imita
tion of a fine painting, an appropriate
verse of Scripture and one of the finest
Christian messages you can conceive of. No
two alike. The six will cost you 15c, or
you may have two packages for 25c.
Stamps acceptable. It would be difficult to
estimate the good one of these cards would
do by sending it to some x>ne who is down
cast and would love and appreciate a word
sent by a Christian friend.
PENTKC08TAI. PUBLISHING COMPANY
Louisville, Kentucky.
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TAYLOR UNIVERSITY, UPLAND,
INDIANA.
There has scarcely been a meeting
for public testimony since school
opened, in which there was not some
student definitely testifying, either to
newfound forgiveness or having re
ceived his Pentecost. There is a
blessed spiritual atmosphere both
among students and faculty. On Fri
day evening, at the close of the first
week of November, there must have
been one hundred and fifty definite
testimonies to either pardon or purity.
It would have stirred the heart of any
Christian to have heard the enthusi
astic testimonies of so many blessedly
saved college young people.
Dr. E. C. Wareing, of Wayne St.
Methodist Episcopal Church, Fort
Wayne, Ind., had been leading these
young people in three services a day
during the week. He seemed to know
how to share the rich experiences of
his own life with these young people
in a way that made them want the
same experiences in their own hearts.
There is no question but that Taylor
is needed today as never before.
Please pray that God may supply ev
ery need both temporal and spiritual.
EASTERN NEW YORK.
I began a meeting Nov. 13, in an
abandoned M. E. Church at Specigle-
town, N. Y. The music is in charge of
Reverend F. B. Sterling. Many sin
ners were converted and believers
sanctified. Two weeks last summer
we conducted a meeting in a large
tent owned by The Evangelical Meth
odist League, of Louisville, Ky., pitch
ed at Valois, located in Central New
York, the garden spot of the Empire
State. Our co-worker was Rev. Ed
mund Smith whose messages were an
inspiration to all. From September
19 to October 2, we held a meeting in
a Presbyterian Church at Tomhan-
nock, N. Y., Rev. Harry Smith, pas
tor. The pastor stood by us, as did
the Methodist pastor. Rev. L. W.
Ward, and his people. Both churches
were revived.�O. Burtiss Scouten.
SCOTTSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
We held a meeting at Scottsville;
had cold, rainy weather for a few
days but put in stoves and put down
straw, and the crowds began to come.
The weather changed and got nice and
warm. From twenty to thirty asked
for prayer, among them heads of
families. The long altar could not
hold the seekers and chairs had to be
placed for them to kneel by . Many
prayed through to victory and the
shouts of joy were heard. The inter
est was so great that we continued
four weeks. There are some fine holi
ness people here; wherever we have a
group of holiness people we can al
ways have a revival. Nineteen have
been converted to date. Many here
have heard Dr. Morrison preach and
love him dearly. God bless the Holi
ness Movement.�A. S. Beck, 1019 S.
4th St., Louisville, Ky.
^-m-^
PEOPLE'S MISSION, LEXINGTON,
KENTUCKY.
We recently closed a good revival
in the Mission at Lexington resulting
in a number of conversions and sanc-
tifications. Rev. H. P. Davis is pastor
and is a Spirit-filled man. I am giv
ing all my time to revival work, and
am willing to go anywhere the Lord
leads, no matter how hard the field or
how scarce the money. If you need
a revival, give us a call.�W. P. Hop
kins, Wilmore, Ky.
�.�.�
C. F. WIMBERLY.
Whereas, Dr. Charles F. Wimberly
is completing his fourth year as pas
tor of the St. George Methodist
Church, and.
Whereas, if the usual custom of
the Conference is followed, he will be
transferred to another charge next
year.
Now, therefore, be it resolved. That
the quarterly conference of the St.
George Methodist Church wishes to
express its deep appreciation of Dr.
Wimberly's great work during the
four years of his ministry here, and
to relate, briefly, some of his achieve
ments, which are unprecedented in
the history of our Church.
When Dr. Wimberly came here four
years ago, the debt of the Church was
so great that, even under normal con
ditions, it appeared impossible to
avert the loss of the property under
foreclosure proceedings. But, in spite
of the most adverse economic condi
tions in the history of the nation, he
has reduced the indebtedness of the
church from approximately thirteen
thousand dollars to three thousand
dollars, besides having the interest
rate reduced from eight per cent to
six per cent. Under his direction, the
church property has been beautified
and improved. The building and the
lawns and shrubbery about it excite
the pride and admiration of all who
see them.
To replace the parsonage which
was destroyed by fire since Dr. Wim
berly came to St. George, a commo
dious home, with every modern con
venience, has been erected. Because
of his close attention to this work,
and the contributions received by him,
from his admirers elsewhere to sup
plement the insurance, the edifice was
completed without cost to the congre
gation.
Not only has Dr. Wimberly been
successful in taking care of the fi
nancial affairs of the church, but
great progress has been made in a
spiritual way. The membership has
increased by leaps and bounds, and
the avferage ccpigregation is much
larger than it was before Dr. Wim
berly came to us.
In addition. Dr. Wimberly possesses
every qualification tha|t a minister
should have. His deep learning gen
erally, his comprehensive knowledge
of the Divine Law in particular, and
his oratorical powers combine to
make him a preacher with few
equals. His sympathy and under
standing in times of sorrow and sick
ness, his constant personal touch
with the membership of his Church,
and his willingness at all times to
lend his time and talents to the mor
al and spiritual uplift of the commu
nity are the outstanding traits that
make him an ideal pastor.
It is our sincere wish that Dr.
Wimberly may be returned to St.
George for another year at least,
realizing that he has rendered a ser
vice to this Church that another could
not have rendered. But we feel that
this would perhaps be asking too
much, as be is entitled to a much
larger field on account of his out
standing ability. We feel, too, that,
if he is not returned to St. George,
our loss will be the distinct gain of
the charge to which he is sent, how
ever large in membership or in work
and responsibility required of its pas
tor.
Scripture Text Calendar
for 1933
1933 JANUARY 1933
S ! 2_ _3 I 4
�
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3 19 11 1� 1> 14
15 16 17 18 19 Xp XI
22 23 24 25 26 27 2S
Sell On Sight�Profits Large
The 1033 Scripture Text Calendar is the most beautiful combination of in
spiration and usefulness you have ever seen�made to All a definite need and
occupy a special place in every home. It is the result of twenty years of con
stant improvement by the originators of Sacred Calendars.
Thirteen paintings adorn its pages, reproduced in rich, full color, true to
the original picture. A Scripture verse for each day of the year supplies hope,
comfort, and inspiration. The Sunday school lessons and Golden Text for
each Sabbath are given.
The demand has grown until they are now distributed entirely around
the world.
Special Prices to Churches and Agents
Quantity Cost Sell For Profit
100 Calendars $17.00 $30.00 $13.00
200 Calendars 32.00 60.00 28.00
250 Calendars - 40.00 75.00 35.00
300 Calendars 45.00 90.00 45.00
Single copy, 30c; 4, $1.00; 12, $3.00; 25, $5.75; 50, .$9.00.
NOTE: If you have an open charge account with us at present in good
condition we will allow 30 days for payment.
If you do not have a charge account with us send 2 or 3 business references
or advise us to ship C. O. D. unless you accompany your order with cash.
A Pathway of Peace to God's Sanctuary
CONSOLATION
By MRS. CHAS. E. COWMAN
A companion volume to "Streams in theDesert"
�messages of comfort for lone pilgrims. Born
of Faith which surmounted the great bereave
ment of a great soul. Rich in God's promises of
eternal life. Binds up broken hearts. Stands like
the shadow of a great rock in the weary land of
oppressive sorrow. Arranged for daily readings
or meditations. 361 pages. $1.50 postpaid.
STREAMS IN THE DESERT
By MRS. CHAS. E. COWMAN
A strong, inspiring and deeply spiritual compilation of daily readings and meditations for
suffering or discouraged souls. An all-occasion gift for every home. A benediction and an
inspiration in private reading or family devotion. Cloth bound. 376 pages. $1.50 postpaid.
Order your copies today.
THE ORIENTAL MISSIONARY SOCIETY, Dept. PH, 900 N. Hobart Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
REQUESTS FOR PRAYER.
W. L. B.: "Join me in prayer for
Faith Cabin, that it may prove a
power-house for God."
T. W. B.: "Pray that I may be
healed of a terrible disease from
which I am suffering."
Rev. T. J. S.: "Wife has just un
dergone a very serious operation in
the hospital at Sweetwater, Tenn.
Please pray that God may heal hear."
A friend who is subject to epileptic
spasms requests prayer that he may
be healed.
IfDeaf
OrDoritBearWdl
I will tell you. FREE, how I, ZOyeara
deaf, made myself hear by a simple^
inexpensive, invisible discovery of my
own � Geo. H.Wilson, Preaidpnt,
WILSON EAR DRUM CO.
550 �j^d Bld�., Louisville, Ky.. U.S.A.
\\Will Bless Every Heart
I thinlc Brother Aycock has the most
beautiful description of this Psalm I ever
read, it ought to sell by the tens of thou
sands for it will bless every heart that
roads it. Huy them l)y the dozens and give
t'l your ueifihbors: it will l)less your heart
to do it.�Hud Robinson.
ini- rsightingale of the Psalms makes :ri
appropriate, inexpensive gift. 25c a cop}-,
5 for $1.00, VI for $3.00.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
By 0. G. Mingledorff.
(Owing to having no paper next
week, we are giving two Sunday
School Lessons this week.)
Lesson I.�January 1, 1933.
Subject.�John Prepares the Way
for Jesus. Mark 1:1-11.
Golden Text.�Prepare ye the way
of the Lord, make his paths straight.
Mark 1:3.
Time.�Not certain. John's minis
try began in the spring or summer of
A. D. 26. He is supposed to have
baptized Jesus about the beginning of
A. D. 27, or maybe a bit earlier.
Place.�At or beyond the Jordan,
and near the town of Bethabara. The
Revised Version says, Bethany. Un
certain.
Parallel Accounts.�Matt. 3:1-17;
Luke 3:1-22.
Introduction.�Let us learn a few
things about Mark, the author of the
book we are now beginning to study.
First of all, he was not one of the
apostles; so do not get him confused
with the apostle John. We know noth
ing about his father. His mother's
name was Mary. She must have been
fairly well to do for those days; for
she possessed a home in Jerusalem,
where the Christians were praying
the night Peter was released from
prison by the intervention of an an
gel. Our author was sometimes called
John Mark, having both a Hebrew
and a Roman name. He accompanied
Barnabas and Paul on their first mis
sionary journey; but for some un
known reason he deserted the party
when they reached the mainland from
Cyprus and returned to Jerusalem.
When Paul and Barna^bas were ready
to make their second missionary jour
ney, the latter wished to have his
nephew Mark go with them again; but
the former was opposed; whereupon
Barnabas took Mark and sailed for
the island of Cyprus; while Paul and
Silas went back into the regions
northeast of the Mediterranean Sea.
Mark proved himself trustworthy;
and Paul in after years set great
store by him, he proving to be very
helpful to the apostle in his last days
in prison. Mark was associated much
with Simon Peter, and undoubtedly
learned much of the story of Jesiis
from the lips of that apostle; so much
so that some have thought to call the
little book "The Gospel according to
Peter."
John the Baptist was the forerun
ner of Jesus Christ; that is, he was
sent as the Bible tells us to prepare
the way before him.- There is some
resemblance in this to the eastern cus
tom of sending messengers ahead of
kings when they were journeying
from place to place. There are many
passages in the Old Testament con
cerning Jesus Christ; though only a
few of them refer directly to the fact
that John would precede him. In Isa.
40:3 we read: "The voice of him that
crieth in the wilderness. Prepare ye
the way of the Lord, make straight
in the desert a highway for our God."
Malachi says in 3:1: "Behold, I will
send my messenger, and he shall pre
pare the way before thee." And again
he says in 4:5: "Behold, I vdll send
you Elijah the prophet before the
coming of the great and dreadful day
of the Lord."
The parents of John the Baptist
were Zacharias and Elisabeth. The
father was a priest and belonged to
the course of Abia. By a special
promise from God John was born when
his parents were very old, his mothar
being passed the childbearing period
of life. In accordance with the law of
Moses the boy was dedicated to God
from his birth; and the Bible says he
was filled with the Holy Ghost from
his mother's womb. He was bom six
months before the birth of our Lord,
and began his ministry about six
months in advance of the time when
Jesus appeared for baptism. Because
of his severe preaching Herod threw
him into prison, and to please his
adulterous wife he had John behead
ed in the prison, and presented his
head to his wife through her dancing
daughter, and as a reward for her
dancing in the king's presence. This
should be enough to forever drive
every member of the church from the
floor of the ballroom; but still they
dance their way to hell with their
names on the church rolls of the land.
The word Baptist as applied to John
has no manner of reference to what
we now term the Baptist Church. It
means the Baptizer, and nothing more.
In the original Greek the word is a
present participle, meaning the one
baptizing. Strange how some peo
ple get things confused.
Comments on the Lesson.
1. The beginning of the gospel of
Jesus Christ.�When he began to
preach. Gospel means good news.
The Son of God.�Not beginning so to
be in time, but "by an eternal filia
tion," as Dr. John Miley says. In the
oldest and best Greek John in 1:18
calls him the "only begotten God."
2 and 3. We have already called at
tention to these verses in our Intro
duction, quoting the exact words of
the prophecy. That is sufficient.
4. John did baptize.�No one knows
how it was done; but there has been
enough time and energy spent quar
reling over the matter to have saved
ten thousand sinners if the time and
energy had been spent preaching the
gospel. In the wilderness.�"in the
desert" would possibly, be a better
rendering of the words. The baptism
of repentance for the remission of
sins.�If the Bible said nothing more
on the subject of remission of sins,
we might suppose that they could be
washed away by water baptism; but
we must not so interpret one passage
as to ruin several others. Baptism
does type forgiveness; but the Bible
is clear as to the fact that the precious
blood of Jesus Christ is the basis of
all pardon and regeneration. With
out that blood, not yet shed when
John was preaching, all his work
would have been in vain. The Jews
were looking forward to a coming
Messiah: we are looking to one who
has already come�one who through
the eternal Spirit has offered himself
a sacrifice to God for the sins of the
whole world.
5. There went out to him all the
land of Judaea.�This is simply a he-
braism for an immense multitude of
the inhabitants of the regions and cit
ies mentioned. In the river Jordan.�
The Greek may vdth equal propriety
be rendered, "at the river of Jordan."
It is useless to quarrel about the
meaning of these prepositions; for no
man knows exactly how to translate
them. Confessing their sins.�That
was the main f^ing, and possibly
meant a good deal more than the ap
plication of the water.
6. John was clothed with camel's
hair.�Warm, but rough and cheap.
There was far more in the prophet
than there was in the garment�some
thing not always true. John lived on
locusts and wild honey. That was plain
food for a plain man. His was a rough-
hewn job for a rough-hewn preach
er. Soldiers have no business living
on dainties. Locusts were somewhat
like grasshoppers. Wild honey he
could gather from the rocks by fight
ing away the bees. A few stings from
them would help to prepare him for
Herod's dungeon and the headsman's
blade.
7. Preached.�I have no notion that
John ever took a text and went on
from firstly to lastly. He had no time
for such foolishness. He preached the
preachment that God gave him:
"There cometh one mightier than I af
ter me, the latchet of whose shoes I
am not worthy to stoop down and un
loose." It was his to call the people
to repentance, and to exalt the coming
Christ. He had no time for hair
splitting fancies; nor for doubts con
cerning the Word of God. It made lit
tle difi'erence with him where Cain
found his wife, or whether one man
or two men wrote the book of Isaiah.
God said "repent," and when that job
was completed they could look after
things of less importance. It is shame
ful for a man to discard the Bible and
go to hell because he cannot find out
whom Cain married; and yet they are
making excuses that are no better
than that.
8. I baptize with water With
the Holy Ghost.�Now I am in trouble
again about these "withs." There is
no preposition in the best Greek.
Matthew uses the Greek preposition
en in both places. Manifestly we have
here in these cases the Greek Dative
of Instrument, with no reference
whatever to mode.
10. Coming up out of the water.
�Now what shall I do with this?
Matthew says just as emphatically as
he can, "from the water." Now I shall
be as candid as I know how to be, and
say that there is no mode of baptism
taught in any of this. It was simply
a ceremonial cleansing, no matter how
done. Certainly John did not baptize
Jesus for the same reason that he was
baptizing the people; for Jesus had
no sins to repent of. It was a poor
example for us for he waited till he
was 30 years of age. It was not
� Christian baptism that John adminis
tered, but a Jewish rite. The only
valid reason that I have ever been
able to find for the baptism of Jesus
was that it was a part of his initiation
into the high priestly office, the other
part being his anointing with the
Holy Ghost. This was the all-import
ant thing. Let us not lose sight of it
while fussing over the water.
11. A voice from heaven.�We have
here an exhibition and a demonstra
tion of the Divine Trinity. The Eter
nal Son receives the Eternal Spirit,
and the Eternal Father speaks from
heaven; "Thou art my beloved Son,
in whom I am well pleased."
Lesson II.�January 8, 1933.
Subject.�Jesus Begins His Work.
Mark 1 :12-20,
Golden Text.�The time is fulfill
ed, an4 the Kingdom of God is at
hand: repent ye, and believe the gos
pel. Mark 1:15.
Time.�A. D. 27.
Place.�The wilderness and beside
the Sea of Galilee.
Introduction.�It required more than
4,000 years after the fall of Adam to
get his posterity ready for its com
ing Redeemer. Sin, SIN! No mortal
knows how deep its roots have been
driven into the heart of humanity. Its
poison was so virulent and its blight
so killing that men could not, would
not, have received the promised
Christ if he had come. For 4,000
years from Eden God was leading men
to Calvary's cross. How slowly they
moved. Sometimes they were going
from it, but were drawn back, till fin
ally they saw the glorious Messiah,
long promised, and rejected him for
a murderer. 'He came unto his own,
and his own received him not,"' was
the cry of St. John's great heart. As
the Christ himself looked upon the
beloved 'city that rejected him, there
came a wail from his own broken
heart: "0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou
that stonest the prophets and killest
them that are sent unto thee, how
often would I have gathered thy chil
dren together as a hen doth her chick
ens under her wing, and ye would
not; and now your house is left unto
you desolate." And so it is to this
day; the great multitudes are still cry
ing, "Away with him: we will not
have this man to rule over us."
For some months to come it will be
our privilege to study this wondrous
man of Galilee�-this wondrous Jesus,
Savior of lost sinners. Let us ap
proach him with due reverence. I
cannot agree to study him in the spirit
of some theological seminaries; that
is, in the same spirit of one studjring
Julius Caesar, or one of the Pharaohs
of Egypt. He has meant too much to
this poor old half-damned world for
me to do that. I must remove my hat,
and be a gentleman in his presence.
"0,' they say, "let him reveal him
self." But he will always be hidden
to an irreverent heart. No low-typed,
disrespectful man could ever under
stand Frances Willard. Do we wish
to know the Christ? Then let us en
ter into his presence with that rever
ence that is due to the only begotten
Son of God, and wait for him to speak.
Comments on the Lesson.
12. Immediately.�Some one has
called attention to Mark's frequent use
of this word, or rather to his use of
its equivalent in the original. As
used here, it means immediately after
he was baptized and had received the
anointing with the Holy Spirit. I am
at a loss to understand why the King
James Version employs a small "s" in
the word spirit both in this verse and
in Matt. 4:1. The Greek has capitals
in both places, and so does the Revised
Version. Manifestly the word means
the Holy Spirit, and can mean nothing
else. It should begin with a capital by
all means. Driveth is a strong word,
though not too strong for the original.
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it rather means thrust out by the
Spirit; but we are not told how it
was done. I think the word wilderness
signifies a desert land, rather than a
forest.
13. Forty days, tempted of Satan.�
This indicates that the temptation
continued during forty days; but Mat
thew is not quite so clear, his text
seeming to mean that at the end of the
forty days Satan began the tempta
tion. The temptation must have been
as real as are our temptations; for
otherwise Jesus could not have suffer
ed under temptation, as the Bible says
he did. Of course the solicitations of
Satan were applied to the natural ap
petites and desires of his manhood;
for he had no carnal nature to which
the devil could appeal. He was tempt
ed as all holy beings are tempted. As
to the Lord's peccability or impecca
bility, it is useless to write. That has
been a mooted question among theo
logians for ages; and I suppose it al
ways will be such. With the wild
beasts.�That simply tells what a wild
rough country he was in. As the God-
man he was in no danger from them,
for he was Master. Angels ministered
unto him.�Matthew makes it clear
that the angels ministered to him af
ter Satan had finished the temptations
and had departed from him. Luke is
quite clear as to the temptations hav
ing lasted during the entire forty
days; but at the close he says simply:
"When the devil had ended all the
temptation, he departed from him for
a season." Nothing is said about the
ministry of angels.
14. After that John was put in
prison.�^Something like a year elapses
between this verse and the preceding.
In John 3:22-26 we learn that Jesus
and his disciples were in the land of
Judaea baptizing, and that John "also
was baptizing in .^non near to Salim."
John tells us also in chapter 4:1-3 that
"When therefore the Lord knew how
the Pharisees had heard that Jesus
made and baptized more disciples than
John, (Though Jesus himself baptized
not, but his disciples,) he left Judaea,
and departed again into Galilee." This
was about one year after his baptism,
immediately after which he had begun
to preach the gospel of the kingdom.
Just why he should have left Judaea
immediately after John's imprison
ment by Herod is not stated.
15. The time is fulfilled.�The years
that had been used to get men ready
for the gospel, of which years the
prophets had told, and of their fulfill
ment. The kingdom of God is at hand.
�Matthew uses "kingdom of heaven"
more frequently than "kingdom of
God." Some have split many hairs
about some of these words�especially
kingdom and church; but the hair
splitting has been "confusion worse
confounded." I suppose Jesus was
preaching salvation for a lost world,
and that it is called the kingdom of
God. Repent ye, and believe the gos
pel.�That was the important thing.
Give up all sin forever and trust the
blood of Jesijs Christ for salvation.
That will bring any soul into the
kingdom of God, if one will "endure
unto the end."
16-20. There is nothing here need
ing any exegesis. I can only suggest.
Jesus had met some of these men a
year prior to this time, and they had
companied with him for a time�^we
know not how long; but they had re
turned to their fishing nets and boats,
it being necessary to labor for a liv
ing till the Master was ready for
them
Lo follow him permanently. There was
nothing wrong in that. It is signifi
cant that the Lord Jesus Christ went
to the humble men on the Sea of
Galilee to seek disciples. They were
ignorant and unlearned men. Why did
he not call young men from the high
er walks of life? Surely men learned
in all the Old Testament Scriptures,
and in all the wisdom of the scribes
and doctors of the law could have
served his purpose better than those
unlettered fishermen. Church leaders
in our day would most certainly have
gone to the Pharisees, and especially
to the Sadducees, to pick shepherds to
be leaders of the Church of God. That
is largely in vogue now.
There is a secret here. Will I be
excommunicated if I tell what it is?
I shall risk it. God is not hunting
brains, but hearts. Men in what are
termed the higher ranks of life (al
though when measured by God's stand
ard they may be yery low) lack some
thing that fits men for soul-winning.
God can take a Bud Robinson or a
Moody and save more souls than he
can with a hundred finely educated
men who are not wholly his. I am
persuaded that the Almighty pays lit
tle attention to a lot of our foolish
ness. Some one has said that Mr.
Moody made a great success winning
men for Christ because he was too ig
norant of English grammar to keep
from making mistakes, and when he
made them he didn't care. Learning is
a good thing in its place; but it is just
possible to be so marvellously learned
and so utterly careful about what one
is saying that he becomes of no use
in the kingdom of God among com
mon men who need salvation from
sin.
I am not pleading for ignorance;
but for consecration to Jesus Christ,
that will make men true soldiers of the
cross. God wants men. Many of our
pulpits today are filled up with little
dressed-up, perfumed nincompoops,
reading little essays to empty pews,
while their poor people are starving
to spiritual death for the gospel. They
cry for bread, and get painted saw
dust. Better call Peter and James and
John from the fishing nets again, and
go in for some revivals of old-time
salvation to save the world.
^M.�.^
Any one desiring a tent, church or
hall meetings in Florida after Jan. 5,
1933, please notify Rev. L. E. Will
iams, of Wilmore, Ky. He is a tried
and tested evangelist and will do good
work anywhere he goes. He can bring
a party, if desired. He does not want
you to think of money for he trusts
God to supply his needs.
Mary of Bethany
is a wonderful little book and will enrich
the life of any one who may read it. Noth
ing better to place in the hands of young
Christians. The matter it contains is won
derful. Price 25c, 5 copies for $1.00, or 12
copies for $2.00.
^
LOUISVILLE CONFERENCE, CO
LUMBIA DISTRICT
Second Round.
Renox, Hogards Chapel, A. M., Jan. 3
Peytonsburg, Guthrie's Chapel, A. M.,
Jan. 6.
T
Bear Creek, at Bear Creek, A. M., Jan.
7.
Burksville, Griders, A. M., Jan. 8
Jamestown, Jamestovra, A. M., Jan. 15
Russell Springs, Russell Springs, P.
M., Jan. 15.
Columbia Ct., Cane Valley, A. M.,
Jan. 22.
Columbia, Columbia, P. M., Jan. 22.
Picketts, Picketts, A. M., Jan. 25
Gradyville, Gradyville, A. M., Jan. 29
Albany, Albany, P. M., February 1
Clinton, Davis Chapel, A. M., Feb. 2
Mill Springs, Mill Springs, A. M.,
Feb. 3.
SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON HELP FOR 1933.
RECOJniENDED TO USE WITH THE CNIFOBM TEACHER'S QUARTERLY
Most successful Sunday School teachers realize the importance of outside helps In
preparing the lesson, and each year, in addition to the helps given in teacher's quarterly,
buy one of the valuable commentaries. Each one listed covers the International Uniform
lesson (all grades) for the year, beginning with January.
Arnold's Practical Com
mentary
Arnold's
Go>iME3fr/y\Y
A very attractive aid for the busy teach
er. It is rich in suggestions and sets forth
the lesson in a very pleasing manner. We
consider this the most spiritual exposition
of the Sunday School Lesson.
The hints to teachers, illustrations,
blackboard exercises, questions, maps, etc.,
make this popular help a good all-round
commentary at a popular price, $1.00.
TarbelPs Teachers*
Guide
Tarbell's Teachers' Guide recognizes no
superior. If you have never used this
wonderful commentary, try it for 1933.
No teacher will be unprepared who uses
this extraordinary commentary. The treat
ment of the lesson never becomes dull or
uninteresting. The topics are always fresh
and appealing.
Many thousands of up-to-date teachers
buy two or more of the best commentaries
and iind it pays. Whatever you do, don't
leave out Tarbell's this year. Price $2.00.
Snowden's Sunday
School Lessons for 1933
BY THE REV. JAMES H. SNOWDEN
Practical Exposition of the International
Sunday School Lessons. Improved Uni
form Series. Ninth Annual Volume.
Price, $1.35
Exploring the Bible
FRANK E. GAEBELEIN
Every student of the Bible will want
this marvelous book, as it is a study of the
background and principles, including such
subjects as "Knowing the Bible," "How
we Got our Bible," "The Meaning of In
spiration," "The Structure of the Bible,"
"God's Plan for the Ages," "The Testimony
of Jesus," etc. There are 214 pages.
Regular price $1.50, special price $1.00.
The Cist of The Lesson
An excellent commentary
by R. A. Torrey. It is a
concise, boiled-down com
mentary for the busy
teacher. It takes the text
of the lesson, each verse
separately, and illumi
nates it. It gives the
teacher many good ideas.
Price S5c
Doran's Ministers'
Manual for 1933
A Dozen Books in
One
100 Sermon Outlines
50 Talks on the Sun
day School Les
son.
500 Choice Illustra
tions.
200 Prayers and In
vocations
1000 Suggestive Texts
200 Quotable Poems
52 Sermons to Chil
dren.
200 Seed Thoughts for
Sermons
250 Bulletin Board
Slogans
250 Hymn Selections
MINflo^RS
MAKmL
1932
1935
50 Prayer Meeting Talks.
And the Price is but $2.50
Peioubet's Select Notes
for 1933
BY AMOS R. WELLS
Fifty-Ninth Annual Volume
To the many who are familiar with "PE-
LOUBET'S SELECT NOTES," it would be
sufficient to say that the standard of ex
cellence which has characterized the work
for more than half a century is fully main
tained in the new volume.
The analysis and treatment of the les
sons are clear and informing, carrying
quotations from great Bible teachers. It is
for teachers of all grades and contains the
greatest possible wealth of practical help
so compiled and tabulated that it can be
effectively used. It has maps, pictures,
and charts alone worth the price of the
book. Price $2.00.
The Lesson Round Table
-1933
The aim of this, as the title indicates, is
to present the lesson from the practical
point of view, to help the average man and
woman with their everyday problems, dis
appointments, hopes, ambitions. To fur
ther this aim there is a list of home study
questions at the end of each lesson, stimu- /
lating independent thinking, definiteness
and action. "Just as faith without works
is dead, so knowledge without action is
valueless." Price $1.25.
West Monticello, Mt. Pleasant, A. M.,
Feb. 4.
Monticello, Filers Chapel, A.M., Feb. 5
Pierce, Liletown, A. M., February 12
Glasgow Ct., Boyds Creek, A. M.,
February 17.
Tompkinsville, Temple Hill, A. M.,
February 19.
Casey Creek, Jones Chapel, A. M.,
February 22.
Summersville, Hodges, A. M., Feb. 26
Greensburg, Greensburg, P. M., Feb 26
Mannsville, Mannsville, A. M., Mar. 5
Elkhorn, Elkhorn, A. M., March 12
Campbellsville, A. M., March 19
Campbellsville Ct., Asbury, A. M.,
March 26
Kingdom Extension Institute, at Co
lumbia, January 10.
Christian Education Week, at Colum
bia, January 9-13.
J. L. Piercy, P. E.
SECOND ROUND OF QUARTERLY
CONFERENCES BOWLING
GREEN DISTRICT.
1932�1933.
Charge Place Date
Chapel Hill Ct., Walkers,A. M., Dec. 31
Scottsville Ct., Hickory Hill, A. M.
Jan. 1.
Scottsville Sta., Scottsville, P. M.
Jan. 1.
Epley Ct., Epley, A. M., Jan. 7.
Adairville Ct., Adairville, A. M., Jan. 8
Auburn Ct., Milliken, A. M., Jan. 14
Franklin Ct., Price Mills, A. M. Jan. 15
Franklin Sta. Franklin, P. M., Jan. 15
Woodburn Ct., Richpond, A. M., Jan.
21.
Russellville Ct., Stevenson, A. M.,
Jan. 22.
Russellville Sta., Russellville, P. M.,
Jan. 22.
Richardsville Ct., Halls, A. M., Jan. 28
Bowling Green Ct., Fairview, A. M.,
Jan. 29.
Morgantown Ct., Morgantown, A. M.,
Feb. 5.
Hiseville Ct., Hiseville, A. M., Feb. 10
Canmer Ct., Hardyville, A. M., Feb. 12
Cub Run Ct., Cub Run, A. M., Feb. 18
Horse Cave Ct., Horse Cave, A. M.,
Feb. 19.
Bowling Green, State St., A. M. Feb.
26.
Bowling Green, Broadway, A. M.,
March 5.
Rocky Hill Ct., Rocky Hill, A. M.,
March 12.
Smith's Grove Ct., Glasgow June, A.
M., March 19.
Glasgow Sta., Glasgow, A. M., Mar. 26
The Young People's District Union
will hold a "Young People's Retreat"
at the State Street Church, Dec. 30,
2:30 to 9:00 P. M. This spiritual re
treat is held with a view of better fit
ting our young people for the tasks
ahead of them.
The Annual District Missionary In
stitute will be held at the State Street
Church, Jan. 3, 10:00 A. M.
J. W. Weldon, P. E.
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BOOKS FOR EVERYONE
Talking With Cod
A MANUAL OF PUAYEKS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
A Manual �fPrayers
c/otJIU Occasions
Witliin the covers
of this boolc are
one hundred and
|twenty-six prayers{that have come
Eresli and sparlt-
ling from the
minds and hearts
of men and wo-
\m en who have
written what they
[feel concerning
their love and
praise for their
Heavenly Father
and for the bless
ings they have re-
tceived.
Many denomina
tions are represented among the contribu
tors.
Beauty, simplicity and brevity mark
the petitions. If read in the quiet of one'
chamber, or used in the pulpit or from the
platform, they will prove beneficial
Price 50c.
Modern Apostles of
Faith
C. F. WIMBERLY
Brief biographical sketches of some
thirty-five men and women who are today
making a definite impress for good upon
the multiutude or whose voices have not
long been stilled after the completion of
lives full of spiritual power and action
They begin with the time of Peter Cart-
wright and Mathew Simpson and conclude
with the period represented by Warren A
Candler, John R. Mott, H. C. Morrison,
and their contemporaries. Regular price
$1.25. Special price, 60c, or two copies for
$1.00. One of the most interesting books
you ever read, fine for reference in pre
paring a talk when the mention of one
of these characters and their work would
add to the effectiveness of it.
Life and Works of
Flavius Josephus
Contains the history and antiquities of
the Jews up to and including the destruc
tion of Jerusalem by the Romans in A. D
70, to which are added seven dissertations
concerning Christ, John the Baptist, and
other characters. It also includes the life
of Josephus and an analytical index to the
entire work together with tables of texts
of the Old Testament parallel to Josephus'
writings. A great historical work by an
ancient writer. Nearly 100 illustrations.
1055 pases. Sizes 7�4x9%. Cloth. Price $2.00.
The First Soprano
In this book the reader will see and
really feel the shallowness of mere church
membership; he will also see and be made
to feel the joy and happiness that come
from a real Christian experience. The
young woman in this story so complete
ly honors her convictions and so wholly
surrenders her life to Christ, that, along
with the love story which is woven into
it, It makes one of the most helpful and
interesting books we have to offer. The
regular price is $1.00, but we offer it at
this Christmas time. Two Copies for $1.00.
Tou could not make a better selection of
a gift for any one, young or old.
Dairyman's Daughter
This charming little book has resulted,
it is said, in the conversion of thousands.
It has a rare beauty of style and withal
an uncommon spiritual power. Price,
cloth, $1.00. Paper, 50c.
Loose Leaf Book
Contains 100 pages, size 5x8, bound in
flexible Moroccotal, which will outlast
leather, neat and attractive in size, will fit
the coat pocket or lie flat in your Bible.
It is especially attractive for ministers or
Christian workers for notes. The regular
price is $2.25, and our special price is
$1.60, postpaid. Present one of these to
your pastor.
Grace Before Meals
A different grace for every day in the
year This little book has been prepared
for the home circle, in the hope that it
may encourage reverence and gratitude by
supplying appropriate graces. It is the
product of the assembled expressions of
many devout servants of God. Price 50c.
Bible Sayings
This b o ok
�]brings together
the greatest and
best-known of the
sayings of the
Bible.
The Soul of the
Bible is in these
150 0 sentences
Answers and Bi
ble references ii
the back part of
the book.
Enlightening�
Main facts cover
ed throughout the
whole Bible.
Educational�as
study books they
lead to searching
^the Scriptures.
Entertaining�
for individual use
and easily adaptable for social gatherings.
Durably bound in cloth, size OxT^, 128
pages. Price $1.00 postpaid.
New Testament Birth
day Book
There are 365 quotations from the Bible,
and opposite each quotation and date of
birth, are three lines for names of friends
whose birthday occurs on that day. It has
a beautiful green border around each page
is neat in size, bound in genuine leather.
stamped in pure gold on back and back
bone, with gold top. The regular net price
of the book is $1.50, and we are offering
them at 73c each.
This same book in an attractive binding,
stamp in gold, regular price 75c, and we
are offering them for 35c.
Besides the value of the most meaningful
scripture quotations there is a uniqueness
and an attractiveness al)Out this book that
will appeal to every one, and especially to
young people.
The Christian's Secret of
a Happy Life
HANNAH WHITHALL SMITH
A whole generation has felt its power
and been stimulated by its wholesome
faith. The author has the happy faculty
of finding the heart of the truth and in
terpreting it in a clear, pungent way that
makes one see its practical bearing upon
life's difficulty. The book will prove a
great blessing to anyone who will read it.
Price $1.00.
The Holy Land and the
Bible
BY GEIKE
A set of two large volumes containing
more than 500 pages each. The reading
of these two most interesting volumes will
throw a flood of light and explanation on
your scripture reading. They are highly
commended by the leading men of the na
tion. They are beautifully bound in a sub
stantial heavy cloth, stamped in gold, pub
lished at a very low net price of $4, and
we are offering this set of two volumes
postpaid, to any address, for $1.30. Any
preacher, teacher, Bible student, will ap
preciate this set of books more than most
anything you could give them.
The Message From
Bethlehem
BY WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN
One of Mr. Bryan's great addresses. A
book of 43 pages, published at 50c. We are
offering them at 25c each, or $2.50 a dozen,
postpaid. This will make an attractive
book to give to your Men's Class.
The Small Child's
Library
Six volumes, bound in boards, gorgeous
ly printed in colors. The backbone sub
stantially bound in cloth. The titles are:
The Babe in the Bulrushes
The Good Shepherd
The Good Physician
David the Shepherd Boy
The Child Jesus
Joseph the Dreamer
The print is large and pleasing to the
child's eye. The illustrations are numer
ous and beautiful, and the stories are most
interestingly written. How happy a child
would be to have them. Price 25c each, or
the six volumes postpaid, for $1.00. Order
the set.
Know Your Bible
(35th Thousand)
BY AMOS K. WELLS
. 9
Do You Know
Your Bible?
Try This Quiz :
1. N a m e t h i
three famouf
Johns of th<
New Testa
ment.
I. Which of th(
disciples livec:
the longest?
i. Where wa.'-
Eden?
i. What IS th<
shortest bool-
of the Bible;
>. Complete thi
quotation:
"The earth if
the Lor d's
and the full
nf>�s thnrpof
6. Who called herself "the handmaid of
the Lord"?
7. Who were the Pharisees?
8. Who uttered the prhophecy : "A little
child shall lead them"?
9. What did Paul say was the wages of
sin?
10. What great king ate grass like an ox?
These 10 and 1,490 additional questions
with answers in back, and 21 Biblical
quizzes are found in "KNOW YOUR
BIBLE? Cloth bound. $1.00 postpaid.
i6ooci.e6t,i��. :
Hwmuch4o>au Iqkwof ilja
' Test "Vours�� (HndOthe^
Bread of Life
115 slices, made of the finest of the
wheat, the water of life, the milk of the
word and honey out of the rock. This is
a little box containing 115 cards with
some of the choicest verses of scripture
printed on both sides, gilt top, round
corners, which make them loolt like a
sliced loaf of bread. Good to pass around
and read at meal time, in a Sunday school
class, or at a little home gathering.
Price 50c, or 3 boxes for $1.00
The Greatest Thing in
the World
BY HENRY DRUMMOND
Based on the Thirteenth Chapter of First
Corinthians, this book surpasses all others
on love, and you could not make a mistake
by giving this to any one at Christmas
time. This is a small oblong edition,
bound in beautiful bright colored leather,
gold stamped, gold top, and boxed. The
regular net price is $1, and we are offering
them at 50c each.
Why I Know the Bible is
the Word of God
WILLIAM BHWARU BIEDERWOLF
Every minister and layman should have
in their possession this book so as to be
able to answer the critics of the Bible in
telligently and forcefully. The ten won
derful chapters in this book will stimulate
one's faith. It will be a good book to
pass on to a friend who is the least bit
skeptical. Regular price $1.25. Special
price, to assure its circulation, $1.00.
The Mills of the Gods
C. F. WIMBERLY
A thrilling story of tomorrow. Editor of
"The State," Columbia, S. C, writes that
it is one of the greatest American stories
he has ever read. Every one who begins
this book will find a compelling urge to
go on to the finish. It gives a picture of
the present-day drift of educational and
social life that sounds a warning�not
overdrawn. The book is illustrated and
has an attractive jacket printed in three
colors. Regular price $1.50. Special price
$1.00. Fine to give to the high school or
college boy or girl, but anyone would en
joy it and read it with profit.
Pilgrim's Progress
JOHN BCNYAN
The greatest book of all history, next to
the Bible, and there are tens of thousands
of young people, as well as old, who have
not been blest by the reading of it. And
even those who have read it ought to read
it again. It makes one of the most at
tractive gift books to be had.
A large type edition with notes and col
ored illustrations, neatly bound in cloth.
Price $1.00.
Pentecostal Publishing Company, Louisville, Kentucky.
The Secret of the Singing
Heart
BY C. W. NAYLOR
c
THE JECBET
of the
RINGING HEART
ClBllfJ \^ Nj.|Ioi
more famous characters studied
under individual chapters have
full-page reproductions of their
photographs. 382 pages. Cloth.
Price $1.50.
Rev. Charles W. Naylor was
for several years a very success
ful evangelist and has spent
more than twenty years in bed
as the result of an accidental in
jury. In those twenty years he
has ministered to thousands by
letters, giving instruction and
comfort to those in trouble and
distress.
"The Secret of the Singing
Heart" reveals how one may be
happy and victorious and suc
cessful in whatever circumstance
or environment. This book is in
tensely practical as well as in
spirational. The sincere person
will be certain to take to him
self a new courage and high re
solve to be bigger and nobler.
It is packed full of courage giv
ing messages.
Read the book and if you are
disappointed return it to the
publishers and receive your
money back. Contains 206 pages.
Cloth cover. Price $1.00.
Imitation of Christ
BY THOMAS A'KEMPIS
This is one of the greatest devotional
books that has ever been published, and it
deals with every phase of man's relation
to himself, his brother and his God. There
are more than 200 double-column pages, 40
full-page engravings, beautifully bound in
purple cloth with gold stamping, and box
ed. Published at $1.25; we are offering
them at 50c each.
Aunt Charlotte's Stories
of Bible History
We have sold something like twentythousand of these and they have given universal satisfaction. One hundred and four
stories, taking one through the Bible by
reading two stories each Sunday. Questions after each story. Over two hundred
illustrations.
Neatly bound in cloth. Price $1.00.
The Game of Bible
Rhymes
Has 128 Biblical questions, and from 2
to 16 persons may play at one time. It
brings out many facts to both the Old andNew Testament. Price SOc.
The Book of Daily
Devotion
Edited by Elmer T. Clark and W. G Cram
With an Introduction by
BISHOP ARTHUR J. MOORE
THE BOOK OF DAILY DEVOTION is
intended to help you. It is a volume of
devotional helps, with a scripture selection,
a poem of the spiritual life, and a prayer
for each day in the year. The prayers are
written by 350 Christians, a cross-section
of the regligious soul's approach to God.
For every day in the year there is a
page. Every page has: First, a scripture
selection printed in full ; second, a devo
tional poem selected from the masterpieces
of famed poets and song writers; and
third, a prayer written by a Christian
leader, each prayer by a different writer.
This book in your home�properly and
consistently used�will do more than any
thing to develop real spirituality and a vi
tal Christian experience. Let the revival
begin in TOUR home.
Beautifolly bound in blue suede leather,
stamped In gold, 400 pages. A handsome
book. Price $1.50.
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BIBLES MAKE BEST GIFTS
THE LIFE-TIME BIBLE
Beautiful, Convenient
Durable, Complete
A pleasure to read, a pleasure to handle,
a pleasure to own. Every owner of this
Bible is a booster for it. King James
Version.
The Binding
is the very finest small grain imported Mo
rocco, with overlapping edges, leather lined
to edge, silk sewed. Very flexible. Title
stamped on back in pure gold. Red under
gold edges.
The Paper
is the finest thin, opaque India paper,
leaves easy to turn.
The Type
is self-pronouncing, new, large, easy-read
ing black face. Reads like Long Primer.
The Size
is 5x7'/4xl% inch thick. It is attractive for
the library table, just right to carry to
Sunday school or other meetings; in fact,
we could not suggest another Bible that
would so nearly meet every need.
The Helps
Book title and chapter number in large
type at the top of outside margin of each
page to help locate any Bible reference
quickly. A comprehensive synopsis pre
cedes each chapter. The 18 colored maps
are of practical use, accurate and clearly
printed. A new and complete Bible con
cordance, 64 full pages of important aids
to Bible study, an index to Bible texts,
40,000 references.
The Price
The publisher's regular net price of this
Bible is $9.00, but we have been very for
tunate in having a large edition made at a
very low price, hence we offer it, with
thumb index only, postpaid for $5.50. Name
in gold, 25c extra.
Specimen of Type
JUDGES, 16
And they answered, To bL
son are we come up, 6
as he hath done to us.
11 Then three thousand
Ju'dah 2 went to the top oi
E'tam, and said to Sam'soi
est thou not that the Phi
Authorized King James Version
COMPLETE GIFT BIBLE
The Size
5%x8%, weight forty ounces.
The Binding
is a fine genuine leather with overlapping edges,
stamped in gold on back and backbone. Red under
gold edges.
The Type
is large, clear Long Primer, beautifully printed on
fine white opaque Bible paper. Self-pronouncing.
Old King James Version. ,
The Illustrations
Nearly one hundred full page, with 32 Qf them print
ed in colors.
The Helps
Chanter numbers in figures, sixty thousand refer
ences and marginal readings, a 268 page, three-
column combination concordance (which means con
cordance and dictionary), 4,500 questions and ans
wers 64 other pages of invaluable helps to Bible
study, 16 pages of maps printed in colors.
Special Features
All the words spoken by Christ, printed in red.
Family Record, beautifully illustrated
and printed
in colors dates of happenings liefore and after
Christ, siik headbands and marker. Very flexible.
The Price
Sold through agents at $6.50. Our special price
$3.40. Thumb index, special. 35c extra. Name
in
gold, special, 25c extra.
Specinten of Type.
AND it came to pass, that whenIsaac was old, and "his eyes
ffcre dim, so tliat he could not see, he
Ideal Comfort Bible
For Old Folios or Home Study
The type in this book is so large and so well spaced that each word stands out
boldly, making it easy and really a pleasure to read. All the difficult words are
pronounced.
It has the chapter numbers in figures, with the books of the Bible printed on
comer of page, making it self-indexing.
It is printed on a very fine while, opaque Bible paper and has the references, a
beautiful Family Record, maps in colors, with a beautiful colored frontispiece and
presentation page.
It is bound in black moroccotal, stamped in g9ld, and has the brown burnished
edges. Size 6 x 9 x IM >n. thick and weighs a little less than 3 lbs.
On account of the Bible having such an easy-to-read type, one can really get
more out of the Scriptures.
SPECIMEN OF TYPE
Blind men healed. ST.
Pentecostal Publishing Company, Louisville, Kentucky.
son of Da'vid, have mercy our special net price ^9' *' for this fine book is. .�3y�^�1/1/
28 And when he was con
the house- theblinimen-ci
Sunday School Scholars' Red Letter Bible
THE BINDING�Genuine solid leather with overlapping edges,
and very flexible.
THE TYPE�Large, clear, easy to read nonpareil black face,
self-pronouncing. Chapters in figures. All of Christ's words
printed in red.
THE PAPEI4�A very thin, white opaque Bible paper, dur
able. Gold edges, silk headbands and marker.
ILLUSTRATIONS � Many beautiful full-page illustrations.
Frontispiece, presentation page and family record.
HELPS�5,000 revised questions and answers. Combination
Concordance, one of largest, best and most complete Bible con
cordances published. There are 270 double-column pages. It has
Harmony of the Gospels with explanation of same. 14 pages of
maps in colors.
THE SIZE�5x7x1 ; weight 29 ounces. Stamped in gold on
hack and backbone.
THE PRICE�This Bible is a good value at $4.50. <|�^
Our Special Price, postpaid J
.\'ame in gold, 45c extra.
BLACK TYPE EDITION�Same Bible as described above with
out the red letter feature, si>ecial price, $2.25.
Ideal India Paper Pocket Reference Bible
This Bible weighs only 11 ozs. ,is % of an inch thick, and size 4%x6%. It has very
readable minion type, splendid Morocco binding, overlapping edges, silk headbands and
narker. White opaque India paper, contains references and maps. Guaranteed not to
jreak in the back. Just the Bible for men to carry In their pockets or ladies
in their handbags�so small, light and convenient. Our special price, postpaid
The same Bible as described above, with a complete Bible concordance, djj Crt
Special price
Your name in gold on either of the above, 45c extra; index, 35c extra.
Sunday School Class Bible
Attractively bound in black silk cloth, stamped in gold on back and backbone, good
clear, readable pearl type, red edges, Bible paper, Cf\
size 3%x5x% in. thick. Price jKJC
A similar Bible with minion type, price 75c.
Child's Bible
Bound in genuine
leather with the
overlapping edges,
stamped i n gold,
red under gold
edges.
Has a very clear,
readalile agate type,
is self-proiioniicing,
chapter numbers in
figures.
The size is 3%x
5%xl inch thick
and weighs 11
ounces.
It contains a num
ber of helps which
are especially inter
esting and attract-
to the child, such as The Story of
.Joseph, Finding Great Things in the Bible,
The Books of the Bible in Rhyme, Golden
Verses of the Bible to be Committed to
."ilemory, etc.
Our Special Price,
postpaid
Coat Pocket Bible
Size
l%x6%x% incnes thick. Opens
Hat.
Binding
Beautiful, fine grain moroc-
:otal, flexible, overlapping
idges. Stamped in gold.
$1.50
Paper
Pi�e opaque Bible paper, very
thin. White and durable.
Type
Clear, plain emerald type,
easy to read. Chapter num
bers in figures.
Helps
Big Print Testament and
Psalms
Size 5%x714x=>'' in. thick, weight, I lb.
Large clear pica type, self-pronouncing
and paragraphed.
Chapter numbers in figures with a syn
opsis of each chapter, table to find each
Psalm by its first line.
Bound in moroccotal, stamped In gold
on back and backbone, has dark red edges.
Sells through agents at $2.50. Our special
price, postpaid $1.00.
Eighty thousand references,
contents of the chapter and
beginning of each chapter.
Price
This Bible formerly sold for $2.50 or $3.
Now we offer it for $1.00. Name in gold
special 25c extra.
Small Red Letter Testament
Bound In moroccotal, stamped In gold,
red edges, a good, clear, self-pronounc
ing type with all of Christ's words print
ed In red. Regular net price 90c; our
special price SOc.
Pentecostal Publishing Company, Louisville, Kentucky.
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Books For Boys^ Girls
EGERMEIER'S BIBLE STORY BOOKProfusely Illustrated,
Best and Latest - Nothing Like It!
THRILLING, UPLIFTING, INSPIRING
A BACKGROUND FOR RICHER LIVING
The good influence of these stories will follow
your children through the rest of their lives. The
language is simple, direct, vivid, and dramatic. The
author writes with the consecrated purpose of not
only entertaining but also enriching the lives of
her readers.
These Stories Cover
the whole Bible; divided into Bible history periods
They are true to Bible text. The Bible speaks for
itself in the form of a flowing, connected narrative.
Positive money-back guarantee.
Children clamor for "just one more" of these fas
cinating Bible stories. The author's work is recog
nized as the supreme example of modern story meth
ods applied to Bible tales. Children from 6 to 66
follow the consecutive Bible narrative with nev
understanding and enthusiasm.
A sumptuous volume of over COO pages, beautifulb
printed, luxuriantly illustrated, with almost twc
hundred pictures of great Bible characters from
Genesis to Revelation, scenes, and stirring events
In the life of our Lord. Over fifty illustrations are
full-page size, and fifteen are in full, rich colors
printed on special mat paper.
A NEW BIBLE STORY EVERY NIGHT
FOB 233 NIGHTS
Style B�Home Study Edition. Rich blue binding;
title gold stamped. 64 pages of Bible facts and in
formation including 48 pages of educational ques
tions on each of the 233 stories. "Christ and the
Child" in full colors on cover. Size 6x9 inches. C72
pages. Regular price $3.00. Our Special Price $2.00.
Style B. Price $3.00
BOOKS OF CHARACTER FORMING POWER
Bible
A-3� Book
�^r Litllo Ones
Jhe5URR?l$
^^ONEYIVAG
BUUTirUL GIRLHGDD
AIADEI. HALE
BOY'S STORIES -OF GREAT MEN
By Elsie B. Egermeier
Presents the struggles and achievements
of 18 famous men from Abraham Lincoln
to Thomas Edison. The author makes these
great figures real and understandable. Pre
sents the qualities that make men truly
great, worthy heroes for boys to emulate.
186 pages. Cloth bound�$1.00.
GIRL'S STORIES OF GREAT
WOMEN
By Elsie E. Esermeier
The girlhood struggles oif 18 great wo
men on both sides of the Atlantic from
Queen Victoria to Helen Keller. These fa
mous women were girls In "grandmother's
day" when opportunities were few. Their
rise to fame Imbues girls of today with
the sense of their privileges. 190 pages.
Cloth bound�$1.00.
BIBLE ABC BOOK
FOB LITTLE ONES
The book is
very useful in
the religious
training of
young chil-
d r e n as it
stresses Bible
study, pray
er, devotion,
service, faith,
love of God,
and church
attendance.
Eight pages
are in bright
colors and
eight are lu
black. The
Lord's Pray
er, The Gold
en Rule, The rwenty-third Psalm and
The Ten Commandments are included.
Artistically printed on good, strong white
paper. Size 6x8% inches. A splendid book
for gift or reward! $1.50 a dozen; $10.00 a
hundred; less than dozen, 15 cepts a copy.
The Burro's Money Bag
A story the child
from 8 to 13 years
just loves. Every
child's heart longs
for something to pet
and call their own,
and the story of how
patiently this little
Mexican boy worked
to own his Burro, is
not only interesting,
but there is a good
lesson in thrift and
self-reliance for the
reader. It is most
beautifully gotten up
�the reading page is
a delight to the
child's eye. Price $1.00.
BEAUTIFUL GIRLHOOD
By Mabel Hale
"
A book that helps the teen-age girl face
her problems and adjust her life. Clean,
wholesome, inspiring help on matters of
right companions, sound purposes, worthy
ambitions, and purity of heart. "Teen
age" years are heavy with dangers to fu
ture happiness. This book implants knowl
edge, confidence, and poise necessary to
the full fruition of a glorious womanhood.
Does not deal with sex problems. A gift
book; pages bordered in blue. Photo fron
tispiece. Blue cloth�$1.00.
BIBLE PICTURES AND THEIR
STORIES
BY SUSANNA G. FISHER
The thirty-one
beautiful Bible
pictures in thisbook are re
productions in
full c ol o r
paintings.
Facing each
picture is the
story written
mostly in
words of one
I' ! y 1 1 a b 1 e for
children 8 to
15 years of
age.
The Lord's
Prayer, the
Golden Rule,
and the
Ten Commandments are also included.
The book will make a very acceptable
reward or gift for boys or girls. It is
beautifully printed on heavy white enam
el paper; 73 pages, and is attractively
bound in red cloth with a picture of
"Christ Blessing the Children" inlaid on
the front cover. Price 60c postpaid.
Juvenile Booklets
An absolute novel in juvenile colored
booklets. Each book has six colored pages,
beautifully colored covers with insert pic
tures. Board covers. Size 4%x8%.
Old Testament Stories 15c
New Testament Stories I5c
Story of the Bible I5c
Story of Jesus I5c
50c for the set of four
Linen Baby Prayer Book
This little book is printed on fiexible
cloth, six pages of illustrations and pray
ers, and it may be washed and ironed. The
pictures are in colors. It makes a very
attractive little book to give to babies and
you can make some mothers and babies
happy by sending this. It costs only 15c.
IDEALS FOR EARNEST YOUTH
By- A. T. Ilowe
Sixty-one two-minute chats with a life-
knowing man. He points out the priceless
resources of youth. He tells how to treas
ure and expand them. Deals with daily
living and emphasizes the need of Christ's
guidance. 228 pages. Cloth bound�$1.00.
FORGOTTEN CHILDREN
By Julia Colliton Flewellyn
This unusual tale of Nell and Squinty,
homeless waifs of the New York slums, is
brimming with tenderness, pathos, and ro
mance. How they find human affection, a
loving Savior, and finally their mother and
a home, makes a tale to grip the heart of
old and young alike. 196 pages�$1.00.
Men Who Played The
Ga
Men >vh�
THE Game
me
BY ARCHER WALLACE
Arthur Wallace has
selected the unusual
stories of fifteen men
who made good by
playing the game and
never recognizing tlie
possibility of defeat.
Apart from the inter
esting circumstances
surrounding the
lives of Toyohiko
Kagawa, Chinese
Gordon, Golden Rule
Nash, and the others,
there is the still more
interesting fact that
these men made a
fascinating game of
life, stayed by the
, rules, fought courag-
? .J'lt cleanly against all obstacles,and felt the joy of triumph in the end.
As a book of genuine appeal to boys this
one cannot be surpassed. Price $1.00.
Other Titles By This Author
Stories of Grit $1 00
S^ore Stories of Grit W.', i"on
Blazing New Trails xm
Heroes of Peace
'
j'qq
Hands Around the World .......... i ooGirls Who Made Good. By Kirkl^d l!oo
Girls Who Achieved j oq
Boys Who Made Good . '. i"oo
Bible Hero Stories
A New Series of Finely Illustrated Bible
Story Books for Children. ExceUent
For Gifts and Rewards. �
Bible Hero Series contains the followingeight books: " iu
^avid 18c Jesus, Book I... 18c
Jesus, Book II.. 18c
John-Mark 18c Joseph . I8c
Esther I8c Moses
"
Via
Each book has 32 pages, 6?4x9% inches
m size. Has richly printed, soft-gray col
or covers, with six full-page illustrations
in colors, matching the covers.
Per Dozen, $1.80
Eyes in The Dark
No more interesting things could hap
pen in books, than happened to David and
Barbara in this story It is a story all
young folks just love, and parents will
read it after the youngsters have gone to
bed. Just one round after another of de
lightful experiences, country life, explor
ing expeditions, adventures, the finding of
real hidden treasure, etc. Thoroughly
scriptural. Beautifully bound with colored
jacket. Price $1.50.
Childhood Bible Stories
Over 2,000,000 copies sold
Something quite new and original in Bi
ble story-books for the little folks.
Bach book is complete in itself, and can
be used separately as a gift or reward
book.
SERIES 1
For children four and five years of age.
Four different volumes.
Each book, size 4%x6 inches; 32 pages,
12 stories. 12 colored illustrations, deco
rated cover, paper. Per dozen, $1.20 (as
sorted if desired) ; fewer than dozen, each,
12 cents.
SERIES 2
For children five and six years of age
Four different volumes.
Per dozen, $1.20 (assorted if desired) ;
fewer than dozen, each, 12 cents.
SERIES 3
For children six and seven years of age.
Four different volumes.
Per dozen, $1.44 (assorted if desired) ;
less than dozen, each, 15 cents.
SERIES 4
For children seven and eight years of age
Four different volumes.
Per dozen, $1.80 (assorted if desired) ;
less than dozen, each, 18 cents.
SERIES 5
For children from nine to twelve years
of age.
Four different volumes.
Per dozen, $2.10 (assorted if desired) ;
less than dozen, each, 28 cents.
Bible Picture
ABC Book
A gem of beauty and
Bible lore. It has a
threefold value�^26 al
phabet rhymes, 20
companion Bible stor
ies with "new word"
list, and 26 full page
colored picture's�o n e
illustrating each story.
A book children will
treasure. Cloth bound.
Price $1.00.
Special Day Program
Book No. 2.
This is the second
:^of a series of yearly
program books that
are proving very pop
ular. Herein are pre
sented recitations, dia
logs, playlets, and
%ongs for all the spec
ial days of the year.lew and o pi g i a a 1
material. Suitable for
small schools as well
IS the larger ones.
Special program m^t-
jrial for Easter, Moth
er's Day, Children's
Oay, Patriotic Mission
ary, Rally Day, Christ
mas, New Year's and
a^anksgiving. Limp
paper binding�side stitched for service. 96
pages. 40 cents a copy.
Go Till You Guess
It follows the plan of the game, "Throw
ing the Light." A new and most enjoyable
way to fix Bible facts in the mind.
400 Sections each dealing with a separ
ate Bible fact or event.
1000 Bible References are given with the
answers in the back. Price $1.00.
